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ABSTRACT 
Prootoeoes eub___tenuii (Linton) a digenetio'trematode that had 
previously only been found as a parasite in the hind gut of sparid and 
labrid fish, was first described as a parasite of the lamellibranob 
Scrobioularia (da Costa), in the Thaws Estuary, by Freeman and 
Llewellyn (1958). 
During the present investigation Prootosoes was only found within 
S. glana collected from localities along the north coast of the Thames 
Estuary, although the lamellibranoh host was found to be common in 
neighbouring areas. An investigation of the S. Plana from eight looationa 
along the north coast revealed that the abundance of the parasite was 
far from uniform; the S. plena collected from certain localities being 
heavily infected ahereaa those collected from localities a short 
distance away (I mile or lean) were often only rarely infected. The 
pattern was repeated in each of the tbre. years of study. 
The investigation of a heavily infected population of E. Plana over 
the period of study demonstrated that the parasite was very suoceesful. 
From a level of infectioaa of 2-3 Prootoeoee per host, in 1967 an incroaee 
occurred to a level of infection in=21969/70 at which over 95% of all 
S. Riana collected were infected and with w average of 4-5 Proatoeoee 
3. 
per host. As many as 14 Prootoeoes were recovered from a single hoot 
and the number of Prootoeces per 3crobicularia increased pari passu with 
the eise of the host. 
The discovery th; t tho pattern of distribution of M ilus ed ulis 
(L) was very similar to that of Prooto®oes suggested that this lamsilibranch 
could be involvod in the life cycle of Prootoecee in the Thames Estuary. 
This was further suggested by the discovery of sporooysta from 
M. edulie, oolleoted from two areas where Prootoecee was comwony that 
closely resembled those described for members of the genus by American 
Workers. On the basin of the evidence a life cycle has been suggested 
and some general topics considered. 
The availability of large numbers of Prootoeoee allowed for an 
investigation of some aspects of the physiology of this animal. In 
order to do this satisfactorily the environment of Prootoeoea, the kidney 
of S. Plana, sae also investigated. 
Prootoeces and the kidney fluid of S. Plana were found to be 
ieoemotio with respeot to the external medium from a depression of 
freezing-point of about 0.5°C to 2.0°C. Prootoeces was found to be able 
to survive for significant periods in sea water dilutions of between 
20% and 100: the greatest ditcation of survival being in 30% and 50,41 
4" 
sea water. The significance of this latter observation is uncertain 
although it has been suggested that this osmotic concentration could 
be similar to that oocurring in the hind auf of a fish. 
Me oxygen tensions within the kidney of S. plana have been show 
to lall, during a period of exersion, to levels approaching zero, but 
no evidence has been obtained that the haemoglobin of Prootoeoee would 
dissociate its oxygen under such conditions. Observations of the 
behaviour of the pigment in vivo and its possible functions have been 
discussed. 
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I1 TRODCCTIQO 
Adult digenetic trematodWe are typically parasites of 
vertebrates, freeman and Llewellyn (1958) described sexually mature, 
z--, -- 
unenoyated digenoana from the mud-dwelling lanellibranob, : orobioularis 
Plana (da Costa), collected from Chalkwrell in the Thamoa Estuary. 
The trematodee were identified an belonging to the genus 
Proetosoes (Odhner, '1911) and of the family Fellodistochutidae, 
sub-family Haplooladinae (Odla®r, 1911). 
The genus Prootoeoes waa establisbed by OdLxzor(l9ll) for 
Diatonu2 maoulatum (Looms, 1901) and Prootoeoee erythraeue (Od aer, 1911). 
Sinne that date may new species have been described from fish and 
the occurrence of Prootoecee from invertebrates from many parts of 
the world has been noted on eight occasions. Unfortunately, the 
characteristioa of many of these species are based upon those 
observed in only d few specimens colleoted from lieh. The sbilit7 
to oompare large numbers of Prootoeces from a single speolee of 
invertebrate boat has demonstrated the extent of iutraspeoifio 
variation that i$ possible within this genus, and thus the validity 
Of Boma of the cpeoies has been questioned. 
An oxoellent oxampie or thin in the case oY prootoaooe major 
(Tema uti, 1934). This was a no. apeoieo deeoribed from the Zieh, 
11. 
Pagrosomus auratus from Japan. the of the distinguishing features 
of this speoies was tiio oxistenoe of a tri-lobed ovary. Freeman (19624 
suggested on the basis of finding a tri-lobed ovary in a specimen of 
P. subt enuis from S. ' 1a. na, that P. major must be considered 
eynonrmous With P. subttenuis. Dollfue (1964) in describing 
P. progenatiaus from the top-shall Oibý sp, stated that the shape 
of the ovary could not be oonsiderod as a diagnostic feature as 
spooimans cxarain®d by him had spherical, oval or tri-lobed ovaries. 
Similarly Ichihara (1965) in describing Frootoecee from the top shell 
Turbo (Ba _i) eon and Doigyrotc (1967)ß in desoribing a speoies 
of Prootoeces from the proeobranoh, flies eplendidap mentioned that 
the ehapo of the ovary was varied, being oval, globular or tri-lobate. 
Thus it would seam to be strongly suggested that the shape of 
the ovary in a poor diagnostic feature. The question of what 
characteristics can be aooopted as diagnostic has been di©ouaaod in 
detail by Dollfus (1964). 
The systomatioe of the Lenue Prootoooee thue presents many 
problem at which are made more difficult by the fact that authors are 
not in agroemont with their synonyms. It is not intended within the 
Wo ýý 
confines of this thesis to discuss the specific identification of 
members of the genus as this has been dealt with, in detail, in 
the literature. The apecifia status of the species maaulatus, 
erythrosus, subtenuis, in_, _ 
olitun, oatrae, ma ors ma. norun and 
rnacrovitellue has been discussed in detail by Freeman and Llewellyn 
(1958). Thin dis'o=oioa has been oontthued in the literature and 
further paints raised by many authorst including Stunkard and 
Urmann (1959), canter and Pritchard (1962)9 Leman (1962a)ß 
Dollfus (1964) and Loos-Fr=k (1969). 
)'reemun and Llewellyn (1958) considered. that the features 
eziibited by the Proatoeces dieoovered tram a. plane in the Thames 
Estuary were consistent with the description for Prootoecee 
subt, ", o nuis 
(Linton, 1907), Hanson, 1950, a species vhioh had only 
been reoorded up to that date as a parasite of the hind gut of 
marine lieh belonging to the families Labridae and $psridaa, from 
the Rod Dear 8äx Zealand and the Eastern Seaboard of America. 
Lone-Fronk (1969) discovered a species of Prootoeoee from 
S. , lana on the German coast that she preferrod to name 
P. sorobioulariae. She appears to bane this renaming mainly upon 
the belief that significant zoogeographical barriers, such as the 
13i 
Ltlantio Ooenut ought to be insuperable barriere for =iah an well 
an littoral molluson, and thus the finding of the same parasites 
in Europe and in Bermuda would be unlikely. that she has not 
considorcd is the toot that mar littoral molluscs are transported 
from continent to continent as fouling organisms on ships 
(see pcge120) or even accidentally introduced alon with other 
animals (coo page 82). 
Until specific material can be compared from various 
localities there does not seem to be any reason not to regard the 
epooimens of Prootoeces from S. Plana in Euroj e an P. subtenuis, 
and accept that some species of Proctoeoea have vide 
distributions. Me would apply especially to P. maou______lntue, a 
species that, since its original discovery by Loose (1901), ims 
boon doaaribed from fish and from molluscs from may parts of the 
world, and in considered by some authors (8tunkard and Uzma. -a, 19591 
and Manter and Pritohardg 1962) as synonymous with P. subtenule. 
Deeoription of Proatoeooa from Sorobioularia plena. 
For rin ozcell®nt, full aoaount of the funotional morphology of 
this diijeoeon, the rouder in referred to the work of Freeman and 
L1owollyn (1956). The in teaturee are mumraariBed below and 
14. 
aaoompenied by drawin, i and photographs of stained, lightly 
squashed speoimene, (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Upon removal from the host the Proatoeoee is highly active with 
most elongation and oontraotion oocuring in the region anterior to the 
ventral auoker. Poaaibly the most immediately noticeable feature of 
those removed treiatodeo is that they are red or pink in colour. This 
colouration is generally distributed in the tissues of the animal, 
with the intensity of the colour varying with the eire of the 
Prootoooeo. proem= quad Lleuellyu (1958) demonstrated that this colour 
was duo to a native ba4m pi nnt. 
Although this oolourztion is so noticeable in Prootoeces collected 
from 8. Plan& from Cha3k o11p it has not been reoorded an ocGuzinj in 
Prooto©oes recovored from fish or from other invertebrateo. This 
inoludea Prootoeoes obtained from $. Plana from Germany and deeoribed by 
Loos-Frank (1969). This author maces no ooument about oolouration of 
the worms. 
Prootoeoes from S. 11on. Q from Chalkiell can attain a maximum length 
(when gently squashed) of about 4.8 cºas. They are generally oylindrioal, 
tailoring at . ACM end, with 
the ventral suoker situated at about one 
15. 
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third of the body length from the anterior end, and the integument is 
without opines. 
The mouth is sub-te=inal and is suooeeded by the pre-pharymc, vhioh 
in turnt oo=unioatee with the pharynz and then lecda into the oesophagus. 
All these three ant. regions of the alimentary canal are lined with 
o, Mss but not so the cuooeodtng two simple intestinal caccas which 
almost roaoh the posterior end of the body. 
The uterus in sexually mature epeoimene is always full of egge and 
with the genital pore opening between the oral and the ventral sucker, 
the exact position relative to the suokern varying with the state of 
elongation or contraction. 
The teotos are diagonally tandem, situated posterior to-the 
single ovary. The vit©llarium is poorly developed, situated mainly in 
the peripheral regions of the body, the extent varying in different 
individuals. 
The excretory system its extremely prominent with s Y-shaped bladder, 
the paired arcs of which extend as far forwards as the posterior limit 
of the phar mz. Posteriorly at about the level of the testes, these 
armes unite to form the median stem that runs backwards as a relatively 
wide tube. 
18. 
The unusual availability of 1zrge numbers of a dißonean makes 
Prootoeoee an. ideal subject for morphological and phyeiologioal ®tudy. 
Part of this thesis is concerned with aspects of the physiology of 
Prootoeoee. This in a field of study that has often been neglooted in 
the caso of digeneane. This is possibly duet in marq instanoesp to lack 
of material and often because of the technical difficulties imposed by 
the Small size of moot trematodee. In the present oase, even with the 
availability of large numbers of tromatodee, the small size of the animal 
caused tocLnical ditficultioa. This necessitated a study of 
techniques and to part of the thesis is concerned with this aspeot of 
tho work. 
A paruuite, an with any animal, must be studied with renpeot to 
its environment. Aa mang aspects of the physiology of 8. lanai and 
for that matter lamollibranohs in general, have not been previously 
investigated in any detail, much of this thesis concerns work that has 
boon carried out upon the hoot of Prootoeoee. 
The fact that the host is an invertebrate makes the study even 
more interesting as it provides n set of conditions that can be compared 
with those that the parasite would probably find in the vertebrate hoot. 
1 oaever, comparisons of this nature at be viewed with oars as 
19. 
differenoee or similarities that mLy appear significant to the 
investigator sea be of little importance to the trematode. 
The Hosts Sorobioularia lang (da Costa 
Scrobioularia j1! B! t is a lanellibranob belonging to the family 
5orobiculariidae of the super-family Tellinacia. It is the only 
British species of the 9enue, but it hasp in the past, been known by 
a number of synonyms under twelve different genera 
(see Forbes and 
Hanloy (1053) and Clay (1962) for a list of the ernotgaa). It is s 
mud-dwelling laamellibraaob found around European coasts from 
Scandinavia, into the Mediterranean and am far south as Senegal. It 
is oomon on British shores, being ohsraoteristio of estuaries of the 
south and east of England but it is saaros and local in the north 
(Spooner and Moore, 1940). 
It on usually be found over a wide area of the intertidal zone, 
in the region of mid-tide level and according to Tebble (1966) can 
attain a maximum length of about 6.35 ame. 
The animal lives in a permanent burrow, which varies in depth 
according to the nature of the substrate and the size of the wiwal. 
It is usually found at a depth in the region of six inches below the 
surface but it may be as much as ten inches or as little as one inch. 
20. 
This means that the animal lives in the black, sulphide layer at the 
mud. Of interest in the fact that the maid actually surrounding the 
anim 1 is light in colourt and therefore oxidised. 
The animal lies towards the vertical in the burrow, 
maintaining contact with the surface of the mud by its long= highly 
extensible, siphons (see Fig. 3). The animal is a deposit feeder# 
ßuoking up the mud and microorganisms via the inhalant siphon. 
Hkahos (1969) hae shown that surface deposit feeding may occur 
throughout the period of low tide if the surface water remains. 
During immersion deposit feeding may be limited to the mouth and sides 
of the burrow, possibly in order to conoeai the siphon tips from 
predators. Hughes (1969) has also shown that although 5. Plana is 
primarily a deposit feeder it may obtain some of its food by suspension 
feeding. 
The internal structure of S. plena is illustrated in Fig. 4" 
Proatoeces ooowra in the kidney region which, as in most 1amellibranohsl 
consists essentially of a pr=imal glandular# ciliated tubule (the 
organ of Bojanue) whioh drains the perioardium through the 
renopericardial opening and a ureter which convoys the . xoretory 
products to the supr branohisl epaoe. From here they are convoyed to the 
exterior via the exhalant siphon (Potts and Parry, 1964). 
21. 
Fig. 3. Typical attitude of Scrobicularia plana 
in burrow. ( Natural size ). 
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` `'' S. plan& is not oollectedinDritain for food wad-it-is 1 not "'" 
popular as & 'bait-for fishing. To'the"author's'knöwlodge'there are no 
reoordsin the`literature of whole 8orobioularia lane being eaten 
by fish. "" 'C1ay'(1962) etetos that ßerdman (1893) "'='d Soott (1895) 
have found S. Planei In the etomaäh» of Plaice "and Cod. ` Careful `' ° 
reading of the'`original"roferenoes shows that the authors refer to h' 
Sörobioularia'alba, "whioh is'-anotherimembär of'the family 5orobioulariidaef 
now known as-Abra alba (W. Wood). k :;: _.. L", 
Whether it' forms paart of the diet of ' birds' that'foed-'iri the 
intertidal zone'h" not been &aoertaiined, ' al though", the'äiithör häs 
never witnessed such im öäýurrenoe in the Thane { Estuary: 
It woüld: seem, `aa commented by Freeman and* Llewellya, "(1958) that 
the nature of its häbitätq# öoot ing as it does well below the "surface 
of the, muds F w' Id Ii i` it -rölätivelq inaccessible to most *'predätors: 
r"'"`=It is'known'thät very 16v'temperaturee may have a detrimental 
Yfeot'upon `3Qröbiöu1erisybeds. 'stoptord (2951)'noted a'öonelderabli` 
reductiän`in the numberý`'Of-the mollusc" in the estuary of, the 8iver Des 
in'Ch®ehirej"after'-t)e''winteiof 1946. similar`eztensivm morta1itioe"o! 
5 2ä ä`wars observed-by`Newell (1964b) to have ooouäred in and around 
the Thamae Estuary 90 d result of the severe winter of 1962/3. 
2415. 
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Prseman (1963) reported is virtual elimination of S. Plana from the 
vicinity of Chalkwell, in the Thames Estuarj, where it acted as the 
"4, r i! , :: "i -. 
ha 
hoot for Prootoecea" 
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Evidence of extensive mortalities at some point-in time was 
provided in many areas by the exietenoe of very large numbers of empty 
6he118. Whether these were solely due to tie 1962/3 winter cannot be 
t, t 
ascertained but at most of these localities only a very few living 
f, --e l_ `,. 4 I^ !', `' i >5 I tea -f is 
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Scrobioularia oould be found, >cnd at some the lamellibranch was absent. 
The finding, in 1967, that Scrobioularis oollooted from the 
vicinity oY Chalkwell were still"parasitieed by Prootoeaee provided 
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the opportunity for an interesting study of a sexually mature digenean 
from an invertebrate boat. If one aooepts the contention of 
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originally parasites of molluscs, then this occurrence provides a rare 
opportunity to study conditions, similar to those' that' might have 
been ezperienoed by some of tho early sluices. This in not to may that 
this condition in Prootoeoee isneoeeearily`of a primitive natures 
but only that it profit an interesting oospirison with the conditions 
encountered by 
adult ProotoeoM in vertebrates. 
2. 
? he thesis is divided into two main sßotiouss The first 
aeotion discusses the eoology of the parasite in the Thames Estuary 
und the surrounding area. The result, of the ecological survey 
proaapted an inventigetion into the life history of Proatoecea in the 
Thames Estuary. This is discussed and the pobeble life cycle in this 
eras is outlined. On the basis of this suggested life ovale certain 
points are discussed. As previous] stated (P 12) a disoussion of the 
eyetematios of the genus PTootoeoes ii avoided. 
The phenomenon of progenesis is briefly discussed with respect 
to Prootoeooe an a parautt" of S. plans. 
The second section of the thesis discusses the results of 
inv6stiaations into aspeota of the pbyaiology of both the parasite 
and the hast. The extent of salinity fluctuations and the osmotic 
responses of both parasite and host have been examined. 
The existepoe of a native ham pigment in Prootowvee prompted 
10 investigation into its properties in relation to the oxygen 
tensions prevailing in the kidney of D. plana. This latter study 
nac®asitated the use of a miniature poiarographio alsotrodo to =aeure 
internal oxygen tenaioae and an ooggan monitor system to detormine 
who18 animal r©epiration. 
26. 
There is a surprising lack of data in the literature on 
aspects of the physiology of lamellibranche and especially of 
tre atodes. It is hoped that sorge contribution has been made as a 
result of the present investigation. 
27" 
SECTION I 
27. 
SECTION I 
28. 
Chapter I 
G NERAL TECIDINIU! S 
.ýý 
TLe techniques discussed in this chapter are those that were 
used throughout the investigation and will not be dieoueeed further 
in subsequent ohaptere. 
1. Opening of the Sorobioularia aad obtaining the Proctoeoee 
7hie was aooomplich©d vary Dimply. The cutting of the anterior 
ead posterior adductor mueoles (aeo Pig. 4) paused one valve to lift 
up under the int]. uenoo of the elaatio ligament, it waa then a eimple 
operation to completely remove one valve sind thus ezpoet the kidney 
region of the lamellibranoh. 
An alternative method wan to tap the bivalve sharply on aº 
solid surface. This usually oaueed a break in one valve along the 
line of one of the oarly growth ringe- The subsequent littitZ of the 
pieces of the shell due to the action of the ligiont ras usual7, y sufficient 
to expoe0 the kidney region. 
Ones the kidney was exposed, its tissue could be eased apart 
uhilet being viewed through the low power objective of a binocular 
microsoopo (x4 magaifioatiou). Large Prootoeoes wore easily visible 
owing to their pink or red colouration whereas care had to be taken 
.t 
, 
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to ensure that the small, transparent treaatod©s were not 'lost' within 
the glandular tissue of the kidney, These usually exposed themselves to 
the investigator by their extensive mov©ments. 
The Prootoeooe were pipetted out of the kidney, placed in 100; 
sea water and were stored at 60C t 1°C for the short time before use. 
2. Aaeing the Sorobioularia 
When neoded, an estimate of the age of a Sorobioularia was 
obtained by oomparing the length of the shall with the age/longth data 
compiled by Green (1957. Although thin information was calculated for a 
population of S. plana in the Gwrendraeth Eotuary in South Walde it waa 
found to apply to the population of S. plans in the Thaacs Eatue . 
Estimates of the ago calculated uninj the information of Green (1957) 
correeponded well to the age aaoertained by counting the annual growth 
rings on shells on which they were olearly visible. "Homologising the 
rings" on a shell with those on larger and smaller shells (as suggested 
by Green, 1957) provided a check when further accuracy was heeded. 
3. Pasteurisation of sea water 
Sea water for uee in experiments was prepared by initially 
filtering it through a milliport filter (0.22 i pore diaaeter). 
Pasteurisation was sooompli. bed by heating it up to 60°Co three time.. 
(11 
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Betneon each beating the sea water was allowed to oool to room 
temperature. Cho* Pasteurised the sea water was placed in a stoppered 
bottle and stored in s refrigerator at 6°C f 100. Before use care was 
taken to unsure that It was fully aerated. 
4. Statistical tech ýn_____iguet, 
a. Calculation of standard deviation and standard error of 
FRoM 
the mean iüalop 1965). 
S. D. "ni 
[ýx2 
.. ( x) 
n 
R. iOE AG S. D. 
FROM 
be Test for differenoe between two anmple means ýItooro and 
Edwards, 1965). 
a 
U 22 
nI n2 
To test whether i3 is significantly different from x2 
compare the obtained value of u against tables of u. 
v 
31. 
T , -.. ý... X"-,, ý 
a 
a. Regression lines were oalaulat©d by the method or leset 
squares, using the equation of a true regression line of 
M 
oors and Udwarde, 1965). 
y"a+ bx 
whore a" bs 
and y- b(i - s) 
and b, the regression coefficient 
ýZ7 
- (ýx)(. 9)n 0. s. 3v 
d. Correlation coefficient. 
n 
411 
(2) 2) - (ßz)2}(A ter } týv)2 } 
To discover whether a correlation coefficient was 
significant, the calculated value of t was compared against 
tables of r (Bio atrika tables, Table 13) with n-2 
degrees of freedom. 
o. Confidence limits about a rogression line, (core and 
Edwards, 1965). 
when n aas largo (>30) an approximate formula was ueeds 
z Sr D tl 95 
where Sr " residual mean equares 
32* 
when n was small (34) an enact method was used. 
The variance about a line when xX is 
ßr2 . Sri 1tnt 
Co 
si 
2 
/x 
therefore D .. t95 Sr/ 
X 
f. Comparison of two regression line slopes (by and b2) 
ROM 
oore and Edearde, 1965) 
First obtain the average about regression line variance - 
SZ . 
S1 + tt22 
f1 + n2-4 
where, 9I residual sum of the squares for the 
first regression line 
32 residual sum of the squares for the 
second regression line 
TLen the varianoe of the difference between the two elopes ias- 
S2 82 2 Sß 
t 
0.0.21 z, o. a. Z2 X2 
where, 0. $. zt zý correoted sums of the squares for 
first regression line 
o. a. z2 z2 corrootsd sum of the squares for 
second regression line 
Banco ! 
b, b2 
B 
33" 
To find whethor bI is signifios t1y different from b2, 
this value is compared with tabloa of t with v- ni + n2 -4d. f. 
ýt :. 
34, 
Chapter 11 
DIBTRIB JTI V OF PRocTOI CE" sUB NUIS IN . TIAMES ESTUARY 
AND SURROUNDING AREAS 
Freeman and Llswell7n (1958) made no attempt to delimit the 
ocourrenoe of Frootosoes along the Tames Estuary to the east or west 
of Chalkwell, although they did collect infected specimens of 
S. Plana from stations over a distance of about a mile of the mud 
flute in the neighbourhood of Chalkwell. 
Their only other disoovery of Prootoeoes from D. glana was 
made from a sample collected from Lkttetable in rent. Only three 
Prootoeaes sere recovered from one hundred and fifty splana examined. 
They failed to find any Prootoecee from eamplee of S. plane oolleoted 
from the rivers Tamar and Tavy, in Devon (approximately eight3 S. Dana 
examined); Dart and Teign, in South Devon (approximately forty 
examined); the Gwendraeth, in South Wales ( os one hundred examined); 
butley, in Burtolk (ca seven); the Essex rivers Colne (seven), and 
Blackrater ( fifty) and from Conway, in North Wales (oa one hundred). 
These records of Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) provided the total known 
distribution of P. subtanuis in Britain, up until 196TH when this work 
was begun. 
The examination, by the present author, of a sample of S. plans 
t 
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from Chalkwollp in 1967: established that Prootoeoei was still 
present. The extent and tho limits of the populatioct, especially in 
view of the severe winter of 1962/3 which was known to have caused 
extenaive mortalities of the hoot (Newell, 1964, and Sreemsn# 1963), 
were still unknoira, 
For this reasoa it was dooided that a survey of the Be lang 
oolleoted from different regions of the T amos Estuary and from the 
neighbouring rivers would be carried out. 
Method of sampling 
At each chosen locality Be plans were collected and an estimate 
of their density reoorded. The oollecting tealmique was simply to 
dig in a suitable area, usually with a fork, and to collect every 
S. planer that was unooversd. This teohnique was used at overt' locality 
and in this way it was hoped that the sample collected was 
representative (from the point of view of containing S, Plana of 
various aizo$/aCeo) of the S. Elsa population in that =*a. 
An estimate of the density of the population of the boat was 
achieved by determining the average number of S. plans falling within 
five square metro are"e. Because of the fact that the population 
, at any one 
locality was found to be extremely variable within a small 
ý"ý 
area, the densities quoted are approximate. 
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Description of the collection sites 
The sites from which . 05. Plana were collected are listed below 
and are also Illustrated on the cap (Fig. 5). Ordinance eurvey grid 
retorenoes are given for each site. Some oomment is made on the 
nature of the colleoting area and upon the other animals present. 
Thin latter point is only conoernod with other molluscs and is 
inoluded because or considerations of the life history of Y. eubt____e: uis 
that will follow (page ? 1). 
River Eleckwater. Essex. 
1. 'rolleeburr (972089) 
Only isolated speoimons of S. Rlana, were found at this site 
although, judging by the number of empty shelle, the population was 
once tar more abundant. The area oonsisted of a olgysy eubatrate but 
with soma flint and shell gravel deposit.. It aas on these latter 
deposits that large number of i clue ed ulis (Linnaeus) were found. 
Ceraetoderma edý, ý, ule 
( L. )p Ma o oma balms, thioa ( L. )r L arenaria ( L. } 
Ottreaa edulie ( L. ), Petrioola pholadiformi" (Lama ok) and the 
prosobranohs Cr_ epidule torn ioata ( L. )' Littorina littorea (L. ) 
L. suxatalis (Olivi)a and ilydro't is u lvae (Tr=eat) all oocmed fairly 
ccxmaonly. 
(. 
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Other areas in the River Slaolcwater were visited especially 
on the southern side but no S. Plana were found, although, an at 
, 
Zllesbury, judging by the number of empty ehella, considerable 
populations presumably did once exist. 
River Crouch, Essex 
2. Eurnh&m-. upon-Crouch (955954) 
This was another area of variable substrates: olayp mud and 
gravel. S. p1xa was found to be locally common, but with an overall 
density of about twonty per square metre. M ilue ed ulis wan pres3ont 
ate wore C. edl ule, N. balthica, Lto armnaria, P. pholadiformis and 
0. fornicata. 
3. North Warnbridge (883965) 
The substrate here was vary sott, fine mud in which the numbers 
of S. Diana were difficult to estimate. They wore found to occur in 
densities of at least twenty per square metro. Very few other animals 
were evident in this area with the exception of 1arje numbers of the 
polychaste New diversicolor (0. F. WIller) 
4. South Creekeea (953925) 
This looatioz was similar to Xorth Fambridge except that this 
substrate was coarser. 5.1ý ana vas locally abundant but overall in 
t 
ýy. 
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the region of fifty per square metre. Again, the only other animal 
oootaring in large numbers vao N. diver®ioolor. 
River Roach. Essex. 
5. PF "al8hwn (913939) 
The substrate fas variable with araaa of soft mud and areas of 
graval. S. R1ana was common in the ar®ao of and (ca fifty per square 
metre). The lamellibranche Vic, edulis, U. arenaria, a. ed ule, 
X. balthioa, P. pholediformis and 0. eduli® (artificially laid) and 
the prosobranoh, Q. fornioata were all present. 
River Th,, amee, north ooant, (E2sexo 
6. Chalkwolll (854855 
This gras found to be an area of mainly mud but with some gravel 
above mid-atide level. IL, edulie was abundant, occuDing in done beds 
eßt mid-tide level. The lamellibrancha, 1j. balt hioa, C. oduln and 
M. ar®naria were all comc: on. 
The density of S. lane was not found to be as high as recorded 
by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) but to be only in the region of twenty 
per square metro. 
7. Two Tree Island (847826) 
S. plane was unoomnon, occurAng mainly in the silty mud on the 
t ý-, , 
39 " 
r 
edge of channels. Very large numbers of empty shells were evident. 
M. balthioa and U. arenaria were common, 
8. Leigh Iseok (833825) 
F3. lana was uncoron in the c1c7 cubatrato found at this 
locality. The ripeoimeno that wore collected yore generally eriall. 
lt. arena rig, U. add, I. baltriiaa and C. ed_ý_u18_ were present but the 
most common animal was the Polyohaates No divereioolor. 
g. Dv lmarý±e Point, Cp very ZD1Rnd (825795) 
The substrate was found to consist of Feud ovorlying Gravel. 
Very few animals were found with the oxoeption of N. diversieolor. 
So plans was rares 
River 2hmmen2 south oonst (Kent) 
10« Allhallows (842788) 
The substrate gras soft axudq sandy in part®. Rye density of 
S. glana, although locally abundant, was in the region of fifty yor 
square metre overall. Other animals preeant included U, bal thiaa, 
Q. edul0, fit. are naria and nu=roue li. ulvao. 
x1. fl Wty Fera_ ie le of She ppe, (015655) 
This eae an area of vory eott etioky Gaud. SO Plans was looally 
v©rq donee but with an overall density of approximately fifty per square 
i 
40. 
wette. M. balms ioa sind N. diversioolor were oom"ron. 
Other sites on the Borst coact were visited. Attempts to find 
Be Plana fron the Isle of Grain, in the River Medway; Loyedown, on 
the Iola of Shoppey; and from Whitstable, in Kent, all proved 
unsuccessful. The latter was the most dioappointing beoauso of the 
titct that Freeman and L1eve11yn (1958) had reported the rare occurrence 
of Prootoeoes from this looation. The unsuccessful nature of my own 
attempts and those of countless students on field courses to find a 
speaies that was once abundant (Newell, 1954) may, at least in parts 
be due to the severe winter of 1962/3 (vies Introduction). 
Other localities from which f3. Plana were examined 
River tdur, 8uß 
Shoreham by Sea (219050) 
S. Plana was found to be fairly common in certain areas q 
ooouring in the region of Silty or square metre. R. edý, 1ý. balýý thioa 
and C. edule all ooouted, aa, in large numbers, did the polychaete 
U. diyereioolor. 
Iliver Tamar. Devon 
Plymouth 
These a, Lana were supplied by the Marine Biological Station 
r 
41. 
and therefore enact details an to their density or. animal associates 
were not possible. 
Examination 
All the a. plane collected from, the above mentioned sites woro 
transported back to the laboratory, opened and examined with the aid 
of a binocular miorosoopo to ascertain whether they more infected 
with P. aubta uiA. 
TABLE I 
Distribution of Prootoeooa subtenuin in the vicinity of the Thpmoa Eatuor 
Nu: ibar of Vu3bor 
Locality 19. Plana infooted 
examined 
River Blaokwater, T nnex 
1. Tollesbury 12 nil 
fiver Crouoh. 'teeex 
2. Burnham-on-Crouuoh 52 nil 
3. North Fambridco 28 nil 
'4. South Creekeea 67 nil 
River Roach, Ea ex 
5. Pagelshm 46 nil 
r I. 
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Number of Number 
Locality 13 . p1ana infected 
examined 
River Thames. North Coast, Essex 
....... ...... 
6. Chalkwell 54 51 (94.4%) 
7. Two Tree Island 33 nil 
8, Leigh Beck 28 nil 
9. Dendman's Point 13 nil 
River Thames, South Coast, Kent 
10. Allhallows 97 nil 
I1. Harty Perry 108 nil 
Other localities from outside-the Thames Eatuary from which sa, ples 
of S. p1 na were examineds-- 
River &%E. Sussex 
8horehan 50 nil 
River Tamar, Devon 50 nil 
Diooussiorn$ 
As is illustrated by table 1 and Fig. 5i Prootoeoes was only 
recovered from s. plna that were collected from the vicinity of 
Chalkwellp Cu the north coast of the Thames Letuary. This is the 
se locality from which Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) first 
described tilt parasite. 
( -. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of Proctoeces subtenuis in the 
Thames Estuary and neighbouring areas in 1969. 
O S. plana infected by P. subtenuis. 
0 S. plan uninfected by P. subtenuis. 
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R. Plana collected from all other localities, upon examinatiaa, 
were found to be unint®oted; even those from arose that were only 
relativoly a short distsnoe away (for oxarnple! Two Tree Island, 
one Milo away). 
It aas ovident from this investigation that the distribution of 
P. eubt^____enuis an a parasite of Be planalt was extremely loculieed to 
one area of the Thames Estuary. Thin was a vory ain2ilar situation to 
that recorded by Proem= and Llewellyn (1958), the only difference 
being that these authors round three Prootoeaes fron one hundred and 
fifty 5. glana, collected from Whitstable, in Kanto Aa has already 
been atatods, no 30 Plana could bo found at Whitstable. Those A. plans 
fron Ilarty I1erryl s short distznoe from Whitstable, that were 
examined were all found to be uninfeoted. 
It therefore appeared fron tLia survey that the distribution 
of Prootoooee had not extendad sinus 1954" The next step aas to 
determine the extent of tho population of the parasite to the east and 
wont of Chalkwell and to attempt to determine the reasons for its 
_7-71 
lack of spread to neighbourint, areas. 
45" 
Chapter III 
ASPECTS C1" TIC: ECOLOGY OF VROCTOECES SUBMUIS ON THE: XCELTH 
COAST (W TIM THA &ES ESTUARY 
I. Distribution 
Light looalions along the north coast of the Thames Estuary 
w©ro selects& an areas at which . Plana was known to occur. The 
names given to these eight locations are the ones used by the author 
to define a local area and thus the nwaee may not be evident on an 
ordinanoe survey map. Map grid reterenoes are listed for each site 
for detailed reference. The eight collecting sites are described in 
the following eeoticn in geographioal order from vast to eaato and 
are also illustrated on the accompanying map (Fig. 6). 
At each of these looalitie4 a sample of a. plans was collected 
in October of each of the three yearn of the investigation. The 
mathod of 8amplina employed was an preYiouely described (pago 35 ). 
The aumbors of the sample varied from locality to locality 
depending upon. the density of the hoot. In 1968 und 1969 a very 
similar number of S. plana gras examined from each locality to ensure 
that variability of the adze of the e=ple was not, in part, 
responsible for the observed result'. 
Each collecting site tu briefly described in the following 
'71 
t- 
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emotion and the major Bnimal epooioe found in the aarne locality 
era listed, This list of animals is not intended to constitute a 
fauna fiat for each location but to present an indication of the nature 
of the envirorzent by oo enting upon the co. on animals. Possible 
intermediate hosts aro alto indicated by studying the other animaln, 
especially the molluscs, present. Those species that my migrate 
into the area at high tide are oxoluded beoaueo of laok of detailed 
knovled e about their numbers and their distribution. 
Collecting sites 
1. Benfleet Bride (855782) 
This was selected as the most westward site and was a crook 
bounded on both sides by galt marshes. The substrate consisted of 
vary soft mud that afforded a good habitat for the most abundrant 
artimalg New divermioolor. The tollinid lemollibranob, Ma a_ 
balthioa =d the amphipod Corophium volu tator (pallam)i were also 
c=on. 
A patchy distribution of S. Plana was found with the overall 
density being lows approximately ten per square metre. 
2. Intieet creek (852894) 
This site, approximately one mile from Nahfleet Bridge, was found 
k" 
8" 
to be of vors variablo substrata, ranging from fine silt to "rook". 
This variability was due to the accumulation of large amounts of brick 
rubble in the area dating back to when the jetty at this location was the 
site of loading of Thames barges with bricks produced in the nearby 
brick works. 
This Saot has led to areas of very coarse substrate that present 
a suitable habitat for the "Amorioan Piädook", Petricola pholadiformis 
the onl}t occurrence of this lamoollibranoh that the author hass discovered 
on the north coast of the 3`h=es Estuary, In the vicinity of 
Southend-on-Bea, The lesnellibranoh Mya are__ý__naria was also common amongst 
the coarse substrate, and N. diveraloolor, U. balthion and C. volutator 
wer© co=on where the substrate was finer. The nearby sandy deposits 
were oolonisod by Cerastodermn ed uln and the brinks and stones allowed 
for the attaohment of M flus edulia. 
With this vary variable substrate the density of 3.1>lrna was also 
found to be very variable, boing in the region of twenty per square metre. 
3. Loigh Bridge (853823) 
This oolleating site was found to be very similar to Benflest Bridge; 
the mud was Very sott and the crook was boundcd by salt marshes. The 
dominant animals in this area were N. divereieolor, 0. volu tator, 
49" 
Li. ba1___ýthica mnd Caroinus raaý ( L. ) 
The density of S. 2ý ana was high, boing in the rogion of two hundred 
per equaro metro for iaoet of the area. 
ý. Chalkw®I1 Station (854851) 
This was another area of soft substrate but, unooimon to the other 
areas, was covered by a dense growth of the angiosperm Zootera op. 
This wry chosen as the most westward collecting site actually in the 
Estuary, as compared to the previously described sites that were situatod 
within oroeka and bounded by aalt marshes. It was also found to be the 
beginning of largo populationo, oY aniaal8, many of which had not been 
enoountered in my numbers further to the pout. 
U. bal tbica occurred in vory large numbers as did the prosobranch 
gastropod fi drobia Muse, Littorinn littorea, L. saz talis, L. obtusata (L. ) 
and the lauellibrenche Iie arenaria and C. edulo were all locally common. 
Isolated, small al=pa of tt41 eddulis also oocurad. 
The density of fj9 plana, although very variable over the wide 
expanscs of the intertidal tone, are found to attain densitios in ezoess 
of fifty per square a otre. 
5. Cbalkwell Bowling, Green (655854) 
7be substrate was discovered to be somewhat coarser than further to 
500 
to the west, it. edulis was very common in ahor© as isolated olumpe and 
at mid-tide level were the beginnings of the large mussel beds that 
extended eaataards. M. bal thioa, It* ere_ý_ naria and C. edule were all common. 
The density of 3. Plana was found to be in the region of twenty 
per square m©tre. This is compared to the estimate of Freeman and 
Llewellyn (1958) of a density of between five hundred and one tbouoand 
per cquaro metro. Clearly the population had not recovered from the 
offoote of the severe winter of 1962/3 (eee Pace 23 )" 
6. Crow atone (852859) 
It was in this area that tho inter-tidal mono was found to attain 
its greatest width and here also Be Plana was found to have its widest 
dietributlon, occuvix3, in the crude wall below mid-tide level and up into 
the gravel and sandy areas above mid-tide level. The greatest densities 
of S. Plana (ca. two hundred per square metro) oooured just below mid-tide 
loyal! in and amongst the large bads of W ty i lus. The fauna was found 
to bo rich in this area with many polyobaotos and crustaceans present. 
The lamallibrancha U. bal+, a. edel©, U. nrenaria as well as 
U. eduý__lie were all vary oo rnon. The prosobranobe L. litt torea, 
L, oexatalie, L. obtusata A ulvae and Crepidulf lornioata were all 
locally common. 
L. 
510 - 
7. Cli ft , (850874 
This was another area where the density of S. 1ana was found 
to be hi&h, being in parrta in the rcaion of two hundred per square motre. 
The area was vary similar, both in substrate and in the animal epeciee 
found, to aroa 6 (Crowetone), with the 1cno11ibranchs 1o eddu_1tss: 
M. bal___ thian and Lt6 arennria boing, particularly cnanon. 
8. Tf ia,., rr2 Bay (857907) 
Thio was the most eastward cite from which S. planm were found 
although others wore investigated. The cubstrate was a mixture of both 
sand and cud, and for this reason a variety of animals wore found to 
occur. C. edule aas abundant in the sandy areas, whereas t4. balms a 
and u. nro nari ; tendod to be found in the more muddy area alongside the 
ý. ul na. M. edulin oooumd in isolated olucape and the prooobranoho, 
L. littorea, L. saxatalis aid H. ulvaee were not unoonmon. The overall 
density of n. 1p rna was low, being in the region of twenty per square metre. 
Results a 
Tho eo ples of S. lava, once collected, were transported back to the 
laboratory and oponod. With the aid of a binocular microscope the number 
of parasites in each kidney aas ascertained. 
The results from such surveys carried out in 1967,1968 and 1969 are 
expressed in 'Fable 2 and Fig '%. 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of Proctoeces subtenuis along 
the north coast of the Thames Estuary. 
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Discussion: 
The main point that is evident from Table 2 and (Fig 7) is the 
extreme 1ocalieation of inZeotion, and the fact that this pattern . a» 
repeated, with only minor variation, in all three years of study. TLus 
the S. plena collected from sites 4,5,6 and 7 (from Chalkwell Station 
to Clifftown) were always more heavily infected than those collected 
from the othor sites. The peak of infection appeared to be at 
Cliff town (site 7) and as samples were examined that had been collected 
from sites to the east or west of Clifftown, there was discovered to 
be a reduction in the level of infection. An anomaly appears to be 
the fact . that the s. Plana collected from Eenfleet Creels 
(site 2) were 
consistently and significantly (P< 0.05) more heavily infected than 
the S. lane collected from the aitee of either side whioh were only 
rarely infected. 
This pattern of distribution had little relation to the density 
of :o plane at each locality. For example, the denoity opt b. plena 
at Leigh bridge was very similar to that at Clizftown (oa two hundred 
per equare metre) but the S. plena from Leigh Bridge were only rarely 
infeoted whereas those from Clitftoan were always heavily inleoted. 
It could be suggested that the observed pattern of distribution 
was brought about by somo pbyeioal factor, or raotors, aoting upon the 
55" r 
larval or adult trematodo. This appears unlikely because it is 
difficult to conceive that suoh factors would vary sutfioisntly within 
short distances. Cortaiu y, salinity, which was probably the obvious 
one to examine wes very similar at sites 49 5f 6r 7 and 8 whiob were 
all in the Estuary proper. It has also been dvmonetrated, as will be 
disoueeed in a later eootion (pup 156), that the adult treaatodee 
are unaffected by salinity changes larger than occur in the area. 
It appears most likely that this observed pattern of distribution 
of the adult trematode could be due to the fact that there were more 
larval stages of Prootoeoee at sites 4p 59 6 and 7 than at the others. 
This could have been due to tidal currents carrying the larval stages 
to certain areas more than others or to the fact that the first 
intermediate host was more abundant at sites 4,59 6 and 7 and therefore 
there wore more stages at these areas. If there needs to be a close 
association between the two hoete, poaoibly due to a look of dispersal 
power of the larval Prootoeoee, then it would moan that only at those 
sites where there was a population of the first intermediate host 
would there be the likelihood of s high level of infeotion of the Be plana. 
Ths suggestion that the first intermediate host oaouaed at Baufleet 
Creed (site 2) but not at Aentleet Bridge or Leigh Bridge, the sites on 
9 ýý 
tý1 
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either aide, could also explain the higher level of infection 
discovered at this locality. 
This hypothesis has been mentioned here as a possible explanation 
of the observed distribution of Prootoeoee and will be dieouseed in 
more detail in a subsequent section dealing with the life history. 
As well as this pattern of distribution that is so evident, the 
results oloarly ahoi that Prootoeoe0 was very iuooeseiul as a parasite 
of B. plena on the north coast of the Th=es Estuary. This was 
especially so at sites 5j 6 and 7 where in 1969 over 90 of all 
S. plena collected were inteoted and with as average of between three 
and four Prootoecee per host. The maximum number of Prootoeoee. found 
in a single S. lens was fourteen and this was found on two oooasions, 
both As Plana having been collected from Clifftornm. 
The high numbers of Prootoeoee found from S. plane oollected from 
sites 5p 6 And 7 demonstrate that the parasite was very euooeaetul in 
this area. The faot that all sizes of Prootoeoes from small transparent 
onus to large, red, gravid ones were found, and that the level of 
infection of the Be plana collected from sitee 49 5v 6 and 7 had 
Increased oigniZioant2g during the three years of study, wan a good 
indication that the life cycle was being suaceeefully maintained in the 
51. 
area. Thus larval Proatoeoes were being continually released from 
some undetermined intermediate host. 
2. Igarease in the level of infeotion of R. plans by Prootoeoen 
The fact that the level of infection of the S. Plana Collected 
from sites 4,5,6 and 7 had increased during the period of study can 
be further illustrated by reference to table 3 and fig. 8. These are 
the results obtained from samples, oollected at intervals, from 
Clifftowu (site 7). 
Discussion 
It is evident that from a level of infeotiom of the S. plane of 
between two and three Proctoeoes per host in 1967 84 increase ooourred 
to an infection level of between four to six per host in 1969 and 1970 
(P < 0.05. This was for a comparison of the results of October 1967 and 
October 1969 - see Statistical Test lip Page 30). This latter level 
of infootion is similar to that reoorded by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) 
for S. plans collected from Chalkwell (site 5) and so it may be that 
the infection had increased to a level similar to that which occurred 
prior to the 1962/3 winter. 
The variation in the level of infection of the . amples of S. plag 
that were collected alter August 1969, and in particular the low results 
k _, i 
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L'ABIZ i CHANGE IN LEVZI, OP IM'F' : CTIC i AT CLIPFTOWU (site 7} 
Number Average 
Month and of % of number of Standard 
year plena S. 121ana Prootoeoee error of 
of sample oxamined infected per S. Plana the moan 
Octobor 1967 21 100 2.7 0.35 
November 26 92.3 2.15 0.28 
December 37 94.6 2.6 0.27 
January 1968 48 95.8 2.75 0.26 
February 139 94.5 2.6 0.20 
uaroh 110 94.6 2.6 0.17 
April 58 87 2.3 0.19 
may 72 91.5 2.7 0.21 
August 61 98.3 3.1 0.22 
October 50 98 3.6 0.28 
November 55 100 3.9 0.29 
December 30 
wýw 
100 4.5 0.44 
January 1969 40 100 4.15 0.33 
Pebru&ry 30 96.6 5.3 0.42 
Maroh 40 100 4.35 0.27 
April 50 100 5.1 0.41 
May 40 100 5.7 0.27 
June 6 100 5.6 0.68 
July 40 100 6.1 0.46 
August 20 95 5.95 0.75 
September 26 96.1 5.0 0.57 10 
October 47 98 4.4 0,42 
November 18 100 6.4 0.49 
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TABLE (Coat'd) 
Number Average 
Month and of % of number, of Standard 
year 5. plnna at Plana Prootoecee error of 
of eample examined infected per U.. plena the mean 
January 1970 
slay 
21 
50 
95 
84 
5.7 
4.1 
0.73 
0.49 
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for October 1969 (P =, 5) And Ma3r 1970 (P " 5), an compared with 
the result for August 1969 (see Statistical Technique tbý, page 30 )p 
are difficult to explaing although it is considered that it was most 
probably associated with a ohne in the population of the host. 
Sinoe about August 1969, the Clifftown population of Be plane has, 
as judge by the increasing difficulty with which samples of S. pirnaa 
were oollooted, deolined in numbers. The reason for this is 
uncertain although the fairly severe winter of 1969/70 oould have 
poeaibly accounted for some of the mortalities observed at the and of 
1969 and beginning of 1970. 
The decline of the population of the lielens could have brought 
about a variation of tbo population of the parasite by a combination 
of wayss Adverse conditional such as severe low temperatures, may have 
preferentially killed the more heavily infeoted B. plus beoause of 
their greater parasite burden. The faot that this was unlikely was 
illustrated by the ooourrenoe in the May 1970 sample (50 Be .) of 
one B. plena that contained fourteen i'rootoeoes, one that contained 
thirteen, one eleven, one, ten and lour with nine. 
It is possible that the population of S. plaza at Cltfftown may 
have been going through a period of natural eenesoence with many of 
62. 
the older S. Pla` dying and being replaced by younger A. plane. An 
these younger/smaller 3. Plana were 1069 heavily infeoted (see page 66) then 
an inoreaae in their number in the sample would have greatly reduced 
the overall number of Prootoeooe per host for that sample. This was 
seen to be at loset partially truo for the May 1970 sample, where 10, E 
of the eaaple Consisted of S. lava under 1.8 are IV length. 
similarly the Ootober 1969 ßamp1o, another oample with an overall lower 
lovol of infection as compared with the ones before and after, had. 8A 
of tho s. plans under 1.8 amm. This was in oomparinon with other 
ca ples, for example November 1968, which only contained 4 of the 
S. Plana under 1.8 ome. 
As these small go planar under 1.8 cros* only usually contained 
one Yrootoeoee (see page 67 ) then an inoreaco in their number in a 
sample would have brought about an overall decrease in the number of 
Prootoooeo recovered. 
A combination of these factors could hive partially accounted 
for the observed low results of October 1969 and May 1970. The 
boterogonoua nature of the host populations with mane small, low 
intent©d S. rl a and many lurger, heavily infeoted Be Plana oould 
have brought about variations in the intention level of a sample 
63* 
dopendinj on the ratio of one to the other collected. 
Even taking these variations into aooount it is vary evident 
that the overall level of infection of the population of 5º. plena 
at Clifftown had increased over the period of the study. This is 
import= t because it further illustrates that the parasite was 
extremely ouocessful in thin area and that the life cycle was well 
oatablisbod, resulting in a continuod chance of re-infootion of the 
S. Elana by larval Froatoeooa roleased fron some interriediato hoot. 
3. Relation between the size of the host =d number of Prootoeoee 
Method 
When the samples of S. Plana collected from Cliff town were 
examined, the length of each S. Plana was measured to the nearest 
0.5 mm (1.7 of an average S. j2lana of 3.00 ems length) and the numbor 
Of Prootoeoes ooou ing in each was reoorded. The information thus 
gathered is-illustrated in table 4 and fig. 9. The grouping of the 
S. plana so examined into arbitary size groups allowed for the plotting 
of histograms (table 5 and fig. 10) which demonstrate the percentage 
of a certain number of Prootoeaes that were found in each size group. 
Discussion 
From table 4 and fig. 9, it is evident that the level of 
-- --- -ý 
1 
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TABIS 4RELATIONi T` 2I Q}' HCUT AND NUMBER OF 
PROCTOEC 
Average 
Number Total number of 
Length of of that number of Prooto, caa Standard 
Be plena - siee 
Prootoecea per that error of 
{cm examined rooovared oize host the mean 
0.70 1 0 0 
0.85 1 1 1 
0.95 1 0 0 - 
1.00 2 0 0 - 
1.10 1 1 1 - 
1.15 1 1 1 - 
1.20 1 0 0 
130 
.1 
1 1 
1.40 2 0 0 
1.45 1 1 1 
1.50 4 5 1.25 =0»63 
1.60 1 0 0 - 
1.80 1 1 1 
1.90 5 5 1 10.32 
2.00 8 8 1 =0.33 
2.05 2 8 4 
2,10 4 9 2.25 l0.63 
2.15 2 9 4.5 - 
2.20 9 29 3.22 10.86 
2.25 2 1 0.5 - 
2.30 7 11 1.6 0.37 
2.40 9 21 2.3 0.44 
2.45 5 20 4.0 11.05 
65. 
TA233L1 (Cont'd) 
Length of 
s. Gana 
(emý 
Number 
of that 
eise 
examined 
Total 
number of 
Prootomoee 
recovered 
Average 
number of 
Prootoeoes 
per that 
eire boot 
Standard 
error of 
the mean 
2.50 15 43 2.8 =0.57 
2.55 1 1 1 
2.60 19 50 2.6 +0.40 
2.65 8 28 3.5 +0.63 
2.70 31 67 2.1 +0.30 
2.75 20 67 3.35 10.42 
2.80 60 181 3.0 =0.23 
2.85 26 94 3.6 10.45 
2.90 72 224 3.1 10.21 
2.95 53 204 3.85 10.26 
3.00 114 433 3.84 +0.23 
3.05 40 171 4.3 10.40 
3.10 77 334 4.3 +0.28 
3.15 28 128 4.5 +0.45 
3.20 73 381 5.2 ±0.33 
3.25 27 143 5* 3 ±0.65 
3.30 32 139 4.3 +0.47 
3.35 13 71 5.4 10.75 
3.40 20 94 4.7 =0.54 
3.45 6 39 6.5 +0.72 
3.50 8 50 6.25 +1.12 
3.60 2 13 6.5 - 
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infection inorew3ed with the also/age or the boat. gum as the S. -plana 
was exposed to larval stages thorn gras a continual likelihood of 
re-infection. It is int®rosting that thtsedata also provide, evidenoo 
that . Plana can become infected by Prootoooss at an early stage in 
ita life. A Ringle, small, imtnaturo Prootoeoes was found in a S. I! Iana 
of 0.85 cros longthl that is about one your old. 
The histograms (fig. 10) demonatrato that as the 5. Plana increased 
in size/age, the more Proctoeces thcy contaiiad and the Groater vero tho 
number of hostz that contained a large a=ber of Prootoeoee. Ttºus the 
0.6 -'1.2 cris, length group of b. Plano never contained more than a 
single Proctoooes und they usually contained tone. With the increase in 
the host size group it can be seen that the numbers of Procter that 
most co=only ooaured in a single host also increased. Thus the 
l rgest . Plana, the 3.05 - 3.60 oms. group, were raroly uninfeoted 
and most of the Be plans contained tour Prootoeces. A proportion of 
the S. plana in this site group also contained large numbers of Prootoooeos 
up to tourteon in s single host. 
From both of these note of data it is evident that infection can 
continue as the S. p1 am grows older. On this basis infection by an* 
Prootosoe® does not appear to enoourage or discourage the infection by 
To. 
snothor Prootoooam. Also an suggcstion that the growth of the host 
and growth of they renal pore may facilitate lout of Proatoeceo by the 
hoot appears to be unfounded, at least in the size ranee found. 
Eu=azry of Us results of tIº distribution of I'rootoeoos 
From this work on the distribution of Prootoecos in the region of 
the nea Eatuaryp it is cloarly evident that the ondomia areas of 
Prootoocea were extremely localised. It is also clear that Proatoeaea 
as sc paraolte of S. Plana gras oxtremoly 5uocesaiul in certain regiones 
between Chalkwell Station and Clifftown, where nearly ©vorn S. plnna 
collected was found to be inteoted, with an avorae o of between three 
and four th otrrtoo o e: . 
This and the fast that the level of infection had increased over 
the period of study and that infeotlon of B. Plana appeared to continue 
with inoreaao in the size/nee of the host omphnaioaa that the life oyole 
of Prootoeces was being successfully maintained. The high level of 
infootion end its increase must havo been due to the continued release 
of larval stages of this tromatodo from come intermediate host. 
_ý ý. 
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Chnptor IV 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF PROCTOI. C SUBTENUIS IN Th$ 
'X IAMES ESTUARY 
The life history of Prootocoee, when the adult is in the hind gut 
of a fish, has been suggested by Yeunaguxi (1958) to involve a molluso 
intermediate host that produces oeroariao and then a second intermediate 
bout in which unenoyetod metaoeroariaeooour, trrnnforenoo of this 
metuoaraaria to the fish ooourMng when the latter eats the molluso. 
This is somewhat borne out by the fact that the fish so far recorded 
an harbouring Prootoeoee are bottom feeders, armed with strong jaw and 
pharyngeal teeth which are used for crushing molluscs. The majority 
of the lieh that have been recorded as being hosts for Prootoeoes belong 
to the families Sparidae and Labridae. 
There Is no evidence so far available that a fish host in involved 
in tha life history of Proctoeces in the Thamea Estuary, although 
members of these two families may occur there., Wheeler (1969) in his 
book "Fishes of the British isles and north Nestern Europe", indicates 
that certain oparides the Boguoq Boops bow (Linnaeus, 1758)s the 
Red ßea Bream, Pa 
. ems: : aveo 
(Drilnnioh, 1768); and the black Ses 
Bream, 85pondyliosoma oartý_ ( aaus, 1758) occasionally migrate into 
the North Lea from the English Channel. The diet of these fish is not 
__ _ý 
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well non although it is likoly that they do feed on molluscs to 
antue extent. 
The diet of the Labridao is better known and is listed by 
thoeler (1969) aase inoludit3Z a variaty of invertebrstoo inoluding mumselsg 
winkles and whelks. Although Wrasoe are more as on on rocky shores 
than on o=dy or muddy once the Ballara Wrassap Lam berms 
(Asoruiuß 1767); and the Corkwin. y Crentlabrus rielo )n, (Linx roua, 1758) 
are fairly common in the general area of the Thames Estuary. 
Freeman (1962a) demonstrated that the bases, Crenilabrus rn 1op 
and Otcnolabrua peetrin (Linuaouo, 1758) will act an host for 
P. subt enui : for short periode, although no difference aas detectable 
between parasites obtained directly from S. p1Rna and those that had 
been in the fish host. It thud does not appear to be necessary for the 
parasite to enter a fish in ordor to reaoh a state of maturity. This 
is further cuc; Qat©d by tho fact that the Prootoeaes in the mMollueo 
produce fertile og s with motile ciliated miraoidia. 
Even though the food of 'ilraeee, that could pousibly occur in the 
area, may include molluscs, it is unlikoly that s. ! Ian& living as it 
does well below the surface of the mud would be readily available for 
food for fish. 
73. 
Arther and almost ccmolusive evidence of the lack of a lieh host 
in the life history of Prootoeoe® in the Thamoe Estuary is provided 
by the localisation of the parasite to the north coast. Spread to 
neighbouring areas where S. p1, ß is abundant would be facilitated if 
a motile fish boat gras involved* It therefore appears very unlikely 
that a fish host is involved in tIo life history of Prootoeoes in the 
Thmao3 Iotuuryt although tho e tai oo of menbo n of the Labridao and 
$paridaa in the area muht be taken into account in the final analysio, 
especially if the first intormodiato boat is more roahily available 
as food for these fish. 
It is clear that the boavy infootion of the S. plane by Prootoeoos 
at the altos in the vicinity of Southend carat be uaintathed by larval 
stages developing in an invertebrate host. The life biotory of one 
somber of the family Fellodiatoaatidao, öaeaiger baaa r bao been 
known sinco it ras first doscribod by Pa1ombi (1934). In this oase and 
in the case of the oeroarieº described by Martin (1945) and redoocribod 
by Cable (1954), which undoubtedly belongs to the aase family, the 
oeroaria was non-ocellato az4 triohooerooue, developing in eporooyets 
in marine 1a=11ibranoha. Baaoiger baooiger belongs to the sub-family r fý r rrrýr 
Fellodistomatiuae whereas Prootoeoen belongs to the sub-Zwaily 
74" 
r 
haplooladinae. Cable (1954) suggested that the larvae in this latter 
sub-family may be furcboerooue or triohoturoooercoue. 
U (1953) d©ooribed a ciorooorooue oercaria developing within 
orange-pigmented sporooysts that occuasd in the gonad and mantle tissue 
of UXlilue e8_ ullis from certain areas of America, Eo tentatively 
referred this larval digen®an to the family Follodistomatidae on the 
basis of finding proZenetio larvae of the genus Prootooces in the 
visoeral mans of three of the infected mussels. 
The tail-lees coroariae described by Ropkins (1954) as developing 
within orange pigmented sporooyaste ihioh oocupiod part of the mantlo of 
the Hooked mussel, Braohiodontis reo___ urwe from Louisiana, iöra also 
aaeign®d,, by hors to the family Follodietomatidao. : tunkard and Uzcaänn 
(1959) considered Ceram a braohiodontie, an described by Hopkins (1954), 
to be so morphologioallq similar to Ceroarie milfordennis of Uzw= (1953) 
that "their relationship wan immediately recognizable". 
'"hero dioaoveriae by U== (1953) and Hopkins (1954) of 
miorocerooue or tail-lose larvae of m®mbere of the family ir'ellodietomatidae 
d®movAtratod the remark on caudal structure expressed by Cable (1954)" 
Ile could sea "no difficulty in the interpretation of the caudal atruature 
of mazy iellostomatid ceroarias in which the tail is reduced or even 
75. 
absent". Cable considered that such instances of caudal reduction 
WER , assooiated with tho abbreviation of 
free-living activity now 
rooognnieod to ocour in various distantly related families. 
T ho diucovcry of microcorcous larvae by Uzmann (1953) and Hopkins 
(1954) and more particularly the description of the complete life 
history of Prootoeaee fro* Uyt 11us ed ulie by 3tunkard and. Uzaann (1959) 
added greatly to the knowledge of the sub-family Haplooladinaa" 
Stunkard ar4 Uzmann (1959) demonotratcd that the c iorocercous 
larvae daavoloped within nimplo suooatel motile, orango-pitted 
oporooyeto that were round primarily within tho blood ainusea and 
interfolliculcr lymph spaces of the mantle gonad, where infection led 
to a suppression of gametogenosie or complote atrophy of the 
reproduotive organs. 
The corcarial bearing eporocyet generations were preceded by and 
also noconpanied by omaller, non-punted, aporooysta which were 
observed to contain undifferentiated germ balle. The dieoovery of 
unenoyst©d motaaoroariao end of devolopmontal stages from ceroariao 
to gravid adults gras taken to demonstrate that Ceram mi1forde_ naiv 
as described by Uamann (1953) was tLo larval stage of a upeoiea of 
Prootoeooa, the complete life history of whiob oooured within 
76. 
gytilus e_ 
A similar situation of the complete life history occurring within 
the one mollusoan host has been suggested by Loos-Frazßc (1969) for a 
species she calls P. buuooini from the digestive gland of the whelk 
Buc oinum uný. This statement is made without any evidence of 
intermediate stages but on the basis that a large cumber of Prootoeoee 
occur per whelk (up to one hundred and eighty) although there is an 
_, 
overall low level of infection of the population (five out of ninety three 
whelks). She reasons that if intention was to come from ceroarial invasion 
then a higher percentage of the host would be parasitised and there would 
be fewer Prootoeoes per individual. 
A point that she seems not to have considered is that the common 
W'hrlk, Lucoinum undatum, is a carnivore with a tendency to scavenging. 
Buo o inum In known to attack a variety of bivalves, including 
sax 
Cerastoderma. Peotent btytilus, Oatrea. and Lisa ('ratter and Graham, 1962), 
If one of the bivalves attacked by Buoy um was infected with the 
sporooysts and oeroarise of Prootoeoes then its ingestion could 
possibly lead to a heavy infection of the whelk by this parasite. 
This could possibly explain how a few members of the buo ciau_m population 
could become heavily parasitized with sexually mature worms. 
.ý 
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It is certain that the complete life ayole of Prootosoes does 
not occur in S. plana. The investigation of almost a thousand 8, p1sna 
by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) and subsequently of over two thousand 
by the present author has failed to yield eny oeroarial or oporooynt 
atagaa of Proatoeoee. The furcocorcoua cercariae developing within 
sporooyats in E. plans reported by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) and 
by Loos-Frc k (1969) were most probably the sporooysto of Cercä is 
diohoto ma. 
3porocyaUs of this pranophallid (fig. 11) have been found by 
the proannt author in R., jnna collected from South Creokeea 
(1 S. `na infected out of 67)p from Leigh Beck (1 ! I. 1Rna infected 
out of 27)" and from Harty Ferry in Kent (4 R. plena infeoted out of 108) 
but not trogt any of the 0. plane collaoted from the aitea where 
Prootoeoes ooouro. As was suggested by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958), 
thin furcooeroous ceroarim in in no way connected with the life history 
of Proctoeoes in tho 'äamea Estuary. 
From the foregoing dißoueaion it can be conoluded that another 
invertebrate is involved in the life history of Prootoeoes in the 
Thanoa Estuary. Up to the preeent, atagea of Prootosoee, either 
described as progenetio metaaercariao or as adult, have been described 
`i 
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from lamellibranoh and prosobranch mollusoe from many parts of the 
world. 
Boat Locality 
Lamollibrrinahiata 
Ontroa gigan Japan 
borobiou1aria 
Plana England 
Germany 
Myßilus edulis U. 1. b. 
i'roaobranohiata 
ßibbula 
Author 
F iiitay 1925. 
)Tasman and L1cwo11yn 1958. 
Looß-Franke 1969. 
5tunkard and U=ann, 1959" 
umbilioalie Morocco Dolllus, 1964. 
Turbo oornutue Japan Iohihzra, 1965. 
Rieoa splendid, Russia Do1g ok, 1965 and 1967. 
1 ooinum u ndatum Germany Loos-Frronk, 1969. 
Scotland Vooton (pare. aoam. ) 
Larval stages of Prootooooo have been recorded from the c. ytilid 
lazwllibranoba, Braohioiontin Aen hmusi from Japan, (Yom ti, 1938) 
and M ty 1lun odulia fron America (Uzaann, 1953; 5tunkard and Uzmann, 1959)" 
The larval stage of an unknown momber of the sub-family Uaplooladinae, 
poaaibly Prootoeoesa, has been described from another igrtilid, 
\\\ 
*L, 
eo. 
rsohiodontin xeaurvus (nopkine, 1954). 
An with Mo. T other digeraeanti the first intermediate host of 
Proctoecss in the Thaws Eotuary is most probably a mollusc# oither 
a weber of the Proaobranohiata or I, acllibranc1iiata. 
1. Distribution of other molluscs in the Thues Estuary 
The localisation of tho diotribution of Prootoocee that was 
evident from the survey of 3orobioularia from tho eight ditoe on tho 
north cowst of the Thames Estuary (coo pae53) could be explained if 
the larval stegeo of Proctoocce hid limited powers of di®pereal. In 
this case there would need to be a close association between the 
first intermediate bout and the Be apl ana for there to bo a good 
chance of infection of the latter. Thun in aroas on the north coast 
of the Thames Estuary where the first intermodiate host was abundant 
the S. Rlana would be likely to become infected. Be l Jena at sit©c 
where to intermediate host aua rare or absent would be 
correspondingly leeo infooted. 
To finding by Uzmann (1953) cnd by 5tunkard and Ugm&rin (1959) that 
Sp. 
the larval Otago of P'rootooooatwae a i$crooercous corcaria onhanood 
this hypothesis. An Cable (1954) has stated, this typo of tail-leas 
coroaria is usually assooiatod with an abbreviation of free-living 
,... ý 
8t 
activity. Usxa= (1953) pointed out that movement of the micro- 
oeroou® oaroaria of 'rootoeoes appeared to be restricted to periodic 
contraction and elongation which effected a serpentine but random 
progress across the substrate. Thus the dispersal of these micro-- 
oeraoue ceroarias would undoubtedly be impaired and make a close 
association of the two hosts obligatory for a euooossful oontinuenoe 
of the life history. 
Although other factors may also be involved in causing the 
pattern of distribution of Prootoeoee that has been demonstrated, 
it is considered that there is reasonable evidence to support the 
contention that the distribution of the first intermediate host could 
be mainly responsible for the observed pattern . 
It waa for this reason that the other mo22ueos oocuning at 
each collecting site were listed previously (pp. 47_). More detailed 
discussion will now be devoted to pertain epeoiee. 
Ihtroduooeed epsoiou 
If members of the genus Prootoeoes are to be regarded an 
normally parasites of the hind gut of fish from Asiang Australasian, 
Eastern Mio z, Mediterranean waters and the b3 oc Soss it could 
be argued that Proctoooss has been introduced into the Thames Estuary 
\,. 
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from overseaas. The limitation of the species to the region of the 
Thames Estuary, in a laaaellibranch widely distributed in estuarine 
duds around the British Isles, could be taken an an indication of a 
recent introduction. The accidental introduction or migratica of the 
normal fish host into the area is a lese likely explanation than the 
suggestion that the mollusc that in its first intermediate host may bave 
been accidentally introduood. 
It an infeoted intermediate host was introduoedp the larval stages 
of Prootoeooe, onoe re1eaeed, may have been *sucked up' by Sorobioularia 
and for vorne reason been able to survive in the kidney of this mollusc, 
the life cycle continuing if the introduosd epeoiee established itself 
in the area. 
Introduced species do exist in the region of the Throes Latuary 
and ®o these are oonsidered first. 
P trioola pholadiformi: 
dis species was recently introduced from the east coast of North 
America (Newell, 1954) and since becoming established in about 1890 it 
now has a limited distribution in the southern and eastern parts of 
Britain (Duval, 1963). Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) reported an 
observation of Duval of a triohooeroous oeroaria in Petrioola. 
_ ýi 
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The present investigation kmkes it unlikely that P. pholadif 
is involved in the We cyole of Prootoeces in this region. The only 
location on the north coast of the Thames Estuary from which Pott 
has been disoovered by the present author is Benflest Creek (site 2) 
and here there In only e very limited population. The level of 
infection of the S. plane with Prootoeoee at site 2, although higher 
than at sites 1 and 3 (P < 0.05) is still low in comparison with other 
sites where Petrioola in absent (5' 6 and 7) (P< O. 05). Tkie, coupled 
with the complete absence of Prootoeaeo (fit. 5) from areas where 
Pettrioola is oon ona Tollesbury, River 8laokaatori Pagelsbam, River Roaob 
Creekeea end other localities in the River Crouch (Duval, 1963) mattes it 
unlikely that P. pholadiforrss is involved in the life history of 
Prootbeoes in the Tha es Estuary. 
Crspiduullatorui oats 
Although ooou ring in the Southend area, this prosobranoh, which 
was introduced in the oompauy of oysters, in tar more abundant in the 
Rivers Crouch, Roach and'Blaokwater where it constitutes a pert to 
Oyster oultivation. The same applies to the Oyster sting, Urosalpi 
Vin_ sT" ihioh is also tar more abundant in these areas in which Proctoeoes 
has not been found. 
- -L 
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Although this is by no means conclusive evidence it is a strong 
suggestion that these speoiee are not involved in the life history. In 
the case of Crepidula, the only one of the three to occur in reasonable 
numbers in the Southend area, the investigation of twenty four of this 
epeotee, oo; leated in the region of infected Be glana, for larval 
trenaatodon proved negativ.. 
Indigenous molluscan species ý rrrýwýýwýnrýr" 
The majority of the indigenous mollusoan epeoiee were Pound to be 
.ý_ -ý. ý 
abundant at localities where the parasite was absent or conversely to be 
absent or rare where the parasite was most oon on. For this reason it 
seemed unlikely that the prosobranohep Littorina littorea, L. saxa talis, 
r 
L. obtusata or Hydrobia ulvae were involved in the life oyole of 
Prootoecee in the Themas Estuary. 
The same applied to the iwaellibranohe, Ceraatoderma edule. 
My& -enaria and _ tail. 
This qualitative survey obviously only afforded ciroumstantial 
evideAoe that theme speoles were not involved in the life crole but an 
has been previously stated, the extreme localisation of the infection of 
the 80 plans by Prootoooos would suggest that a oloes a snociatioa would 
most probably have to wrist between a. pl ana and the first intormediats 
8g. 
hont. None of the aforementioned molluscs appeared to have this 
similarity of distribution. 
The results of this qualitative survey of the distribution of 
other mollueos at each locality euggoeted that only one mollusc had a 
similar pattern of distribution to that of Prootoeoea. This mollueo 
Mws the Lamollibrauah, 1t t. ilu: eddulie. 
Distribution of Uytilus edulis r rýr rr 
As Fromm (1962x) had pointed out, the finding of mioroaerooue 
larvae of Prooto ose in M ilus adults in Am©rioa, shifted the emphasis 
of the soaroh for infective ®tarne to ? tytiiids in Britain. 
Initial invoetigation3 into the likelihood of H. edu lie being the 
intermediate host in the Thames Estuary were carried out early on in the 
research programmep but none of three hundred Vii* eddulia, aolleated from 
an area where Prootoeoee was common, was found to oont4in larval 
trematodes that could be considered to be related to Prootoeaes. 
At a later date in the research program, the qualitative 
appraisal of the distribution of &tilus at each collecting site was 
followed by a survey involving the use of ý square metre quadrats. The 
lean number of Y tilu  edulls per square metre was ascertained by 
avoraging the number of ilua edulif falling within the oonfinef of 
ý\ 
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ten quadrate thrown in the vicinity of each collecting site# and 
multiplying the answer by 4. 
Results 
TABLE 6 DENSITY 
site 
Number 
CF YYý EDULIS 
Location 
AT COI CTINC SI2t E (1-8) 
Average 
number of 
U. ©aalte 
per sq. 
metre 
Bonfleet Bridge 0 
2 Benficet Creek 63 
3 Leigh Bridge 
,0 
a Chalkwell Station 10 
j Chalkwoll Bowling 
Green 400 
6 Crowstone 600 
7 Cliff tom 540 
8 Thorpe Bay 10 
Disoussion 
From table 6 and Fig. 12 it osu be seen that the pattern of the 
distribution of M ilus dulls closely resembles the pattern of 
distribution of Prootoocee" Most noticeable is the complete absenol 
`. ý 
8'(. . 
Pi . 12. Density of 1L. 4ytilus edulis at collecting sites. 
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of 3i ilus from 1 enZloot ßridgo and Leigh Bridge where Prootoeoes 
was only vory rarely Sound. The higher level of infection of S. Lana 
by Prootoeoe2 (204 - 33) at Denfleot Creek corresponded to an 
ooourrenoe of lie ed, duuli®. 
Thus not only gras there an inorease in the 
population of the parasite at Benfleet Creek but there was also a 
population at M iluß edulia. 
At Chalkwell station (site 4)# isolated I. edu is were found to be 
scattered over a pride area of the intertidal zone, but it waa at 
Cbalkwell Bowling Green (site 5)9 that the main =noel banks began. 
Thee =iveel banks extended to the cast, to beyond C1itttown (site ? ). 
1 
The density of those mussel banks was very variable but it wau 
usually in the region of 500 per square metre. They became less dens" 
to tho scat of Clifftown and at Thorpe Bay (site 8) only scattered 
mussel clumps remained. 
The distribution of lyti lue edu is and the distribution of 
Prootoeoes clearly follorvd a very similar pattern with the areas where 
Prootoeoes was most common corresponding to the region of the maim 
mussel bsnks. 
The high density of the main aaueel banks and their total area 
meant that the total number of potential intermediate hosts between 
89, 
Chalkwsll Bowling Green (Bito 5) and Clifttown (site 7) was oollosals 
in 010089 of ten million. This figure of the total number of is flus 
oocuuring between site 5 rind site 7 wau based upon the estimate that 
there ryas I kilometre of uyttlus beds between the two sites and that 
the average width of the bed was about 50 metres. Taking a density of 
200 tý tý ilea per square metro # the total population was equal to 
1,000 x 50 z 200 10,000ý000 
This was, if anything, a conservative estimate of the total population 
in the area au it did not take into aooount the very large number of 
u týilue that oooured outside the main mueeel bankep and also did not 
take into aooount the laut that the density of muoh of the beds was fur 
in excess of the figure of 200 used in the calculation. 
2. }camination of i ue edulis for larval stages 
Uethod 
Because of the enormous number of potential intermediate hosts 
the finding of larval stages proved difficult. The examination of 300 
U ilue from an area in which the S. plane were heavily inteoted, as was 
carried out at 84 early stage of the research prosramme, mV in point of 
fact only represent the number of yM t ilus that would ooaur in j square metro. 
ý. \ 
The finding that they 'ere all uninieoted obviously did not mean that 
90. 
a sample of )ä t11ue oollootod from a short diatanoo away would not be 
heavily intooted. It is Quito poasiblo that: due to tidal ourrente 
carrying the eggs of Prootoeoes into certain areas, that loci of 
infection did exist. 
Because of the extremely large numbers of potential intermediate 
boats involved# the time 00 noum n examination of large samples was 
generally oupcroeded by the use of a rapid method. 
Ummann (1953) oo ut©d that in ection of U. edul by sporooyrto 
of Prootoecos lead to a suppression of g=otogonosis or complete atrophy 
of the reproductive organs* For this reason the 'rapid technique' 
consisted of opening and examining samples at i ue aotuslly on the 
ebore and discarding all but the speoimene that lacked gwaads or looked 
'sickly'. In this way relatively large numbers of ytilu2 could be 
oza inod rapidly, . ith the yoßmibly inZeoted ilus being rrtaio®d for 
further examination back at the laboratory. The subsequent teasing apart 
Of the Dsytt1ue reve41ed whether they were inteoted. 
Results 
Of fifty five Mytilus ed, ý, ulie examined 
in thin manner fr= 
Clittto, xt (sit* 7)p five were found to lack gonads. The subsequent 
examination of there five Wilue revealed that one contained struature,, 
91. 
in the blood sinuses und in the tissues between the rays of the toot 
protractor muacelogthat fiere extremely similar to the sporocysts of 
Proctooooe desoribed by Uxu= (1953) and Stunkard and Us== (1959). 
The subsequent szaminatiansl at various times, of 426 Mallug irs 
the runner decoribed ur4 of 844 !d iius colleoted end not examined until 
they wer® roturnod to the laboratory, only yielded one more W ilus 
infected with these eporooyete. This Y ilui was one of a sample of 
147 Collected from cbalkvoll bowlt Green (ait® 5). 
Description of the sporoo sit 
The following description in based upon mporocysts reoovered from 
diessoted Uytilus and studied alive. 
The sporooysts were simple, saaoate arid, in all those sta&ea found 
up to the prey®atz pale yellow. The specimens so tar reoovered all 
contained undifferentiated germ balls ineideq what appeared to bei 
daughter eporoosts (figs. 13 and 14). These daughter eporooysto 
'crawled asap' . bee the mother aporacyat was squashed (Zig. 1q). 
mmelz 
Approximately fifty of th®sek$porooyrte were recovered fron tM 
single infected y tilue. The sporooyate iraried in size from 0.5 mm 
1 .8 M'with a raeaa length of the twenty measured of approximately 1.0 mm. 
The moot immediately recognisable feature of theme oporooyste was 
92. 
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their extreme mobility. They were clearly soon to have traasvers" 
striations und were able to contraot and ohange shape, rapidly (fig. 15). 
The ma wer of movement of these aporoayste oorresponded well to the 
description of the appearance and movement of the eporooyste of 
Cerw^o ria brate htooddoatis, as described by Hopkins (1954). . 
ife stated 
that the "eporocysts looked and moved like active fly msggots". 
The undifferentiated sporooyate were found in August and Deaomber 
of 1969 and it in worth noting that Uzmann (1954) stated that the 
undifferentiated sporocyet stages of Prootoeaea from M ilae in America 
wer® dominant from July to Ootober after which they gave rise to 
coroarial generations. Unfortunately# no euch oeroarial generations 
have yet been discovered although 406 Mytilue were examined in the 
early months of 1970" 
Disoussion 
The two R. odul s that were discovered to be inteoted, both lacked 
gonads and were in poor condition. The tissue of the infected Iytilue 
from Clitttown was very bright orange in oolour and the inteoted 
M ilue from Chalkwell had numerous nwnatodes and ciliates inside its 
mantle cavity* 
The fact that only two epeoimene of tilue infected with thin 
.. ýý 
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Fig. 15. äporocycto fron 1lytilus edulir . 
The photographs were taken with a time interval of 
three seconds to demonstrate the ability of the 
sporocyst to contract and alter shape. 
Figure 15 
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eporoayat were recovered from over I'000 examined would suggest an 
extreMe17 low peroorta,, e infootion of the population but$ as had 
already been 8tatedg it is very possible that loci of infection did 
exist. It is interesting that Sturitcard and Uemam (1959) recorded that 
only 005% of the Uvt____iluss ec ulie at Woods Bolep Mon. # here infected 
with Prootoaoes. 
The main point in question is whether the eporocyete disooverod in 
11 ilua from ClUftown and Chalkwell were the sporooysts of Prootoocea. 
Certainly the eporocysto recovered from ii ty ilus in thin region 
correspond exactly to the descriptions of Usaenn (1953), Uopkine (1954) 
and 5tunkard and Uzmaun (1959) with regard to worphological detail 
and type of movement. The finding of those eporooyete also corresponds 
well with the ecological data. Further evidenoe would be to state 
that, although much work has been carried out upon the parasites of 
M ilus and other shellfish (see in particular Le iou. ar, 19111 Bowers, 1965 
and Chengr 1967! for general literature) no sporooyat that in any ehr 
rasembl®s the one discovered from iio od ulis in the Thames Estuary has 
been described from thief or from ehr other, 1ame11ibranoh from 
anywhere in Britain. Unfortunately bemuse of a ringle aaset this 
statement is not possible. 
98. 
Tho one case in the doaoription by Cole (1935) of a sporooyst 
and ccrouria of unknown taxonooio position from id flus edý collected 
from the estuary of the River Conway in North Vales* He described 
this nporocyst under the name of Cer., _ oaris 
tend and his description 
and drawings show remarkable oimilarities to the eporooysto found by 
the present author and to the eporooyste and ooroariae of members of 
the cub-family Eaplooladinae an described by the American torkero 
(eoo Page 75 ). Uzraar4n (1953) in his paper on the eporocysts of Proctosce® 
in } ilua in lmorioa nentiona the finding of Colo (1935) but declines 
to say more than that the orange oolour imparted to the mantle lobes of 
infeoted cnicaole by orange pigmented ßporooyots in Corgi tenuans 
wan oharactoriotio of the infection in Aiaerica. 
"Orange sioknoou" of i4 ty ilus was desoribod by Cole (1935) from 
ono infootod epocimen of 1,000 H&tilus ez=ined. He stated that 
previous to this oxa ination aix infected M-ytilus had been discovered 
from 300 - 400 oxamined. 
Cole (1935) deaaribed the eyorooy©t an being oval, moderately 
contractile and varying considerably in Size, with average dimensions 
of about 1.1 x 0.45 mw (o. f. Uzmannr 1953, average length of sporooyst 
of Prooto®ooe was 1.2 mom. Present work gras approximately 1.0 =). 
1 
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The eporooyots were very thin walled with the tail-lase ooroarise 
being clearly visible through the walls. 
Significant again is Colo'o ooent that the whole sporooyat had 
a constant wriggling motion with the anterior end being in a constant 
oxplorative motion, "rather resembling a turbellarian", (a. f. forkins, 
1954, " .... orange - pigmented eporooyets rhich looked and moved like 
active fly ciaggots'). Cole (1935) also discovered early sporocysts 
which contained either a densely granular fluid or round masses of oells. 
The description of the sporocyst that Cole found has similarities 
to the sporoO at found by the present author and significantly to the 
eporooyete described by Hopkins (1954) and Umann (1953), the latter 
of which was demonstrated to be the sporoo7et of Proctoecee. 
Although no ceroariae have been found by the present authors 
the comparison of the oeroariae described by Cole (1935) to those 
described by other workers bears examination. 
The ceroaria described by Coln (1935) was tail-lese. Cable (1954) 
lists four main families in which the oeroariao of some of the members 
have lost their tails or it is merely a knob of oelle. These families 
are the Fellodistomatidae, the Arachylaemidae, the Miorophallidas and 
the ? 3onorohidae. To these may be added the Zoogonidao" 
100. 
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The 1raohylaomidae can be immediately discounted from this 
didaussion on the basis that their larvae paraeitiee land and fresh- 
orator snailo. 
The Uonorchidae and the Zoogonidae can also be exoluded from We 
discussion because, unlike 0. tenuuzv, their larvae are spinoua and 
havo tho ventral euckor in the anterior half of the body'. There are 
also other morphological differences including the fact that the 
oeroariao of the Zooaonidae possess a stylet. 
The oeroariae of the Uicrophallideo are spinous and small suokered. 
Acoording to Dawes (1946) and 7wma uti (1958) the Gyimopha11ina. in a 
Cub-Zanily of this group. Cablo (1953) presents convincing evidence that 
the Gy mnophallinae is beat considered as a aub-family of the Family 
Follodistomatidae. This olsesiiioation and the tasonoaio oharacterietioe 
on which it is based is followed in this thesis. 
The coroariae of the G mophal: inao, ultbough usually epiuoua 
and small suckered, have characteristics that are also apparent in 
the coroaria described by Cole (1935). The main similarity is in the 
extent of the digaetive aaeoae. For this reason the sub-family 
Gymnopha111naa must be considered an a possible taxonomic location for 
a. tenusmn. 
101, 
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Anothor sub-family of the 1'ellodistomatidaep the Haplooladinae, 
is also typified by its tail-less cercariae. Trey are similar to 
C. tenon by posseesing spineless inte, uments, and having a large 
ventral euoker in the posterior halt of the bodyr The coroariao 
described for Proctoocen by Uznann (1953) and by &tunkard and Uzmamn (1959) 
and Co Garin brachiodontie as desoribed by Ilopkine (1954) have been 
placed within this sub-family. 
It thus appoars fron basin idontiticction that the tail-lese 
oercaria described by Cole (1935) could possibly be included in the 
family Pollodistomatidso,, 
, possibly as 
either a measber of the sub-family 
G rnnophallinao or the sub-family itaplooladinae. A oomparison of 
G. tonuans with the oercaria desoribed by Uz ann (1953) and with the 
aeroaria described by ßopkino (1954) in carried out below to demonstrate 
similarities with these members of the oub-family Haplooladin&o. 
The dimensions of each of the three cercariae qre listed below. 
Comparisons of this type never take into aooount differences that could 
be accounted for by different degree of squashing or the effects of 
fixatives. It heuet be remembered that the differences between 
C. milfordeneis (Urmann 1953) and C. braohiodontis (Hopkins 1954) vero 
1nsutfWent for Btunkard and Uzmann (1959) to alter their opinion that 
102. 
the two were very closely related. Purtber comparison in afforded 
by the illustrations (Fig. 16) of each of the oercariae and of a 
juvenile Prootoeeea maauý (Stuniard and Ummau, 1959). 
C. tenuans C. milfordensis C. brachiodontis 
Cole (1935) U (1953) nopkius (1954) 
mean body length ( i) 0.3 0,254 0.33 - 0.43 
Oral sucker 
dieter (rya) 0.05 0.043 0.075 
Ventral suokor 
diameter (mm) 0.07 0.048 0.09 
Distance from 
anterior end to 
centre of vento, 
sucker 0.010 (frota illustre) Ventral sucker 
is posterior slightly poet. 
to Centre of to middle of 
body body 
It can be seen from the table that the dimensions of C. tanuans 
are oimilar to those of C. braohiodontie and 0. milfordensie. Not only 
in the ventral sucker larger than the oral sucker in all three, but it 
is looated in a similar area of the body. As already stated,, 
gymnopbsllide invariably have small ventral euokere. 
A propharymc is described by all three authors for their 
respective oeraariae and each has a distinct pharynx. This is a feature 
found in both members of the Gymmophalllinae and the Iiaplocladinae. The 
ehortnoas of the intestinal casoao in C. t"oans is a feature more in 
?,. 
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Key to figure 16. A comparison of the cerceriae and 
juvenile Proctoecec. 
DC Digestive caecae 
ES Excretory cyetem 
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accord with members of the Gymnophallinae although Cable (1953) stetes 
that the intestinal oaecao do terminate anterior to the ventral euoker in 
nome =zb©ra of the Ilaplooladinaa. The excretory bladder in C. tend, 
with its two arm extonding anteriorly, in similar to the very 
charaoteriatio T-ahapod excretory system of Co mi1fordeneie, Q. braohiodontis 
and the adult Prootoecea. 
An shown by comparison of the illustration of C. tenuans with a 
juvenile Proatoecea (fig. 16 )' other features are consistent with the 
organloation of tho adult Prootßeoo . Particularly noticeable is the 
tandem arrangement of the testes in both. Cole (1935) also describes 
tho developing oirrue sac of C+. tený U opening anterior to the 
ventral cuoker, a feature found in the adult Prootoeces. Both these 
oýn be considered as characteristic of members of the Haplooladinae 
but aooording to Cable (1953) they are not in aooord with the 
characteristics of the Gymnaphallinao. It is interesting that 
Colo (1935) was able to observe thin development within a ceroaris 
just released from a eporooyst. 
On the banie of the evidence presented it thus appears that 
C. t©nýnuuann has many similarities to the oeroaria desoribed for members 
of the fc ily )'ellodistomatidae. Although not in oomplete aooordp it 
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appears to possess iaoro features characteriatio of members of the sub- 
family Haplocladinra than with members of the Gyanophallinan. For this 
reason it is tentatively suggested that Co tenýg as described by 
Cole (1935), could possibly bo the larval stage of a somber of the sub- 
family Hoploo1adinae, of the family Fellodistoa tidae. 
'this description of a larval digenean by Cal. (1935) has been 
considered in auch detail because of its importctnoe with regard to the 
present discovery. Although a comparison between the sporocyst foun3 
from two tilu9 in the Tharu n Estuary with the rohematio drawing and 
dcccription of a Bporoayat found by Cole (1935) must be inoonolusiva, 
the fact that a similar eporooyet has been described from the e:. me hont 
means that the descriptions must be considered carefully. It evidence 
was available that 0,, ten___, unne wive the larval stage of a trematode, 
unrelated to the Fellodietomatidao, then it would aast serious doubt 
upon the eignitioanoe of the present discovery in the Thames Estuary. 
As it haw boon demonstrated that C. tený could possibly be the 
larval stujo of a momber of the same, or a closely rotated nub-family 
of the Follodiotomatidae as Prootoecea, then it in considered that its 
discovery, from an area fur removed from the present study, in no aal 
altors the suggestion that the eporooyete found in 11, ed ulie in the 
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Tb=os Estuary could be those of Prootoeoes. Only the finding of more 
ex plea of the eporooyat from the The cs Eatuary and the eatablio)cnt 
Of the life cycle of ProotoeceA under controlled conditions will 
verify the hypothosie. 
C. tangy, to the author's know1e o, has only been recorded 
once in the literature since 19359 although xuoh work has been 
carried out upon the parasites of MZtilue and other shellfish (secs 
Chen 1967, for literature). This discovery aas by Figuairdao at al 
(1964). Thor described the sporocyst from M. eduli© collootod on the 
coast of Portugal and they also noted its great mobility. 
It thus appears possible that C. tend as a parasite of 
U. edulis is fairly uncommon. The finding of Prootoeoee from 
ßuooinum un datum from LLillport, in Sootland, (material given to the 
author by R. Wooton) suggests that this trematode may be more 
co=on around the coast of Britain than was at once envisaged. It 
further suggests that larval stages of Prootoeoee may be found in 
areas from which adults have not been reported. In this context it 
Its intereatin, g to note that Buo oinum uni in known to feed upon 
livulus od_, ull8. 
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3. üurgestod life ogole, on the basis that Mytilus eduliB is the 
first intermediate host 
Deanuee of the reasons that have been discussed previously (P71-2) 
it in suggested that no fish hoot is involved in the life oyole of 
Prootoecee in the Thames Estuary and that the life oyolo involves two 
1anellibratioh molluscs. The lire cycle suggested below, and illustrated 
in Fig. 17P can only be a hypothesis until infection experiments are 
carried out under controlled conditions, and the involvement of 
ii ilus ed ulin is contiraed or repudiated. 
Adult Prootoeoee in the kidney of S. Plana produce eggs which 
contain motile, ciliated miracidia. %beoe cgs are released into the 
kidney of the 5. Plana and from here pass, via the renal pores into the 
supra-brauchial space of the gills. From bore they are expelled via 
" the exhalant oipbon. 
It is not known what happens to theno egge once they have been 
expelled. Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) could not obeorvo an oporculum 
to t ho egg and could not induce release of tLe miraoidium. 
Dolgyck (1967), in describing a oexually mature Prootoeoes from the 
prosobramoh, Rieeos splondida from Russia, describes as operoulum to 
the eg. 1,003-Frank (1969) states that the operaulwe of the . gas of 
Yrootoec©e fron 5. plane from aermmny are visible only after removal 
109. 
Fig. 17. Suggested life cycle of Proctoeces subtenuis 
in the -Thanes Estuary. 
CERCARIA EGGS 
MIRAC IDITZI 
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of the miracidiui. She doca not doooribo how this removal of the 
wiracidiura was achieved but etateD that the miraoidia move a short 
didtanoe and then di4. 
It in not known at what stau®, under natural oonditione, that 
the miraoidiura is released trara the egg. It is josnible that the 
complete eg would bo taken in by ytilua edulis during normal Eiltor 
feeding. Certainly the Size of the egss- 0.042 x 0.024 m (Freeman 
and Llcwellyn, 1958) is consistent with the size of partiales retained 
by U. edulis during suspension feedin , (Jirgenson, 1966). Onos in 
the gut of the Uyt ilus the, e&*,, shell could be digested and the 
rairacidiuni released. The placing of fortilo eggs in 'Mytilun juice' 
by tho present author, did not appear to induoe hetohinn although 
this is of course not conclusive as many other factors could be involved. 
It is possible that the ziraoidium is released from the egg 
before it reaohea the first intermediate host and that the miraoidium 
than carries out its usual role in the life cycle of digeneann by 
ooarohin3 out the first intermediato host. 
13y whatever manuor the firnt ixtarmadiate boot was successfully 
infeotod, tho result would be the dovelopmont of a eporooyet generation 
in the ainua eyatom of the ? ytilaf. Tbes® aporooyata would give riaa 
_. ý 
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to dauzbtor ßporooynta and thoso would develop in the ainuaas szd 
intorrollicular gonad of the Ilytilus and cause cossation of ganeto- 
genesis and iltroph of the gonads. 
In early spring tbeas aporocysta would give rise to miorocercous 
oeroarias that would be released from the M ttilus. Uzmann (1953) 
\ý i 
demonstratod that the survival of Prootoeces cercariae could be quite 
sustained: In filtered soa water at 7°C there were no mortalitiea 
eher eovon days, whilst about 38; were still alive after twelve drys. 
Uzatn (1953) suggested that this long survival might partially 
compensate for the lack of natatory ability displayed by these coroariae. 
The only activity of those microceroouo ceroarise after emergence, 
that Umarm (1953) could dotcot, con$istod of a periodic contraction 
and elongation which effected a serpentine, but random, progress 
across the substratum,, be aas also unable to detect any pronounced ' 
taxes of these larvae and suggested that their role in completing 
the lice oyole appeared to be decidedly passive in contrast to the 
host seeking activity of many other cercarico. 
This weans that a close association of the intornediato and final 
hosts would be vital for a reasonable ahanoe of infection. It the 
two populations of the hosts Moro coparatod it would rely mainly upon 
ýý, 
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tidal currants to carry the larvae into the vicinity of the ü. Plana; 
the groator the ceparation, the leas the chance of the oeraariao 
reaobinj t1o region of the S. Plana. 
Qsoe in the region or tho f3. j1 na, the oeroariae would rely ag 
boins fauakod up' by the inhalant siphon of a final host. The fact 
that 1ooo otion of the corcaria is oontinod to crawling aorocs tho 
surface of the $ubut: ate could be one of the re among uIr the adult 14 
found within a surlaco deposit feeder such a S. lava. 
Once heated by the S. plans the o®roaria could possibly reach 
the kidnoy region in ono p of at least, 
thr@o vay'a i It would have to 
paafl through a gill lamolla and then make its way to the suprabranohial 
space. From bore it would have to go 'against the flow' in order to 
reach the kidney by going through the renal port. This passage from 
the supra-branohial epaoe to the kidney would thus be the Mourner 
that anytbina leaving the kidnoy would mince, but in reverse. 
The other two methods of entry into the kidney would necescitate 
the coroaria having to bore Ito war through tissue. Although not 
po©soesix atflete, both Uv van (1953) and Uopkine (1954) deooribe 
their ronvotive ceroaria an posaessinG oephalio glands, which in 
the onso of Ceroaria milfordeneia terminate in eiZ separate pores on 
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the dorsal lip of the oral sucker. The secretions of these glands 
MIiHT assist entry into the tissue of the final host. 
In the osse of Prootoeoee in the Themes Estuary, if present, 
they ooul8 assist the. oaroaria to bore through the tissue in the region 
of the kidney and so obtain direct entry into the preferred region. 
If the coroaris is taken into the gut of S. Plana it will 
eventually be carried towards the kidney region. As depicted on 
page 22lp the hind gut actually passee through the heart whiob is 
situated in the pericardium. Reference to the anatomy of S. la a 
will demonstrate that if the oeroaria bored out of the intestine in 
this region it would have a very short journey to the kidney. 
Which of these three methods of entry is correotp if any, is 
unknowns as is the nature of the stimulus that attracts the oeroaria to 
the kidney region of a. Plana. It is suggested that some stimulus 
would be necessary as tbo oercaris would not be carried passively 
into this region by the notions of the host. 
Ones within the kidney region of the host the ooroaria would have 
to ensure that it remains there and in not passed out through the 
renal pore. The life cycle would be completed when the ceroaria became 
sexually mature. 
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From an investigation of the distribution of prosobranoh and 
lam©llibraxoh molluscs along the north coast of the Thames Estuary 
it wan concluded that Mytilus edulie was the possible intermediate 
host of Prootoeoes in this area. The examination of numbem of this 
lamellibranoh was rewarded by the discovery of two specimens infected 
by sporooysts which were very similar to those described by American 
workers for Prootoeoes. 
It is considered that it is probable that the sporooysts found 
within LI. edlie from the Themes Estuary do represent the larval stages 
_ 1yt. vvsý') 
or Prootoeoes in this area. The description of C. tený_____uans_ by Cole (1935) 
does not neoessarily modify this hypothesis although only the finding 
of more examples of the sporocyst from the Thames Estuary and the 
establishment of the life cycle of Prootoeoee under controlled conditions 
"ill verify the hypothesis. 
On the assumption that U. e8ý ulie is the intermediate boat of 
Prootoeoes in the Thames Estuary a life cycle has been suggested. 
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CHAPTER V CENFRAL CO1 STDii2ATION3 REGARDING THE LM HISTORY 
.............. 
OF PROCTOECES IN THE TA! ia1UARY 
Buch of the following discussions are bae®d upon generalisations 
that would apply whatever the identity of the first intermediate boat, 
but part is based upon the assumption that ii0 eduullis is involved in the 
life oycle of ? rootoeoes in the Thames Estuary. Beocuee this has not 
been proved conclusively, this part could be considered unjustified. 
The tact that hypotheses involving 11, edulis it the known laute well, 
is considered an further evidence of the plausibility of the euggeetioa. 
1. Looalisation of the enäemio areas of Prootoeaes 
As has already been stated, the lack of natatory ability of the 
mioroceroous oeroaria could account for the looalieatiou of the parasite 
in B. plans to regions where the first intermediate host in present. 
This, coupled with the apparent leck of any host seeking ability by the 
oeraaria, would moat probably mean that the chance of any oeroaria 
infecting a S. lang would be slight it it was not released directly into 
the vicinity of the S. Piani. Other ceroariae isay be carried by the 
tidal o=onts out of the immediate vioinity of the final hosts A 
proportion could possibly be carried Into cfher areas of SOa and 
this could explain the rar. occurrence at Whitstable, as disoaverod by 
rroemaa and L1awel1r (1958). It, as at W itetablo, tbwra was a 
1Zä... 
population of tilue then the complete life cycle could become 
established in this new area. 
Tb® rare occurrence of Prooto©oes at beafleät Fridge (site t) 
and at Leigh Bridge (rite 3) could also be aooounted for by suggesting 
that the tidal currents had carried ceroariae from the U ilu® 
population at Benlleet Creek (site 2) into these areas of Be plane. 
This lack of natatory power of this mioroa®roous oaroaria in most 
probably the main reason why the parasite has apparently not spread 
to the Kent coast or to the neighbouring rivers of the Crouch and 
Blaakwater. Tidal flow would also most probably me= that there is 
no mixing of water from the north coast of the Thmes Estuary and the 
South coast directly opposite, and therefore most probably no 
caroarias would ever reach the area. Even it they did, the scarcity 
of due edulie would prevent a euocessful oontinuauce of the life 
Qyolo. 
It is interesting that t2is looalieation of the endemic areas of 
wootoeowa 
observed to ooour is the Thames Estuary was similarly noted 
by U=arw (1953) to occur in America. fla commented that the ondeaio 
areas of ? rootoeoes were quite looalisod with respect to each other and 
that sites on the north/south reaches of Long IsisM Sound bore infected 
ýý 
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M I1us, whereas those sites on the other side, where eoologioally, 
the intertidal areas were practically identical, were uninteated. So 
here again there 19 the ettuation where seemingly a channel of water 
prevents the spread of the parasite. 
If M clue edulia is the intermediate host for Proctoeoes in the 
Thames Estuary region, it tardy be that liytilids are generally the first 
intermediate hosts for Prootoeoes. Yamaguti (1938) deeoribed a larval 
trematodo, that he assigned to the genus Prootoeoee, from the Ddytilid 
ý, 
. ýrý 
Braobiodontie eenbau t. Uzmann (1953) and later 5tunkard and Uzes (1959) 
described the larval and adult stages of Prootoecee from 1: clue ed ulia 
in Morioa. Hopkine'(1954) description of a larval Fellodistomatid 
that Stunkard and Usaann (1959) conaidered to be very similar to th. 
oeroaria of Prootoeoee, maß based on the sporooyeto and oeroarias 
recovered from the Mytilid Drachiodontie reoý__ urvue, again lrcc Ammerioa. 
As stated by Wright (1960) coat Aigonotio flukes that have been 
investigated have boon found to exhibit a more marked degree of bont- 
restriction in their larval forms than their adult forms. If this 
generalisation is true for Prootoeose it will be interesting in the 
future to 900 if the larval stager of adult Prootoeoes from fish and, 
more pzrtioularly, from invertebrates are found in Ttilids. 
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In this connection it is interesting to speculate again upon the 
possible location of the larval stages of adult Prootoeo. s that have 
been found by Loos-Franc (1969) and by VYootorn, (per©* comm. ) from the 
Whelk, BuoaiMw uni. It has been suggested previously (page 76) 
that the high level of intention Of individual Whelks in both oraos 
could be due to the whelks in queetiob feeding upon an infected first 
intermediate poet and thus obtaining a large number of ceroariae. It 
is interesting that y ilue eddulis is listed by F'rotter and Graham (1962) 
as being one of the lamellibranchs commonly eaten by Buooinum undatum, 
and so it is conceivable, although there in no direct evidence to 
suggest its that $ flus is involved stain. An examination of I3uo` oinum 
from areas around the British Isles for I'rootoeoee oouid prove 
interesting. 
2. Introduotion of Prootoeoos into britain. 
Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) suggested that the limitation of 
Prootoeces to the region of the Thames Eatuary, in e lamellibrenoh 
widely distributed around the British Isles, strongly suggested that 
the introduction of P. subtenuio to Britain was recent. They further 
suggested that the introduction could have most probably ooauzsd by the 
accidental introduction of the first intermediate bost. 
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Loos-Frank (1969) considered that the existence of Prootoeaee 
as a sexually mature form in Be plans in the North Sea could be due to 
the fact that the previously infected fish hosts had had to move away, 
possibly because of climatic obanges, and the parasites then could 
only survive it they could adapt themselves to having a mollusc as 
a final host. This argument appears to assume a great deal for which 
there is no evidenoe. 'She in also mistaken in stating that no Labrids 
or Sparide ooour in the North Bea (see page 71). 
The ooourrenoe of a sezcually mature digenean in an invertebrate 
ie, from an evolutionary point of views primitive, although this is 
not to say that this condition in Prootoooes in necessarily primitive. 
It is possible that members of the genus Prootoeces are taoultative parasites 
of fish and will become sexually mature in invertebrates, In this ways 
if a fish ingested a mollusc containing a sexually mature Prootoeces 
the parasite might well survive for some period of time in the gut 
of the fieh, as suggested by Stunkard and U$mann (1959). This could 
explain the large number of records of members of the genus from many 
species of fish. The fact that Proctoecee from a. Plana are capable 
of surviving in tho labrids Crenilabrui rne lope and Crenilabrue ra etrie 
was demonstrated by Freeman (1962*). 
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It is possible, as suggested by Loos-Frank (1969) that there 
are epeoies of Prootoeoes that need a fish final boat, others that need 
an invortobrate and others that grill utilise either. As the 'normal' 
looatio4j of Prootoeoae is not known it is very diffioult to suggest 
possible reasons for its existence in the Thaws kistuary. 
If P. eubt enuis is to be regarded as primarily a parasite of fish 
from tropioal and sub-tropioal seas then, as previously stated, its 
d 
introduction into this country could have ooounad by the accidental 
introduotion of the first intermediate host. 
M ilus edulie and other L&ytilida, are vary common foulirg 
organisms of ships (Clay 1965) and Go the introduction of an infected 
M ilus into any area where ships paused close by could be easily 
aooocipliohed. This is obviously the case with the Thames Estuary. 
U ilus edulis has a world wide distribution in the northern hemisphere 
and so the introduction of U flus or other Uytilids into an area would 
go uunotioed. It also means that it would be very likely that there 
would be U flus ed ulie present to act as first intermediate hosts 
ehoula the life cycle become established. 
14 the aase of the Thames Estuary it could be postulated that 
some inleoted ![ ilur or other Hytilids, were brought into this area 
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from overseaeg possibly attaohed to a ship. Some of the larval 
stages of Prootoeoss, once released, may have been subs. qu®ntly 
'sucked up' by the inhalant siphons of fJcrobioularis. For sow I 
reason they were not only able to survive in the kidney region of this 
mollueo but actually became sexually stature and produoed fertile egja 
which were passed out of the exhalant siphon of the Scrobioularia. 
Indigenous Et tv ilue, being common in the area, allowed for the 
continuance of the life cycle, 
This suggestion of the way in which Proatoeces may have been 
introduced into the Thames Estuary, takes account of the known facts 
and fits the hypothesis that jo edulla is involved in the life cycle. 
Unfortunately this latter assumption is unproved. 
Whether Prootoeoea are truly parasites of vertebrates or 
invertebrates and also the exact locality from which introduced first 
intermediate hosts mw have originated iss at least at this juncture# 
impossible to aeoertain. 
3. Abbreviated life oyoles and the pbenomenon of p.., ýro eneeis 
That abbreviated lif" oyoles can ooour in digenetio trsmatodss 
has been demonstrated experimentally bye among others, Buttner (1955) 
for P1agiorohi8 bhp 't1, Ra t_ o uxi and ParaleDoderma brrumpti and 
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by 3tunkarrd (1959) for ABymphylo dory amid. 
The finding of all developmental stages from ®porooysto to 
gravid vAulte of Prootoeoes within Utilus edulis In Am,: rioa by 
Stunkard and Uzann (1959) demonstrated that the life cycle of 
Prootoeces can be restricted to invertebrates in American vatera. 
T is discovery and the evidence for abbreviated life cycles in I 
T Tfl 
traaatodes means that the sug ention that the life afole of Prootoeoeo 
in the Thzimee Estuary involves two lamellibranoh ie not entirely 
without precedent. 
There seems no reason not to regard the sexually mature 
Prootoeoee found within a. DIRnaa in the Tb=es Estuary as an adult 
trematode. All the eviäenoe suggests that a floh host is not involved 
in the life cycle ahd so the Proctoeoan in the molluno is the stage 
that bringe about a continuance of tea life cyol®. Consistent with 
this view in the tact that tho Prootoooee in the Mollusc can produce 
fertile egge that contain motile, ciliated wiraoidia and these are 
passed out from the boat. As Freeman (1962a) showedp Prootoeoes 
(obtained from f3. plane that had been in a fish host for a period 
ehomod no diiferenoe to the Prootoooea obtained directly fron the mollu®o. 
Thus there is no evidence for en, maturation of the worm whilst in a 
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fish host. It therefore appears that the trematodee in S. Plana 
are directly comparable, structurally, functionally and*in their 
status in the life history with the adults found in the hind gut of 
fishes in other parts of the world, There thus seems no reason to 
modify the emphaeiu on their adult nature by invokin; the phenomenon 
of progenesig. 
''ho term progenoaia was first used by Giard and bonnier (1887) 
to describe the assumption of sexual; aturity by male parasitic isopods 
while still in the larval condition: while in a statu of arrested 
development. The term "M ta-ceroaire" was proposed by Dollfus (1913) 
to deaienate the immediate post oeroarial stage of tromatodes1 whether 
enoysted or not. It was also Dollfus (1924) who first applied the 
term progonetio to gravid aetaaercariao of digenotio tre atodee. 
Difficulty arises because it is not always possible to 
dietit uieh metaoeroariaalrom adults. For this reason the term 
progenoeie has bean used by several authoreg for example Jamieson 
(1966 a& b) to describe the occurrence of so=ally mature treaatodes, 
irrespeotive of their state of devs1opn nt, in non-definitive hosts. 
This, of oourae, pre-s'J poseo that tho author known the definitive 
host and that he can state with certainty that the invertebrate is not 
\ý 
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the normal final host and the vertebrate only facultative, an it 
could possibly be in some species of Prootoeoee. Thus in many oases 
the term proCenesie has been used in the literature as trematodes in 
a different context to which it was originally intended. 
For this reason the present author considers that it is not 
nooessary to invo] its use when discussing Proctoeces from S. lana 
from the Thames Estuary. This might equally well apply to the other 
records of sexually mature Prootoecea oocur*ins witbin invortobrateo 
from Russia, U. 34. p Cermanyp Japan and Morocco. To define these as 
progenotio simply beoause they odour in an invertebrate. appears to 
the author to be a mis-use of the term. The fact that the evidenoe 
stronS17 suggests that the complete life cycle of Prootoeoes from Mytilus 
in America and of Prootoeoas from S. plana in Britain only involves 
invertebrates further suggests that these trematodos are adults in 
every sense of the word. 
The present author thus considers that if a treuatode is sexually 
mature and bringe about the continuance of the life history and has 
all the morphological characteristics of an adult, there is no reason 
not to regard it as suohw even if it has been found within an 
invertebrate. 
ý. 
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The occurrence of an adult trematode within a mollusc and. the 
complete life history aitLin lwuellibruuohs is surely, at least, 
representative of a primitive condition. It is possible that the 
type of life history exhibited by Prootoeoes in S. 21ana ie similar to 
that which the early flukes may have gone through. The involvement 
of a vartebrate into the life oyolo may have been due to an extension 
of the food chain. IPA as shown by `reewan (1962x) for Prootoeces 
from 86 plena, the trematods was able to survive in the fish then 
here was the possible beginning of the involvement of a vertebrate 
in the life oyole. Dring evolution the deferment of sexual maturity 
until the worm was in the vertebrate Lost would then bring about a 
similar situation to that oxhibitod by the majority of the present 
day digonatia trematode parasites of fish. 
2te present author does not intend to disouoe here the evolution 
of the trenatoda or the evolution of the various larval stages but it 
is interesting to conoid©r, on the basin of the suggested life cycle 
of Prootoeoes in the 7humee Estuary# the advantages or disaivaatsges 
or having a vertebrate in the life oycle. 
As pointed out by Wright (1960) the geographical range of s 
parasite is limited by the range of its hosts, its effective rang. 
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being Baited by the concurrence of all hosts so that the life cycle 
can b© completed. An he also points out Us ecological roquirenwntß 
of most awlluece are euch that a speoiee in seldom uniformly 
distributed throughout its range but in broken up into a number of 
populations botween which there are varying degrees of isolation. 
Both these points are well illustrated by Prootoeces In the Thames 
Estuary. Only where Be Plana and M ilue edulis ooour together is the 
life cycle of Prootoeoes found to be successful. The lack of b. lava 
and/or U. edulie in certain areas, coupled with the apparent lack of 
dispersal power of the ooroaria, has contributed to the lack of spread 
of Prootoeoes and tha bolation of the parasite to the one looality. 
This is a point in ., _ 
favour of the inoluuiou of a motilo 
vertebrate in the life oyolo. As Wright (1960) points out, if the 
final (vertebrate) host ranges widely, parrying the egg-latiying adult 
trematodo in its body then there in a great poosibiljty that eggs 
will be passed in an area where they can infect a different mollumo 
population. If in the case of Prootosooe in the Thames Estuary a 
fish host were involved it would most probably migrate throughout the 
general area of the Thames Eatuary and thus poesibl7 spread Prootoecea 
to other areas where S. Elena and M. edý occur. 
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Jamieson (1966 a& b) considers that the dieporeive advantage of 
having a vertebrate in the life cycle may have been the major factor 
leading to the usual deferment of sezual reproduction to a now-molluscan 
Ä08t" 
The fact that a vertebrate Is cºobile, widely dispersed and is more, 
resistant to changes in the environment means it is less aftooted by 
adverse conditions. Such conditions might severely reduce or even 
eliminate a population of invertebrates, and with it the parasite could 
be eliminated. Proetoeces an a parasite of S. plane in the Thames 
Estuary is an example of this poeaibility. The severe winter of 1969/3 
severely roduced the numbers of many molluscs, including .. i1ana and 
and U. edulie. With Procto©cee havin& such a limited distribution, the 
elimination of these molluscs from this ona area might have caused the 
eliulination of the parasite. The incidence of intention in a fish host, 
even if very low, would nevertheloaa bo advantc ooue as a resevoir for 
the infection at the lsmellibranohe in the event of a natural disaster 
reducing or eliminating the 1to1libranoh population. It is very 
unlikely that such a res ovoir of Prootoocee oxisto in a fish host in the 
Th, cmes Estuary. 
The suggestion of stunkard (1959) that a vertebr4t9 host in longer 
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lived and thus would prolong the life of a parasite is not altogether 
cobsistent with the evidence. Aa stated by Wright (1960) the life of 
some adult flukes is very short. This in also sugosted for Proctoeces 
by the experimental infection of Zrraaee with Proctoecen by FSreeac (1962a). 
He found that only about 5*140 of the introduced parasitoe remainod after 
about five days and that in Crenilsbrus rupestris all wore lost by 
six days. On one occasion five parasites, out of about 250 introducod, 
remained in C. mee o for about 12 - 15 days. This suggestion that the 
life of adult P. subtenuis is not long in a fish is largely oonsistent 
with the information available in the literature. 
Banter (1947) found only nix opeoimene of P. eubtenuin from four of 
twenty nine Konto examined at Tortugas, and Banter and Pritchard (1962) 
found four opeolmona from two of fD rty nine hosts from HIawaii. Rana 
(1970) found only a single specimen from one of ©ight fish from Dormuda. 
The majority of the other records in-the literature do not state what 
number of hosts were examined# but in most oases only one or two 
P. aubt, _ 
e___nuis were recovered. This evidence could suggest that the 
life of the adult Prootoeoes in a fish im short and thus at any one 
time only a small poroentago of the lieh population are infected. It 
could be equally sell be taken an evidence that the life cycle of 
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Prootoeoes is not adapted to a fish final host and possibly oven that 
the adult Proctoecos in truly a parasite of molluscs and only a 
facultativo parasite of fish1surviving for a abort time in the fieh 
after the molluso is eaten. 
J teeon (1966) would accept the fact that the occurrence of an 
adult fluke in a fish is rare arg co parod with its occurrence in an 
invertebrate, ne evidence that molluscs may offer an environment superior 
to that afforded by a fish for the developanent of flukes to maturity. 
Ho appears to bane this contention on the laut that flukeo of a given 
speoies are rarely numerous within a fish host. Certainly a comparison 
between the number of Prootoaooe in Be plana at Clifttown, (where 
over 907 are infooted with an average of between four and five worms) 
and the numbers of Procto©aes recovered from fish might be taken to 
enhance hie hfpothosis, although many other faotore, such as the method 
öf infection of the final host have to be taken into account. 
clearly the utilisation of non--collucoan hosts nevertheless has 
been favoured by eoleotion as it appoars to be the normal condition in 
the Digenea. The dispersive adv&ntaV and the fact that vertebrates 
are iota likely to be affected as a population by adverse oonditione, may 
have been major faotore leading to the deferment of sexual reproduction 
to a noýolluso& host. 
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CHAPTf VI 
'iROTIC RESPONSES Or ¶NI KIDNEY FLUID C? 
SCROBICUI. ARIA PLANA 
Estuarine lamellibrancte that have been studied appear to exhibit 
little or no os: noregulatory ability. Eya area,,, naris and M ilua edulis, 
for example, can be found at salinities of as little as 4-5"ý 
but still the oamotio pressure of the. haemolymph conforms to that of 
the environment (Schlieper, 1955 and 1957)" cotta (1954) demonstrated 
that tho blood of M. edulim vam ieoamotio (+o. o2oC) with the oxtornal 
medium from a depression of trez zing point (0) of 2.09°C to 0.58°C. 
mother rtilid, Modýus domiscus has been recently studied by 
Lent (1969). This eu'Yhalina species has a lower limit of salinity 
of 5%-- Experiments equilibrating mussels with 10t 15,20,30p 40 and 
45', 1. for three days and then determining the depression of freezing 
point sho9 od that taod iolue d®iasus was ieosmotio between 9 and Woo 
The work of Cole (1940) on Venue (Usrcenaria) rnercenaria in 
sometimes quoted by authors (Hopkins, 19491 IJicolt 1967) as an example 
of a bivalve that shows an ability to maintain itself byperosmotio 
in dilute sea rater. Cole (1940) demonstrated that the water in which 
the clams occurred had a depression of freezing point of 1.3360CP 
whereas the mantle cavity fluid of the clam wasL1.369°C and the blood 
"ae L 1.386°C. 
_ 'J 
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Although no information is prevented to ebow when the samples 
wore collected, it Me= that these figures were obtained for 
fluids taken from the animals soon after colleotion, and these were 
compared with the external medium estimations made at some 
undoteruinod time. No equilibration with known salinity external 
media for substantial periods is mentioned and so the surprising 
difterenoo between the mantle cavity fluid (usually only eca water 
trapped between the valves when the animal closes) and the external 
nea water could be explained on the basis of a tiro difference in the, 
two estimations. The enim=s1e may wall have olosed at a time when 
they were inundated with higher salinity sea water with which they 
had como into equilibrium. This is further suggested by the Pant that 
theaof blood was only 0.017°0 difforent from theL of 'the trapcd 
mantle ouvity fluid. The oollection of clams for analyeia of tho 
body fluids at a later time (for example, at low water) when the 
salinity of the external modium may well have altered, could possibly 
account for the observed 0.050C difference in freezing point 
depreaaion between the external medium and the blood. 
That this is a possibility is illustrated by lilno (1940) who 
recordod that the salinity inside the mantle cavity or _ytllus at 
low 
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tide was 24%owhon the salinity outside had fallen to 7)e. It would 
therefore appear likely that Venue Ueroený) morcenaria conforms 
to the general picture of ®atuarine la3ellibranohe by exhibitinG little 
or no osmoregulatory ability. 
The response of S. Plana to oeiotio procaure ohanges was first 
studied by Freeman and Rigler (1957) on animals collected from the 
and flats at Chalkwell, in Essex. Theae authors demonstrated that tho 
osmotic pressure of the blood of S. plans was not statistically 
different from that of the external medium down to sboutL\1.05°C, but 
that, after a period of 110 houre equilibration, the blood of 
specimens in dilute sen water (AO-590C) had a moan L of 0.74°c. 
There is dot. bt expre©sed by Robertson (1964) whether the anigals in 
the cxporiment were showing active control of the blood concentration 
at low malinities, or whether they had resisted final dilution to the 
outnide level by keopinj the valves of their nballe oloaed. 
This latter point in discussed in detail by Freeman and Bigler 
(1951). They domonstrutod that short term changoe in the salinity 
of tho external environmant may have no effect upon the osmotic 
prescuro of the haeaolymph of S. Plana because of behavioural reactions 
that prevent the animal from coming into contact with adverse salinities. 
F 
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Thug a change in the total oeaotic pressure of the external medium 
would cause closed animals to remain closed and cause open animals 
to retract their siphons and close their valves. Thus in both oases 
the animals would proteot their blood from extreme changes in 
oonoentration. The asseosaant of the outoide conditions by closed 
animals most likely oooure via the free edges of the mantle lobos which 
retain contact with the external medium, even when the valves are closed. 
Freeman and Bigler (1957) also demonstrated that upon exposure 
to external media of lowered osmotio proscure S. plana shows a greater 
roluotanoe to open than in eoa water, there boing a longer period of 
closure the greater the decrease in osmotic pressure. Thus half the 
animals equilibratod for one week in 100$ sea water and then transferred, 
in a closed condition, to 907 aoa water opened in 45 iinutem. Tho 
time for half of tho olosed animals transferred from IOO to 40% 
sea water to open was in excess Of a dcr. 
The rate of equilibration of 2. Plana with the external medium 
in rapid once the animal in open. The serge authors domonstrated that 
the osrnotio pressure of the haemoly©ph of open animals, previously 
equilibrated to 100i sea water and than placed in 80, % aea water, 
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reached 5O equilibrium in just over half as hour and, as closely as 
they could measure it, complete equilibration in 4-5 hours. 
Approximately the same half time was true for the more rapid change 
in oemotio pressure of the blood of animals transferred from 100% 
to 6O sea water. In comparison, it was demonstrated that Be Plana 
traneforrod from 1OO to 60; x, and that remained aloood, showed an 
average drop in the oaczotio preasure of the blood of only about 1.5% 
per hour. This change presumably occurring via the free edges of the 
mantle loben. 
Those facts concerning the reactions of S. plena when transferred 
to dilute media and the times of equilibration demonstrated by 
Freeman and Bigler (1957) have been considered in detail b®oaua® of 
the importance-of allowiuj suffioiont time for equilibration of S. plane 
when the onzotio responses of its kidney fluid are to be investigated. 
Investigations of the osmotic reeponeea of estuarine bivalves 
have always been carried out upon the blood of the animal. 
Information '64 the physiology of lamellibrench kidneys is (soarce. 
Freeman and Laewollyn (1958) had shown that at 100'; and 70% sea 
water there was no significant difference in the oemotio pressure of 
th© tubular fluid of S. Plana and that of the external medium. In order 
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that the environment of P. subtenuis might be defined more oloselyl 
the osmotic responses of the kidney fluid to changes in the concentration 
of the external medium wore inveotigatod. 
Uaterials and method 
Animals used in thin cones of experiments were collected from 
looaiities on the north oocet of the Thaoe Estuaryp in the vioinity 
of Southend-on-Sea. They were transported to Queen Mary College and 
there kept under conditions of constant temperature (for a day or less) 
before they were used for experimentation. 
Croups of these S. Plana Mare plaoed in sea water of various 
dilutions, obtained by dilution of the stock sea water with glans 
distilled waten and kept at 150CI1°C. The stook sea water (average 
chlorinity - 18.76%. which is equivalent to a oalinity of 34.09%. ) is 
referred to throughout ae 100, E sea water. 
Time of equilibration 
Because of the reasons discussed previously, the time of 
equilibration with the various dilutions in of the utmost importanoo. 
Reference to the data of Freeman and &ig1or (1957) - (cited page133) - 
demonstrutoa that the oquilibrution times used in this series of 
experiments (minimum of three clays in 1OOO and a mi a of seven day's 
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in 30% sea water ) were in excess of that needed. 
Asa further preoaution only animals that had been seen to have 
had their siphons extendodp when inopeoted periodically during the 
previous 48 hours, were used for experimentation. Chapman and Nowell 
(1956) obsorveci that the inhalant siphon of S. E1wia was protruded 
soon after initial gaping of the shell valvua and that tho siphon aas 
open at its tip during extension. The protrusion of the inhalant 
siphon thoretoro provides a convenient indication that the animal is 
open from tbo aspect of being exposod to the external modium. 
Uethod of analysis 
The osmotic pressure of the samples of the kidney fluid and of 
the external medium was determined by depression of freesing-point. 
The apparatus used for the examination and collection of the samples 
was first described by Ramey and Brown (1555) and the reader is 
referred to this paper for the description of the apparatus. Only 
modifications to the original apparatus and prooeduro are discussed 
bolow. 
Obtaining samples from the kidney 
After the period of equilibration the S. plane were opened and 
ý- ý 
any mantle cavity water removes by gentle blotting so as to ensure no 
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contamination of the kidney fluid. The sample©"of the kidney fluid 
wore rapidly drawn out of the kidney using a very fine glase 
pipette attached to a length of rubber tubing by which the operator 
could suck up a controlled amount of fluid. This operation was 
perforciod with tho aid of a low power binocular microscope. 
The fluid thus obtained was rapidly pipetted under liquid 
TI 
paraffin on a watch glass ooated with a fine smear of oilioone grease 
that provided a hydrofugio surface that prevented the drop of liquid 
fron spreading out into a filar. Loaving the eamplo under liquid 
paraffin provented any alteration in the oeiotio pressure of the 
sample due to evaporation. 
The tran$fereno, of small samples of this fluid ( 10-2=39 in 
this caao) was performed as desoribed by Ramsey and Drown (1955)" 
31odifio*tiona to the original ap, p*ratu_ 
On the present piece of apparatus the usual racking mechanism of 
the nzlorosoope was roplaood by a modified mioroaanipulator. This 
had tüo advantage of not only allowin the usual foouaing movement in 
a vertical plans but also for adjustment in the horizontal plans. 
Because of this increased field of view it was found poseibla to have 
more samples in each specimen tube. 
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The original system for the illumination of the sample was found 
to be inadequate and so in the present apparatus the light eouroe was 
an 8 volt, 48 watt projeotor bulb. The light was direoted from this 
via a piece of solid perepex with an attached mirrored surface. M 
Iris was incorporated into this ayatem to allow for adjustment whilst 
cross polaroids were found to be useful under cortain circumstances. 
The system for control of the temperature of the alcohol bath of 
the apparatus was also different from the original design. The uno 
of dry ice and a simple system of two concentric vessels, both 
partially filled with 98A uloobollwes euperoeded by the use of a 
Camlab Thermostatic Refrigerator typo TKI cooling coil, which 
allowed for easy and aocurate temperature control. Once the 
t©mp©rature of the bath had been reduood to below the expected 
thawing. point the cooling effect was reduced znd the temperature 
controlled by balancing the effect of the TKI with that of the 
heating wire. 
With this eystom of temperaturo control it was possible to 
maintain the temperature of the bath constant to within 0.01°C for 
periods in excess of 15 minutes. It was found convenient to leave 
the two settings ao adjusted whenever possible and make use of the 
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incorporated hoater shorting switch to raise the temporature and the 
heater-off ewitoh to lower it. 
The sensitivity of this arrangement meant that it van possible 
to raise or lower the temperature by 0.00200. by a routine of not 
quite allowing the last crystal to disappear, lowering the temperature 
and re-growing its followed by very slow hating, it vas possible to 
determine the thawing point of a sample to within 0.0020C. Tbo 
reading of the final temperature on the beokman thermometer was 
assisted by the use of a small magnifying Ions. 
Calibration curve 
To calibrate the Backman thermometer for use with the 
apparatus a aeries of standard sodium chloride solutions were used. 
These consisted of samples of 0.35 Molal, 0.30 Liolal, 0.25 Molal 
and 0.20 Molal sodium chloride prepared with oven dried, Analar 
reagent. 
The observed reading of the Beokman at the thaairj point of 
these rumples was then compared with the aotual depression of freezing 
point for each of tbeve wolalities as obtained from the 
International Critical Tables. 
1ßt. 
The results of one euch calibration are shown in table 7 and 
Pic. 18. 
TABLE 
standard Obcorvoa mac' an 
DeCl readin. 
0.35 Uolal 1.380 
0.30 Uolal 1.215 
0.25 Uolal 1.038 
0.20 Molar 0.875 
1.184 
1 . 017 
0.850 
0.685 
Storage of the thermometer in ice or in a deep freeze prevented 
the necessity of reoalibratiou each time the apparatus was used. 
The reproducibility of the mothod is shown by seven readings 
that were taken on samples of 0.35 Uolal sodium chloride. The mean 
aotual depression of freezing point of these coven samples was 
1.185°C with a standard error of the mean of : O. 003. 
Results 
The results from a aeries of experiments performed in the 
manner deeoribed, are presented in table 8 and fig. 19. In the 
graph the results obtained by Freeman end Rigler (1957) for the 
depreesion of freezing point of the blood of Be plena in relation 
to the external medium are combined with the pr©sent results for the 
Aotual Depression 
of froasin. o point ( C) 
dapression of freezing point of kidney fluid. 
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Fig. 18. Calibration line for Beckman thermometer. 
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TABLE 8. : QELATIUN iilý: 1' . EN DEPRE SIOIW OF FREEZING-POINT 
OF TUI EXTERNAL MEDIUM AND OF TH KIDNEY FLUID 
07 SCROBICULARIA PLANA 
Number of Mean actual Standard error 
observations L, ýG of the mean 
Sea water 17 1.895 0.001 
Kidney fluid 7 1.960 0.021 
Seawater 5 1.390 0.005 
Kidney fluid 16 1.418 0.008 
Bes. water 6 1.005 0.008 
Kidney fluid 8 1.028 0.047 
Sea water 5 0.830 0.005 
Kidney fluid 7 0.920 0.025 
Bea water 7 0.595 0.010 
Kidney fluid 17 0.595 0.014 
Sea water 9 0.550 0.004 
Kidney fluid 6 0.549 0.010 
Lisa water 9 0.505 0.004 
Kidney fluid 4 0.580 0.015 
Sea water 11 0.478 0.002 
Kidney fluid 8 0.503 0.006 
Sea Bratar 11 0.555 0.001 
Kidney fluid 17 0.738 0.013 
(short equili- 
bration time 
coo text) 
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Fig. 19. Relation between the depression of freezing= 
point of the external medium and the blood 
and kidney fluid of Scrobicularia plana. 
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"- kidney fluid, results from present work. 
o- Blood, results from Freeman and 
Bigler ( 1957 ). 
f- Kidney fluid, short equilibration time 
). ( see text, page 14-6 
- Theoretical isosmotic line. 
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Disouesion 
The changes in the oamotio pressure of the kidney fluid of 
lamellibranohs in response to ohsnges in the external medium has not 
previously been examined in any detail. An stated earlier, Freeman 
and Llewellyn (1958) demonstrated that at 100, E and at 70A sea water 
the kidney fluid and external medium were ieoamotio. The results from 
this present piepe of work show that the kidney fluid in ieoaswtio 
with the external medium down to the lowest salinity examined 
. ýýýýý 
(d 0.478°C). This figure is approximately equivalent to 25A sea water 
and appears to be lowest salinity tolerated. by S. j2lanap under laboratory 
conditions at 15°C9 for in *moose of two weeks. 
As mentioned proviously, and an can be seen by reference to 
fig. 19p freeman and Bigler (1957) domonetrated that at ezt©rnal medium 
Li of 0.592°C, the blood ®was 0.745°C, suggesting that at los 
salinities S. Plana is able to maintain itself hyperoemotio to tho 
medium. 
The aºothod used by Freeman and Bigler (1957) to determine the 
depression of freezing point of the samples was similar to that of 
Jones (1941) and arose (1954), and consisted of observing the time 
taken for ooaplete disappearance of the crystals of frozen samples of 
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blood and sodium chloride standards. The depression of Crossing 
point of the blood samples was calculated from the curve relating 
melting time to the freezing point of the Standards. 
The present method allows for more accurate temperature control 
of the alcohol bath and for easier observation of disappearance of 
the last oryetal, az4 is to be preferred for the accurate estimation 
of the depression of freezing point. 
The present results lend support to the doubt of Robertson (1964) 
as to whether the animals in Freeman and Rigler's (1957) work were 
showing active control at low external medium concentrations or 
whether they had not yet come into a steady state with respect to the 
external medium. The differenoo between the reading of Freeman and 
Bigler (1957) for 
A 
of blood at an external medium Q of 0.592°C and 
the ieoamotia line was 0.153°C, a difference that could be explained 
by insufficient time for "qui1ibratiou, although, as previously 
disouseed, the authors had investigated this point in detail. iioiever, 
a vary similar result (external medium 
00.555'0 
and kidney fluid 
0.738°C) was obtained during the present, work for kidney fluid from 
animals that had been left to equilibrate for iº period, similar in 
length, to that used by Freemew. and Uigler (1957). Later experimental 
ý. 
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increasing the time for equilibration to a period in excess of seven 
days for animals at low salinities produced the results shown in 
table 8 and fig. 19. Thus although the 110 hours equilibration time 
that Preen" cnd Bigler (1957) allowed for animals in 30&' and 50% sea 
water would seem sufficient with respect to their information on the 
equilibration of the animal, it does appear possible that in particular 
instnnoesg possibly due to excessive disturbances, this may not be the 
Cß8O" 
With this one exception, the results expressed in fig. 19 
demonstrate that the A of blood and of kidney fluid of S. lang are in 
close agreement over most of the range, and that the kidnoy fluid 
is isoesaotio with the external medium over the complete range 
examined. Thus Be plane appears to behave in a similar mariner to 
estuarine lamellibranohe that have been investigated, by showing little 
or no ability to regulate its osmotio pressure other than by olosing 
its valves and thereby isolating itself from the external medium for 
short periods. 
It is olesr from these results that the environment of 
P. subxanui: m&7 undergo a wide variation in osmotic pressure in response 
to changes in the concentration of the external mediua, sufficient at 
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length to affect the host. With this fact in mind, the ability 
of Proa tosoes to tolerate or to regulate to possible variations in 
osmotic pressure was investigated. 
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Cf AP °j VII 
O6MOTIC REZPON M OF ADULT WOC E'CE5 SUbT UIS TO 
CHANC1 IN TfC OSHOTIC PF SUBI OP TIM EXTLRNAL I : DIL'U 
Introduction 
Little work ha33 been carried out upon the osmotic responses of 
troaatodoa, although they may bo ®x; osod to widely different oalt 
conoontrations at different ctagoo of their life history. Digen®tic 
trematodo passing from marina invertebrates to vertebrates are good 
examples of this point. 
Endoparasitio digeaoano are not protooted from variations 
tl: e osmotio proacure may vary oonsid®rably in suoh habitats as the 
alimontury oanal and the urinary bladdor. In other for example, the 
blood or tissues, it may remain quite constant. With the exception of a 
few spattered studies there is little inZormaticn available on this 
aspeot of tromatode physiology, 
Verfe (1922) observed that the excretory bladder of as undetermined 
ceroaria pulsated about twine as fast in freshwater than in Singers 
solution rnd that in freshwater the bladder was definitely enlarged. 
. atunkard end Shaw (1931) demonstratod that certain aeroaria from 
marine snails shoved a marked revietanco to hypotonio surrounding*, 
remaining active in 50A sea water about as long &g in 100iß sea water 
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and also being able to survive for 1-4 hours in dilutions an low 
as , sea water. 
Information for adult trematodes is also eoaroe. Sohopfer (1932) 
determined the depression of freezing point of a tissue extract of 
Fasoiola hepatica and suggested that it was 45% higher than the host's 
bile. Stephenson (1945 and 1947) found that the survival of the Came 
trematode in vitro was not greatly affected by ohangee in salt conoen- 
tration of 58 - 230 mg Z&ß1. Similarly, Busding (1950) found that 
g1yoolysia and activity of Sohistoaoma erasoni was not affected by 
changes of concentration of NaCl from 68 - 680 mit. 
only recently have weight change studios been made. Coil (1966) 
worked on Gastrothylax orumenifer in different D1aG1 solutions ranging 
from 68 - 136 dL and Snot and P=telouriu (1966) observed the t feot on 
F. hepatica of various concentrations of üedon Fleig medium and Hedon 
)'leig medium to which different carbohydrates had been added. These 
latter authors found little or no evidence of water regulation but 
that in vitro P. hepatica was able to tolerate changes of external 
medium from Lj 0.4O°C - 0.810C. 
Siddigi and Lutz (1966) demonstrated that a simple relationship 
between weight ohabgee of F. gigantioa and tho concentration of the 
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external medium existed with 50% weight equilibrium being reached in 
approximately eight minutes and total weight equilibrium being reached 
within 15 - 20 minutes of i=ersion, in 50% - 200A Tyrode test solutions. 
The animal was demonstrated to be poikiloemotio. Degression of 
freezing point eatimations demonstrated that F. gigantica was iaoemotio 
with the bootie bile and Tyrode solution. Banause F. Rigantioa 
produoed more urine in response to a hypotonio medium, I3iddigi and 
Lutz (1966) suggested that it may play some part in osmoreßulation. 
Together with a study of Nä and e movements, this work represents 
the most comprehensive investigation of osmotic and ionic responses 
of trematodea eo ffr aooompliahed. 
Lack of attempts to demonstrate this aspect of trematode 
physiology my have boon due in part to the technical difficulties 
im osed by the small size of most trematodes, The availability of 
large numbers of adult digeneana from an euryhaline, invertebrate boat, 
presented a unique opportunity for the study of the survival and 
osmotio responses of as adult trematodo from an unusual environment, 
the oemotio properties of whioh had now been investigated. 
1. Survival of Prootoeoes at different salinities 
-i 
The primary reason for this experiment was to demonstrate the 
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range of salinities in which P. wubtenuis is able to survive. For the 
Purposes of this experiment, the survival of the parasite, free from 
the boat, was investigated. This had the advantage that reactions of 
the host did not bays to be taken into aooount and definite numbers of 
Prootoeoee oould be observed. Although this did not provide the 
normal habitat of the parasite, the olose similarity of the kidney 
fluid and sea water (see paged 0) allowed for a relative indioation of 
the true efteot. 
Materiels and method 
Parasites were eztraoted from a sample of S. plena, collected 
from within a small area, and were planed initially into 1OOA sea 
water. Cnoe a sufficient number of Prootoeoee bad been obtained)groupa 
of twenty parasites were placed directly into the experimental 
dilutions. As Veil and Paz, tin (1931 ) noted, when working on the 
tree living turbellarian, Gunda ulnae, gradual change of salinity 
rather than abrupt ohange did not appear to ansist subsequent survival. 
The experimental dilutions were prepared by the dilution of 
pasteurised stools sea water (salinity - 34.09e. ) with glass distilled 
water. The aoouraoy of these dilutions were chooked by analysis of 
the chloride content using a Buohler Cotlove, direct reading, 
ý. 
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Chloridoseter. The maximum error of dilution aooepted was 2.0%, 
Although pasteurised sea water was uesd, the addition of the Prootoeoe. 
was invariably aooompanied by the addition of ciliates and other 
microorganisms which increased in number rapidly. For this reason all 
so& water dilutions were ohacged periodically. 
Crystalioing dishes oontaining 100 mla of solution and the 
sample of Prootoeoes were covered by a layer of Parafilm and placed in 
a oonstant temperature room eet to the desired temperature. 
Investigation of the samples at intervals asoertained the numbers of 
Prootoeoes surviving. 
because of the great mobility of the trematodee this was easily 
soaomplished, doubtful Cason were tested by gentle prodding with a 
Pine glase rod. Further indication as to whether a Prootoeoee was 
dead or alive was provided by the rapid lose of colour at death, the 
trematodes then assuming an opaque white colour. 
Results 
TABLE 9 DURATION OF SURVIVAL IN VARICUS DILUTIONS OF 
STOCK SEA WATM, 
Temperature °O Time of 50A dead (hours) 
103 75% 50A 30t 20`A 
1511 54 79 90 82 
191 157 160 167 170 95 
611 160 290 310 330 
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Fig. 21. Survival of adult Proctoeces in various 
dilutions of sea water at 10° Ct l° C and 15° ct1C. 
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Disou®eion 
It is clear from the results (table 9 and figs. 20 & 21) that 
adult Prootoeoee sub__ tenuis are able to survive for prolonged periods 
in sea water dilutions ranging from 20A to 100% sea eater. 
It was observed that in 20A sea water the osmotic pressure 
increase was sufficient to cause the cirrus to be extruded in a number 
of individuals. Although this is undoubtedly approaching the lower 
T#' S 
r 
al 
limit of salinity toleranoe, 50A of the trematodea survived for 95 hours 
and the last one died after 172 hours. Survival was greatest in all 
dilutions at 6°C 1 1°C9 with the last Prootoeaes dying in the 3O and 
50A dilutions after 6&6 hours (28 days). 
2. Salinity for ovtium survival 
As a consequence of carrying out the above experiments to 
determine the salinity tolerance of Prootoeoes, it wau observed that 
the most prolonged survival ooourred in the 30% and 50A seas water 
dilutions (see table 9 and figs. 20 & 21). This was surprising in 
rospsot of the data on the salinities prevailing at Chalkioll, that 
wcac presented by Freeman and Riglor (1957). They stated that the 
variation in salinity during that part of the tidal oyols to which any 
animal living near mid-tide level would be subjected, was not very 
great. However, they did suggest that seasonal Zluotuatioaa could be 
157" 
fairly extensive. To illustrate this faot they quoted figures obtained 
from the Water Pollution Reeearoh Laboratory that showed that the 
salinity at Chalkwell could vary from 25.2-q in a set winter, to 
32.44. in a dry summer. 
The present author collected samples of sea water from mid-tide 
level at Chalkwell (site 5) at periods during 1969, to determine the 
extent of possible salinity variation at this locality. Samples 
were colleotod approximately fifteen minutes after the area was 
oovered by the inoominß tide and were subsequently analysed for 
ohlorido content by the uea of a Iuoblor Cotlovo, direct reading, 
Chloridometer. The oblorinity values once calculated were converted 
to give a salinity value by application of the formula (from Harvey 1955)" 
Salinity (u. ) - 0.03 f 1.605 (ohlorinity) 
The salinities recorded during 1969 varied between 25.66%o and 
32.331. and thus olosely resembled the figures quoted by Freeman and 
Bigler (1957)" It is thus suggested that these figures are typical 
of the range of salinities that ocours at Cha), kwell and at other 
collecting sites in the Estuary proper. 
The lowest salinity reoorded at Chalkwell. would be equivalent to 
a sea water dilution of approximately 75A (wb in 100A - salinity of 34.09Xe). 
1 
5s. 
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It would therefore appear extremely unlikely that Prootoeces as a 
parasite of S. Plana in the Thames Estuary would ever experience the 
low ealinitios at which it appears to survive beat under experimental 
ooiditions (see page 150. 
The significance of the increased survival of Prootoeoes at 
30; and 50, E sea water In therefore obscure. One suggestion for this 
apparent preference for lowered salinity concerns the 'normal' host 
of Prootoeoee. If this trematode iss primarily a parasite of the hind 
gut of sparids and labride, it is interesting to theories upon the 
likely osmotic conditions in the gut. 
Teleoet fish in sea eater maintain themselves hyposmotio to the 
medium and so a parasite of the hind gut would not experience 1OO 
eea water. As ®hoen for Lophiue, Ansuilla and Uyoxooo phalua (Smith 
1930 and 1932) the osmotio concentration decreases down the gut due to 
rolatively bore salt than water being absorbed. 
Tabis oompiled from Smith (11}0) 
sea water Aot! 
Lo phius pieoatorius 1.33 
Anguilla roetrats 1.81 
Myoxooepbalus ootodooia- 
epinosus 1.85 
poatorior 
intestine1 
fluid ,&0 
o. ß3 
0.75 
0.75 
Thus a parasite of the hind gut of Lophium would Im living within 
1 59: ' 
an environment with an osmotic pressure approximately equivalent to 
62*v sea "aterj of Anguilla, 41A and Jiyozooenhalue, 4%( sea water. 
This general picture is also true for the flounder, platiohthys flesue 
in which the osmotic pressure of the posterior intestine has been 
shown to vary approximately between 29A - 45% sea water (Uaokenzi" 
IM Gibson, 1970). Similarly, the osmotic pressure of the posterior 
intestine of the sod, dus mom, was shown by Williams, MoVioar 
arA Ralph (1970) to be approximately equal to 32 - 61% sea water. 
It is impossible to state, without evidence of the osmotic 
conditions in the bind gut of aparids and labride, that 30 - 60% sea 
water closely resembles the normal environment of Prootoeoee, but it 
is very probable that, ne with all marin toleoste so far investigated, 
the ooawtio pressure of the bind gut would be substantially lees 
than that of 100% sea water. 
There is obviously a danger in drawing too many inf. renoes from 
experiments on the survival of a parasite in a medium that# however 
similar to the normal environment, may be aubsitantiully different. 
It is clearly also open to discussion whether P. subtenuie, parasitic 
within 3. plane in the Thames Estuary, could be demonstrating the 
remains of adaptation to its 'original' host. 
,ýý 
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Poctoecee, ar a parasite of Be p1ana, can obviously survive 
at sea water conoentratione continually in excess of 75A as is evident from 
the Paot that all the Proctoeces ooourring in A. plane at sites 
4,5,6,7 and 8 (i. e. in the Estuary proper) are never exposed to 
lower concentrations. The ohoervation that the survival of adult 
Prootoeons appears to be increased at lower salinities is thus thought 
to be somewhat irrelevant to the parasite of Be Plana in the Thames 
Estuary, although it is possible that it represents the remains of 
an adaptation to a previous environment. 
3. Oemotio responses of Prootoeoee subtenuis 
No information is available as to the oemotio pressure of adult 
trematodoa in different salinity external media. The availability 
of large numbers of P. subtenuis presented the opportunity to study 
if any degree of regulation existed in response to the widely different 
salinities that it had been shown to be able to survive. 
materials and method 
The osmotio responses were measured using the depression of 
freezing point technique described previously. The problem was 
inv®stigateä from two aspeats. 
t. The depression of freezing point of Prootoeoes, free from the 
Q 
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host and equilibrated with external media of different salinities, 
was asoortain®d. 
2. The of Prootoooes removed from the kidney of a. plena (that 
had been allowed to equilibrate with different concentrations of 
external media) was determined. In this case tho L o! the 
Prootoecee in compared with tbe0 of the kidney fluid. 
In the first series of experiments the Prootoeoee were placed in 
various dilutions of sea water in 100 ml oryatalli®ing dishes and were 
left at 15°C +1 °Ct for up to 36 hours. 
In the second series of experiments, s. Plana were equilibrated 
at 15°C ± 1°C with various dilutions for periods, the length of which 
was governed by the dilution (see ¢age136 ). 
In both aeries of experiments dilutions of approximately 100,759 
50 and 30A sea water were prepared by the dilution of the stock sea water 
(salinity 34.091. ) with glass distilled water. It was not necessary 
to teat the aoouraoy of thee* dilutions initially, as in the aase of the 
survival experiments, because the ultimate estimation of the depression 
of freezing point of the solution bathing the Prootoecen, whether it was 
sea water or kidney fluid, provided the information neoded. 
In the eeoond series of ezperimente, after the period of 
162o 
equilibration each 8.121ang was opened and a sample of kidney ilüid taken 
and planed In capillary tubes for subsequent analysing an described 
previously (see Dag* 138)o This was rapidly followed by the removal of 
the ProotoemBS from which any excess external medium was removod by 
gentle blotting. 
Preparation of the sample 
In both s©rios of experiments, once blotted, the Prootosoes were 
placed under liquid paraffin on a cavity slide. The next part of the 
operation was carried out under a binocular microscope and consisted 
of preparing a sample of the C1uid for analysis by the method of Ramsey 
and Brown (1955). 
Obtaining a sample from auch a smell trematode presented 
technical difficulties. It aase found most convenient to open the 
Prootoeoe8 by the use of a very fine (approximately 100 p) glass rod 
and then to allow the small mount of fluid contenta to flow out. 
itow©verg it should be kept in mind that these animals are devoid of 
W coolomio cavity and thus of free body fluids. Therefore any fluid 
obtained was usually ooutaminatad with cellular material. Coating of 
the slide with a smear of eilioone grease prevented the fluid frog 
becoming a thin film. 
163. 
This fluid was than sucked up into a fine capillary tube as 
described previously (poge138). The samples prepared in this experiment 
wore of the order of 1O 
3=3. Chce soalod into the fine capillary and 
protected by a carrier tube the samples wore rapidly frozen by solid 
CO2 and stor©d in a deep freers until used for analysis. As discussed 
by Read and Simmons (1963) this rapid freezing of snmplee ie important 
as it prevents the inoreasa in oumotio pressure that has boon observed 
to ooour when samples have not been wo treated, 
All samples were obtained with some difficulty, eepeoially those 
from Prootoeces equilibrated with 100 sea water. 
The freezing point depression of the samples was determined using 
the modified apparatus of Ramsey and Brown (1955) res described 
previously (0e4) page 134" 
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TABLE 10 Series I experiments 
E'E WG POINT DEF'B 51C Op' PROCTOECES SUBT"" NUIU 
........... .. 
SUILIBRA ED WITH SEA wkrr". 'R DILUTICKS 
Standmal 
Number of mean actual error of 
observations Q °C the mean 
Sea water 5 0.610 0.017 
Prootoaoea 4 0.690 0.017 
Bea water 6 0.590 0.005 
Prootoeoes 4 0.695 0.012 
Sea water 4 . 110002 0.009 
Prootoeaes 3 1.237 0.016 
Sea water 8 1.435 0.015 
Proctoeoee 2 1.627 0.012 
Bea water 7 1.420 0.095 
Prootoeoee 6 1.584 0.018 
1650, 
TABIZ 11 Series 2 experiments 
ME ING POINT L P11ZSICN OF PROCTO! CEZ SUBTENUIS 
OBTAINED FILOU Tllw I CBT 
Standard 
Number of mean actual error of 
observations Q°C the mean 
Kidney fluid 
of 3. Lana 4 0.585 0.017 
Prootoeoee 7 0.760 0.019 
Kidney fluid 
of a. Plana 17 0.740 0.013 
Prootoeoeo 2 0.725 0.039 
Kidney fluid 
of 3. Plana 11 1.135 0.094 
Prootoeoee 3 1.188 0.020 
Kidney fluid 
of B. Plana 16 1.423 0.008 
Prootoeoes 5 1.690 0.048 
Kidney fluid 
of 2. Plana 12 2.020 0.054 
Proctoeoee 1 2.215 - 
c r 
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Fig. 22. Depression of freezing=point of fluid extracted 
from Proctoeces subtenuis in relation to that 
of the bathing medium ( sea water in series 1 
experiments and kidney fluid in series 2 expts. ). 
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Results 
The line connecting the points in fig. 22 was calculated using 
all the results: those obtained for the Prootoeoee kept in sea water, 
free from the boat, and those for animals removed from the host just 
yrior to oxsuination. This was done because of the similarity of the 
two regression Iinea calculated for the individual sets of data, both 
lines being very significant for the data (r < 0.01 - statistical test d, 
pag031 ). To illustrate this point values for the, 6of Prootoooss for 
given values of theA of the medium (sea water in series 1' ezperi ants 
and S. Plana kidney fluid in series 2 experiments) are compared in the 
table below. 
Sdriee 1 Expts. 951, Series 2 Expts 95% 95A 
of bathing d . krootoeoes cant Q Yrootoeaes cunt coal- cant 
medium from sea water limits frog host limits bined limits 
(°C) (°C) = ( C) = data = 
0.5 0.598 0.115 0.615 0.271 0.607 0.198 
1.0 1.146 0.110 1.153 0.261 1.150 0.195 
1.5 1.695 0.115 1.692 0.270 1.693 0.198 
2.0 2.243 0.128 2.230 0.294 2.236 0.199 
Regression- 
line slope 
(b) 1.0966 1.0765 1.0855 
The differenoe in the slope of the two regression lines has been 
shown to be not significant (see statistical teat f9 page 32). Because 
of this and on the basis of the similarity shown in the above table and 
168. 
the overlap of the lines by the oalouleted 95 oontidenoe limits it 
was considered that the calculation of the regression line for the 
combined data was justified, the 95A oonfidenoe limits caloulated for 
this line overlap the theoretical iaosaotic line (coo Pig. 22) and 
thus suggests that at this level of significance the difference between 
the oaloulated line and the isQamotio line (0.1°C at an external 
0 
of 0.5 00 and 0920C at externaiL of 2.000) is ineignifioant. To 
determine experimentally the cause of such a difference in such small 
animals would be extremaly difficult and could be duo to any one or to a 
combination of many small molecules, Autolysia oars also lead to 
ohangeo in the osmotic preaeure of eampleo. 
The olose similarity of the two sets of results from the two 
aeries of experiments also su ety that there is no oeaotio difference 
between Prootoeoeo equilibrated in sea water for a period and those 
equilibrated within the host. This could bo considered as evidence 
thit the time allowed for animalep free from the host, to equilibrate in 
pen water was not exoessive in duration; kaoeevir it is probable that 
the, L of a moribund animal or evon part of an animal would be the name 
as the bathing medium. For this reason care was taken to use only 
those Prootoeoos which were active und were unlamaged. 
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Discussion 
Although the divergence of the calculated line from the theoretical 
inoamotio line bass been shown to be etatietioally insignificant, it 
is interesting to note that a permanent hyporoszotic state has been 
auggeated for a euryhaline ciliate# Uiamiennia avidus that is a 
facultative parasite of sea horses (Y. ßneshiro at all 1969 a& b). 
The authors suggest on the basis of the relationship between the 
rate of fluid output of the contractile vacuole und the osmolarity of 
the medium that thin organelle may have an oemoregu1atory function. 
The fact that the contractile vacuole of the animal was seen to function 
even in 20CrA sea water was taken as a suggestion that the cells are 
bn)er-oamotio to the medium. The author states that preliminary depression 
of freezing point determinations upon intaot cells have oonfirned this. 
Yaueshiro and his follow workers explanation of this observation 
is that it may be a mechanism to obtain water to operate the contractile 
vaouole and that this organolls may be responsible for the elimination 
of some metabolic wastes. 
The piiiology of excretion in trematodes appears to have been 
almost entirely neglected although it has boon stated (Smyth, 1966; 
Siddiqi and lute, 1966) that the excretory system ploys a part in 
oam0 Uo yroc tu. regulation. 
I 
---C. 
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Prootococa possesses a well developed excretory system but there 
can only be conjecture as to whether crater obtained through the worm 
boing in a permanent 1i peroaiotio state would be of any value in 
aeaiating tho elimination of waste metabolites. 
In eucraary it can be stated that Prootoooeel similar to the 
majority of marine invortebratoe appears to be isosaotio(to within aL 
of 0.2°C) with its environment. In the event of a change in the 
oottoentration of that environment Proctosoao aote as an osmooontormer, 
r 
gaining or losing water and salts according to the concentration of 
the medium. The tolerance of Prootoeoes to wide salinity changes and 
the inability to regulate to any significant degree, is a measure of 
the ability bf the cellular metabolic processes of the worm to function 
under widely dif eront conditions. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
OXYGEN ISIt IN TIM KIWEY OF SCROBICULARIA PLJAKA 
Consideration of any aapeot of the respiratory physiology of a 
parasite, or any other animal, must be disoussed in relation to the 
. oxygen tensions oocurring 
in the environment. 
Most of the results of work on the availability of oxygen in 
paraeitio environments has been summarised by von Brand (1946,1952 
and 1966). This work mainly considers the conditions in vertebrate 
host tissues. The results show much variability and, as has been 
suggested by Smith (1969), many of the assertions may prove unjustified. 
Recent wort using oxygen electrodes has provided reliable data. 
Possibly the beat such study to date is that of Crompton el al (1965). 
There authors demonstrated that the oxygen tensions in the intestine 
of domestic duoka varied from 25 n HS. 9 close to the villi, to less 
than 0.5 eia Hg. in the centre of the lumon. 
The oxygen tension within inter-tidal lamellibranohs has only 
been investigated in a few species. Von brand's assertion (1946) that 
most intertidal lamllibranohe shut their valves tightly at low tide has 
been ahown to be untrue in some inatanoea. 
The other tellinid lamellibrunoh commonly found on muddy ohoree, 
I72. 
Maooooma bal a, has been shown by Braotiold (1963) to move extensively 
at low water. This author has shown that thane movements can be 
induced experimentally bq lour oxygen tensions in the eubstratel the 
animal then fully exposing itself on the turrace of the sand, when the 
entire mantle edge is brought into contaot with the well oxy enatod 
surf ace water lying between the ripple marks. 
B©yden (1970) has shown that C©rastodermu edule also does not shut 
its valves tightly at low tide but that it is able to take an air 
bubble into its mantle cavity and utilise the oxygen in order to 
continue to respire aerobically. This is in comparison to the behaviour 
of the closely related C. 1 ucum WLiah does shut its valves tightly when 
exposed. 
There is soße evidence that, to a varying; degree, bivalves can 
reopire anaerobioslly when the tide uncovers them. Obviously 
faoultativo anaerobioeia has survival value to intertidal molluscs. 
Poore (1931) found that Ondoomra (. Abra) alba could survive in 
daozyeonatsd "aterp with which it rotainmd contact with its siphons, 
for 3.4 days* Thaup (1935) showed that when a number of mo21u8oe 
were Sealed. into a tube, none of the Macoraa and only a few M ilue edulie 
died after a week compared with all the Cmr____dium (. Cerastoderma) and +g. 
.. 
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Evidence that IýM ure____naria may build up an oxygen debt when 
exposed is provided by Van Dam (1935). This author states that normally 
Ma does not remove more than between 5- 10% of the oxygen from the 
water passing through its nantlo cavity# but after being uncovered by 
the tide it gradually builds up an oxygen debt that in repaid on 
re-i=®rsioZ by increased utilisation of over 20%. 
Tho only rocordingm of oxygen tonaionm inaido a lamollibranoh 
are providod by Lent (1968). He invosticated the mantle cavity fluid 
oxygen tonaions of Mod_ i olue deni_ during a simulated tidal cycle 
using a Backman modal 777 laboratory oxygen analyser which was 
insorted through a 15 can hole bored in the shell and mantle. 
Thin author ahowod that this apooiea gapes when exposed at low 
tide and that it respires aerially but at a lowered rat®. The partial 
prosoure of oxygon in the mantle cavity fluid upon ooponure van lows 
10 - 18 mm 11g. ß but rose upon inundation to about 105 mm HQ. This 
latter lieuro was obtained when the partial pressure of the external 
water varied between 120 and 145 = 1g. 
To define the extremes of oxygen tension present in the 
environment of Prootoeoee the use of a lard electrode of the type used by 
Lcnt (1968) and the measuromont of the oxygen tension in the mantle 
,`Y 
8'\ 
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cavity fluid was not autfioient. Unlike oll previous investigations, 
the oxygen tension within the tissue of a lumollibranch was to be 
investigated. In this case it was to be within the kidney of 
Sorobicularia Plana. 
Materiale and method 
It was found to be convenient to use tLe miniature oxygen 
elootrode used by Keeell and Courtney (1965)s a design similar to 
that de cribod by Naylor and Lvuns (1960). 
a. Description of the electrode (see fig. 23). 
he elootrodes constructed by the author consisted of an 
insulted platinum wire of 0.2 aus diameter sealed with Araldite into 
silver tubing of 0.3 mm internal diameter and 0.5 m. u external diamoter. 
The insulated platinum wire formed the cathode and the silver tube 
the anode of the electrode assembly. It was round to be convenient 
to eat this eleotrode into a glass capillary tube to prevent any 
bending, which might have upset the calibration. 
The tip or the eleotzbde was ground flat and polished with fine 
emery powder. Inspection of the electrode tip under a binocular 
microscope aooortatined when this had been completed successfully* The 
polished tip was then dipped into a 7A solution of polystyrene in 
175" 
Fig. 23. Design of the microelectrode. 
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trichlorcthylons, inverted and left to drys as was recommended by 
Naylor and Evans (1963). These authors demonstrated that such 
polystyrene covered electrodes are independent of stirring effects 
outside the ze brane# have a time response of a few eeoonds and are 
not poisoned by the tissue. 
The taall size of these electrodes is tho most important 
consideration when a system in needed for work in tissue. The small 
size means that there it little dißturbanos to the ticeuen and the 
oxygon aonsuned by the electrode is small. Courtney and Nowell (1965)9 
on the basis of evidenco from Kanwioher (1959) calculated that the 
rate of oxygen consumption for such a ricroeleotrode would be of the 
order of Iz 1Ö 'ßm1.02 / hour if run continuously. With the pulsed 
aýfltemý as used on the present design apparatus, thin amount of 
oxygen would only be consumed after 30 hours uso. This rate'Ee 
considered insignificant with regard to the present investigation. 
Once the electrode had been prepared it Ivan used in eea water 
prior to being used in any investigation. Initially, no current 
flows botmeon the cathode und anode but, after running, the system 
becomes oonduotlnß and it in then reedy for wne. 
1aoh electrode prepared in thin mnner had individual proportion 
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and so each had to be calibrated before use in an eleotrolyte 
similar to that in which it was to be used. 
The electrodes wore used in conjunction with a polarograph. 
A potential difference of 0.7 volts was applied across the electrode 
for 0.5 seconds every 15 seconds and the recultint current was 
amplified and recorded. The pulsing of the applied voltage for only 
0.5 seconds extended the life of the electrode greatly by slowing 
any "plating out". The reading of the resultant current was than 
hold on the motor for 15 seoondesF.. until the next pulse. 
The disadvantage with these small electrodes is that the output 
is very ama11: of tho order of 0.5 }i Ap which means that any induoed 
currents, from such sources as nearby switches, are likely to 
interfere with the reading. On the pre©ont design of polarograph 
the incorporation of an integrator into the circuit helped to overcome 
this difficulty. F Van eon it aas found to be convenient to carry out 
exparimenta inside a oopper boxy in a oonatant tomperature roo®. 
be Properties of the electrode 
ßooause this type of eleotrode is relatively unused as a tool 
for biological research, little information oriat® an to its 
properties under vuring experimental condititua" Naylor and Evans (1960) 
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r 
had demonstrated a linearity of the calibration line over a range 
from 0 -- 4 atmospheres oxygen partial pressure but for this work 
it wun necessary to test the response of the electrode to oxygen 
dissolved in sea water. For this reason, before the electrodes 
could be uoodp the linearity of the calibration curve had to be 
establishod and the effeot of temperature on the system czaortained. 
Calibration curve. 
Method 
250 ml, glass bottles, Mittod with rubber bungs, bad either 
air or oxygen-freu nitrogen bubbled through the sea water that they 
contained, for vurioun periods, in order to obtain different oxrren 
tensions. To obtain low oxygen tensions (of the order of 0.1 ml 02/L) 
it was found to be neoeseciry to bubble the solutions with oxygen tree 
nitrogen for periods in exoess of two hours. 
Once tho solution had been bubbled with the appropriate gas 
for a pertain period, the inlet and outlet tubes were sealed and the 
solution allowed to stand for a time in order that bubbles of gas in 
the solution would settle and the temperature of the solution would 
beoome constant. 
The electrode was theft eealed, via a hole in the rubber tuns 
- -_.... _... ýr, N . s.. ý m-ý.,. . ý.,., 
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fittod with a 'plug', into each solution in turn and twenty 
consecutive reaäinCu of current output noted. 
The complete experiment was carried out in a constant temperature 
room at 1500 ± I°C to ensure that no temperature fluotuationa bad 
to be taken into account. As a further precaution, the temperature 
of each solution was recorded by the use of a Coaark electric 
tberuomoter. 
After each eotthation of oxygen concentration by the use of the 
eleotrode, reagents were added to the sample in order to estimate the 
ozygon proeent in the solution by the Winkler method. With this 
procedure, the current output of the electrode could be compared with 
the known oxygen conoontration of the solution. 
Disoussioa 
From the typical example of a calibration curve expressed in 
table 12 and Zig. 24 it can be seen that a linear relationship exists 
between current output of the elootrode rand the oxygen tension in the 
sea water sample. 
This being so it was conoludod that for later experiments it 
was only necessary to uns three oolutione of sea water with different 
oxygen tensions to construot a calibration lino (for example, see fig 25)" 
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TABLE 12 CALIBRATIcI CURY1 
mean 
polarogreph 
reading 
standard 
error of 
the mean 
Tomrrature 
C 
Oxygen in 
mlL 
sample 
equivalent 
pp (mm ) 
0.537 0.0015 14.60 0.106 3.14 
0.546 0.0009 14.91 0.143 4.23 
0.597 0.0021 15.45 1.67 49.44 
0.611 0.0007 14.80 2.07 61.28 
0.684 0.0028 15.50 4.13 122.27 
0.708 0.0009 16.90 4.50 133.22 
0.701 0.0009 14.00 4.79 141.80 
0.707 0.0010 16.10 4.65 143.60 
0.745 0.0000 16.10 5.90 174.66 
,.. mss. :. -^.. '9. -. w ^r Xw+° rR `-e ýa+ zvýt-'9", '". r-1ý'ýa.. ;. ýyra,.. w. wý xý"}ýýý r' -'so aý. ",, ý., «ýy, 
ý. ýa^., « . -. PL ý "S+r , 
aA +ý ý ... ý - :. 
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Fig. 24. Calibration curve of typical microelectrode. 
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This was further aided by the observation that although the current 
output of an eleotrode for a given oxygen tension may have altered 
after uses the slope of the oalibration line was maintained (see also 
rig. 25). 
Effect on the calibration line of continuous use in tissue 
Method 
An eleotrodo was oalibrated and then inserted through a hole in 
one valve of a Sorobicularia and into the kidney tissue. Once in thi® 
position the electrode was loft recording for four hours. After this 
period tho elootrode ryas renovod and reoalibrated (at the saw 
temperature ao tLe initial calibration), using three now sea water 
solutions containing varying amounts of oxygen. 
The two calibration lines so obtained are depicted in table 13 
and Sig. 25. 
Disousiion 
Fran the results (table 13 and fig. 25) it was evident that a 
large change in current output of the electrode for a given oxygen 
tension was poeeibie after a period of continuous running in tissue. 
For-this reason a different teohnique was employed in the experissnte 
to determine the oxygen tensions within the kidney Of ß. Plana. ThiP 
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TABU; 1 
TV Y r2W-CT 0? CONTINU0U`. i RUNNIUG 
Initial calibration 
moan standard Partial pressure 
polarograph error of Temperatur® of oxygen 
reading the mean C (ara Hg) 
0.601 0.0007 15.50 11.50 
0.696 0.0005 15.90 96.40 
0.756 0.0005 16.93 173.70 
Second calibration, after 4 hours continuous running 
0.380 0.0057 14.80 5.86 
0.430 0.0054 14.90 58.34 
0.537 0.0057 15.30 173.25 
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consisted of only switching on the polarograph and taking readings 
at intervals (usually 30 minutes). After each interval, 20 consecutive 
readings were takeng with current flow lastin(j only 0.5 eeoonds at 
each pulse. 
Uoing this mothodl no change in oalibrutian was observed after 
running an electrode in tissue for four hours (fig. 26). 
The effect of temperature on the p, rformanoe of the electrode 
Method 
Oxygen-tree nitrogen was bubbled through sea water in a 250 ml. 
gleite bottle, with an oxygen electrode and temperature probe of a 
Comark eleotrio thermometer sealed into the rubber bung. Uhilst 
bubbling with the oxygen free nitrogen continued, the bottle wao heated 
in a water bath maintained at approximately 40 
06. After a period, of 
approximately three hours, when the oxygen tension within the sea water 
W been reduced to a low level and the solution had been heated to the 
desired temperatures bubbling was stopped and the inlet and outlet 
tubes were sealed. 
The glase bottle was then placed within the copper box in the 
ootd room maintained at 15°C =1 °C and the experiment ooa. nood. 
Twenty polarograph readings, and the avorsga temperature of the sea 
wetor in the vioinity of the electrode tip during the period of taking 
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Fig. 26. Calibration line for electrode II. before (A) 
and after (0)4 hours discontinuous 
running in tissue. 
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the readings, were noted at intervals as the temperature of the sea 
water in the glass bottle dropped towards that of the cold room. 
At the and of an experiment, whon the temperature of the sample 
was no longer decreasing, the electrode was removed and the oxygen 
conte. -it of the oaw. ple eatimatod by the Winkler mothod. The sleotrode 
and temperature probe were then placed in an oxygenated eampl© and 
twenty consecutive readings taken at a recorded temperature. The 
analysis of the oxygen content of this sample by the Winkler method 
allowed for a calculation of the effect of temperature in terms of 
oxygen. 
Discussion 
It is clear from the results for a typical electrode displayed 
in table 14 and fig. 27 that the temperature of the solution affeote 
the current output of the electrode,. Thus, for a given oxygen tension, 
an increase in temperature would oause an increase in polarogrgph 
roadsng. 
The results relating the ohmse in polarograph reading to 
oxygen tension for a particular electrode, are illustrated in fig. 28. 
It is also important to note (fig. 29) that although the current 
output of an aleotrode maW have altered after caaah uea, the (feat of 
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TABLE 14 
THE 1 TECT CP TE IPIMATURF CH T113 PFiRFCRMANCO C? 
L`LEC'ý4ýODE III 
Ton&*returo 
C 
mean 
polarograph 
reading 
standard 
error of 
tho mean 
35.64 0.509 0.0027 
33.19 0.492 0.0045 
29.42 0.453 0.0039 
26.70 0.438 0.0041 
24.40 0.405 0.0044 
22.10 0.400, 0.0046 
20.20 0.372} 0.0044 
17.15 0060' 0.0043 
14.10 0.320 0.0051 
The sample of sea water, upon analyeie, was found to contain 
0.155 ml. oxygen per litre (equivalent to a partial pressure of 
4.525 mm Ego) # 
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From the graph it can be seen that a change in 
temperature of 19°C. produced a change in polarograph 
reading equivalent to a change in oxygen tension in the 
sample of 114.605 mm Hg. Thus a 1°C change in temperature 
. 
would cause a change in polarograph reading equivalent 
to a 6.02 mit Hg. change in P 02 . Thus the temperature 
coefficient for this electrode was approximately 
5% per 1' C change in temperature. 
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tezaparature on the electrode gras unohanaad. 
Thus although those electrodes are sonsitive to temperature 
change it is poaaible, because of the linearity and constancy of the 
effort, to compensate for any changes in temperature or I at leaat, t o 
define the possible errors involved. 
Conclusions 
With comp of the physical properties of the electrode determined 
it vas concluded that they would be suitable for the present 
investigation, as long an the foregoing facts were noted. 
It t be emphasised that each electrode prepared is 04 
individual, and so the response of each electrode to changes in 
oxygen and temperature has to be determined prior to use. 
Oxygen tensions in the kidney of Serobioularia Lana 
The use of the miniature eleotrodee presented a unique 
opportunity to determine the oxygen tensions mithin the kidney of 
1' 
S. plan& and thus to domonstrate the range of oxygen tension 
occurring within the environment of Prootonocs. 
Materiale and method 
co Preparation of the 3orobioularia 
I 
Two ho1ss, oaoh spprosimately 0.5 = in diamoter, were bored into 
193. 
one valve of the animal over the area of the kidneyp using a dentist's 
drill bit. One hole was for the insertion of the eleotrode tip whilst 
the other allowed for the insertion of a temperature probe of a Comark 
electric thermometer* By this probe, temperature fluctuations in the 
vicinity of the electrode could be measured. 
The boring of the two holes did not appear to injure the animal an 
;, plaza, so treated# were kept alive for as long as normal specimens. 
Once the holes had been bored the animal was placed into an 
aquarium, with one valve embedded in Y. atioine to prevent any moveaont. 
The tip or a calibrated electrode and the temperature probe were then 
inserted through the two holes and held in place by a clamp. A small 
amount of Vaseline applied around both instruments completod the seal. 
Ths aquarium containing the 8.1ý_rna van then tilled with sea 
water to a level sufficient to cover tho animal. Aeration of this 
water in the aquarium ensured that the animal was always availed of 
fully oxygenated water. The unimal was then left in this state 
overnight to allow it time to function normally. This state was 
indicated by the eztenaion of the siphons coupled with pumping action. 
The entire experiment was performed within a copper box in a 
constant temperature room maintained at 15°C = 1°C. ^ahie was. the 
came tompera`ure at which the animals had been k©pt, prior to use. 
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d. Experimental procedure 
Initial experiments, with the electrode running oontinuouely, 
proved uncaticZaotory. As stated provioualy, this was found to be 
duo to the electrode "plating out". For this reason it sae found to 
be convonient to only take readings of current output fron the 
electrode at intervals (usually 30 minutes). 
, Electrode and temperature probo roadin, o were taken 
initially 
for a period with the animal completely eutaorged, note being taken 
whother the animal had its siphons extended. As Chapman and Neovoll (1956) 
had shown that the siphon of Be Plana was open at its tip during 
extension, this state provided a good indication that the animal was 
$open" to tho environmont. 
After this period of immersion, the volume of the sea water in 
the aquarium was reduced to a level sufficient to expose the S. lava. 
Continued aeration of the remainder of the sea Crater ensured that the 
humidity of the air surrounding the animal would be 100% and thus 
similar to the conditions in a burrow in the imid. A paper hygrometer 
Was used in all experiments to verify this assumption. 
Turing this period of emersion the S. ýna withdrew ita aiphong 
and sasumed an rpp®axrnoe charact©ristia of iruibly collected animals, 
1950, 
the tree lobes of the mantle edge being clearly visible outside the 
valves. With the animal in this exposed conditiong electrode and 
temperature readings were taken at intervals. 
After the chosezi period of exposure the tea water was carefully 
replaced and seration continued. Within a few minutes of this 'taking 
place the S. lane usually extended ito eiphons cnd resumed pumping. 
I1eotrod© and temperature probe roadinge were then continued, at 
intervals, until a steady state appeared to have been reached. The 
eleotrodo Grus then removed from the animal and re-calibrated. The 
results of this calibration wc&E compared with the lAitial calibration 
to estimate the extent, if any, of reduction in current output of the 
electrode due to "plating out". 
The final part of the procedure consisted of removing one valve 
of the animal and. inspeoting the kidney region, by the use of a 
binocular microscope, to ensure that the electrode had been inserted 
into the correct area. 
Results 
TABLE 15 OXYoN T'OSIONS WITM THL KIDILI ' S. PLANA 
mean p 02 P0 after P 02 after mean P 02 
Lpt., when immereed 
hrcr 
emersion 
hre 
emersion 
upon 
re-immersion 
(°mz Kg. ) (m, lig") (mm ug") (r. ) 
1 63 30 79 
2 60 16 - 63 
LL 
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TABLE 15 (Cont'd) 
mean P 02 P0 after P 02 after mean P 02 
Elpt o 
wh©n hro 4 hre upon 
imoraed emersion emersion re-immersion 
(tai Hg. ) (rim Hg. ) (atti Hg") (a fg" ) 
3 57 23 '9' 60 
4 72 40 10 71 
5 66 '0' '0' 82 
mean of 
above 67 22 3 71 
results 
The results of five experiments to detormino the extremes of oxygen 
tension ooourring within the kidney of Be , plana are 
illustrated in 
table 15, The moan values of the partial pressure of organ in the 
\ 
kidney of the i=erced animal und the partial pressure in the kidney after 
three und four hours emersion are tabulated. The animals in experiments 
1 and 2 were only tiubjeoted to three bourn emersion. The not of mean 
values of the partial pressure of oxygoh'in the kidney, as determined fron 
the results of tho five experiments, are also tabulated. 
From tho standard error of the moan of tho calibration curve 
maasuromenta, a polarograph roading equivalent to an oxygen tension of 
zero really Qenns that the oxygen tension was below 0.97 um Hg. This 
figure in thun included after each reference to cnaro in the text. 
In tabl®o 1bß 17 and fig3 309 31 to rosultis of ox&erimente 1 ArA 5 
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are exprecced in moro detail as typical examples of the results 
obtained for three and four hour periods of emersion. 
The pattern of oxygen tension within the kidney of the five S. plane 
examined durinj eiciulated tidal cyoles wan found to be eimilars When 
the animal was immersed the partial pressure of oxygen within the kidney 
was found to vary in En individual animal between about 65 mm and 100 mm 11g. 
The result exg©aeed in table 15 demonstrates that the mean P 02 for the 
animals investigated was approximately 67 ram Flg. This was when the 
partial pressure of oxygen in the external modium varied from 
120-136cm IIC. 
Withdrawal of the siphons and dieoontinuanoo of pumping by the 
animal in experiment 1 can be seen from fig. 30 to cause a reduction in 
the partial pressure of oxygen in the kidney of approximately 25 mm 11g. 
The recovery appears rapid once tho siphons are re-extended. 
Romoval of the sea water from the aquarium caused the exposed 
S. Plana to withdraw its siphons and to close its valves. The P 02 
in the kidney then droppeda during a three hour period of exposure 
to '0' 0* 40 = HB., (with a mean in the five animals examined of 
22 msn Hg) and to 101 - 10 a Hg. (with a mean of 3n Hg. ) during a 
four hour period of exposure. 
Q 
i9ß4, 
TAB31.16 
OXYGEN '1 SIGN WITHIN T HS '! OF S, PLANA 
cxaý 
WRII« SMLATtD TIDAL CYCLE -º TIM M, HCZJRS EU ? SI0 
partial 
Time noun standard pressure of 
(hra. ) polarograph error of oxygen 
reading the mean (tim lig. ) 
00.00 0.560 0.0036 92 
00.15 0.568 0.0032 100 
00.45 0.558 0.0026 90 
01.15 0.530 0.0041 66 
01.45 0.530 0.0051 66 
02,30 0.550 0.0056 86 
., w4týr 
removed 
02.45' 0.535 0.0051 70 
03.15 0.527 0.0034 62 
03.45 0.510 0.0049 46 
04.15 0.500 0.0038 38 
05.15 0.490 0.0056 28 
water 
replaced 
05.30 0.515 0.0068 52 
05.45 0.560 0.0050 92 
06.00 0.546 0.0076 80 
06.15 0.544 0.0061 78 
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TABLE 1 
OXYD 2fi ' SICl i3 WITHIN TIM KII NT OF S. PLANA 
ýw r. rr. rr. n. rr. r rw-ýrrrrýirrýýýýrr w. ý. w. 
DURING SIMUI, UTD TIDAL CYQLT -J MR H EME SIC& 
partial 
Time mean standard pressure 
(hrs. ) polarograph error of of oxygen 
reading they mean (mm 11g. ) 
00.00 0.585 0.0065 72 
00.30 0.598 0.0050 85 
water 
removed 
01.00' 0.550 0.0030 37 
01.30 0.539 0.0040 27 
02,30 0.748 0.0032 35 
03.30 0.518 0.0032 '0' 
04.30 0,516 0.0047 $00 
water 
replaced 
05.00 0.535 0.0034 22 
06.00 0.579 0.0057 66 
06.30 o. 6t8 0.0049 105 
07.00 0.594 0.0060 82 
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Upon re-iw4ralon, the animal extended its siphons and resumed 
pumping activity, Tb. partial pressure of ozygsn in the kidney thaw 
roses often to a level in ezo®ss of the pre-exposure value, but soon 
rooovvred to a level etmilar to that rooorded before imaasrsions between 
60 and 82 am I1j P 02 with a moan in the five animals examined of 71 ma 4. 
During the duration of the experiments tomparature fluctuations 
within the animal were never found to exceed 1.200 and were simply a 
reduced copy of the fluctuations of the environment. The temperature 
fluctuations recorded during exporinont 2 are illustrated in fig. 32 to 
demonstrate this point. LeoQuoe the observed variation in temperature 
within the a. : was small no account was taken of it in the 
oaloulatione. 
During the period of exposure the relative humidity of the air 
ewrroundirZ the U. Plana, an Qenurod by a paper hygrometer, was never 
found to fall below 100, %. 
Discussion 
The suggestion of Freeman (196213. ) that the oxygen tension within 
the tubular fluid of the imorood . Plana would be in aloes agrsemeuti 
with that of the overlying soa water appears to be is disaErs. saut with 
the resulto of this present inveetiation. The tubular fluid in the 
immersed 11. liana was found, from tLe preBeAt Norte to ba approximately 
., 
ýý 
-- - 
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50% saturated, with respect to the bathing sea water. This would 
suggest that more considerable barriers to the diffusion of oxygen exist 
between the witle cavity fluid and the kidney than was anticipated by 
Freeman (1962b). 
The oxygen tonsione recorded in the siphoning immersed S. Plana are 
also lower than those reoorded by Lent (1968) for Modiolus demissus. 
This author recorded an average P 02 of 105 an Hg. in the immersed animal 
but it caret be emphasised that he was only measuring the mantle Cavity 
fluid oxygen tension, and not in the tissue of the animal as in the 
present invoetigition. 
The rapid drop of P 02 as shown by Lent (1968) for M. demo us, 
when emersed, is surprising in view Of the fact that the animal gapes in 
air and would thus be in contact with oxygen at a higher concentration 
than ahon in water. The P 02 of 10 - 18 mm Hg. rooordsd by Lent (1968) 
for emersed animals was also for the mantle cavity fluid. Diffusion of 
oxygen into this fluid from the air may be slow but the uptake of 
oxygen by other parts of the body may be more rapid. The gills, with 
the oonetant notion of their oilial would provide a good surfaoe for 
gaseous exchange even in the exposed animal, and therefore measurement 
of the mantle cavity fluid oxygen tension oouldp conceivably# give a false 
impression of the conditions in the tissue. 
2t5. 
Eleotrodee of the type uoed by Lent (1968) usually need a large 
floe of water over them in order to give reliable results. For a 
Bookman Fieldlab Oxygen Analyser with a sensor tip width of approximately 
13 =e# a system similar to that used by Lent (1968), the makers reoommend 
a minimum flow rats past the sensor tip of 1 toot per ssoond. The 
amount of water remaining in a gaping Modiolua demissuss and the flow of 
water over the electrode tip generated by the mantle cilia may, on this 
basis, be hardly suffioient to give reliable readings of oxygen tensions. 
In S. plans the drop in P 02 that occurs in the kidney tissue upon 
emersion of the animal say be lessened by a reduction in the metabolic 
rats of the bivalve and possibly by a progressive involvement of 
anaerobic metabolism. it is also possible that under the conditions 
of the experiment there is some diffusion of oxygen through the free 
edges of the mantle, which remain evident even when the animal is olosed. 
As has boon discussed in oonneotion with osmotic responses (p69e135) 
substances are able to diffuse through the free edges of the mantle. 
As pointed out by Newell (1964a)ß provided that the latter are permeable 
to oxygen and the oxygen tension of the tissue just below them is lower than 
that of air, some uptake of oxygen is inevitable. It is considered that 
because of the probable large extent of the diffusion barrier afforded by 
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the tree mantle edge and the small surface area of tree mantle exposed, 
relative to the eise of the animal, that this uptake of oxygen would be 
minimal and would hardly affect the results. 
y 
S 
Irrom table 17 and fig. 31 it can be observed that zero oxygen tensions 
(leas than 0.97 mm Hg. ) were recorded in the kidney of S. Plana after 
periods of emersion lasting in e=oees of three hours. The Be 21anal 
living on the shorn, mainly odour just below mid-tide level and are 
usually exposed for at least four hours, Therefore there is every 
likelihood that the oxygen tension within tho animal living in n burrow 
may also lall to the low levels recorded experimentally. 
As soon eis re-immersed %be P2 in the kidney of the , 5. Plana rives 
rapidly and may even increase to a level in excoes of the normal value. 
It is possible that this may be due, in. part, to an 'increased jumping 
rate or an increased utilisation of oxygen after a period of anaerobio®i.,, 
as was observed for MY& arýg by Van Dam (1935) 
Although it had been shown that under the conditions of the 
experiment the P 02 in the kidney of 5. plena could fall to loss than 
0.97 wok. during a period of emersion in excess of three bourn p it 
was considered that it was poeeible that under natural conditions of 
living in a burrow the animal may have been able to utilise the oxygen 
(11 k. 
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in the eurtaoe water or water retained inside the animal. To oaloulate 
the feasilAlity of thew suggestions it was necessary to know the 
respiratory rate of g. plena and the volume of the water retained in the 
mantle cavity upon closure of the animal. 
Volume of the mantle cavity 
Method 
S. Plana were left for twelve hours in stook sea water at 150C 
1 10 C. 
After this period, animals that had had their siphons extended were picked 
out and placed on a flat surface. They were left in this position for 
approximately live minutes, until they assumed the appearance of 
freshly oolleoted s. plane. The free edges of the mantle lobes wew- 
clearly visible outside the closed valves. They were then gently dried 
and air external water removed, before being weighed. A. soon as the 
weight had been noted the anterior and posterior adduotor musoles were 
severed and the mantle cavity water drainod out of the animal. Ono* this 
had been aooomplished the animal was re-weighed and the dimensions of 
one valve noted. 
The volume of the mantle oavity of the S. plans was then obtained 
by dividing the difference in the two weights by the spooifio gravity of 
sea water (salinity 34Ao) at 15°a. This value is 1.0265. 
The results are expressed is fig" 33" 
"i 
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Fig. 33. Mantle cavity volume of Scrobicularia Plana. 
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Respiration rats of Sorobiouý lang 
Method 
Animals Mere collected from Crowstone (site 6) and were stored 
at 15°C 1 1°C for 24 haare before the first one was used. 
The rate of respiration of whole 3. Plana aas measured using a 
Yellow Springe instrument Company, Model 53s Oxygen Monitor. This 
consists basically of an airtight chamber surrounded by a water jacket 
which was maintained at a constant temperature by the use of a Grant 
water bath. 60 ale of aerated paeteurieed sea water were placed into 
the chamber which was stirred by a mo, gnotio stirrer. This was left for 
fifteen minutes to ensure that the temperature of the introduced sea 
water was 150C. On oommenoement of the experiment the Be 1sna was 
placed into this water and the oxygen probe sealed in. 
In all experiments the 5., Elýana rapidly extended its siphons and 
began pumping normally. From this point in time readings of peroent 
oxygen saturation of the sea water in the chamber were recorded at two 
minute intervals for thirty minutes. 
Tkß Omount of ozyg1'in the 60 mleo of sea waters when the reoorder 
registered 1OO saturation, was asoortained by carrying out a Einklsr sati- 
®ation. Using this talus, the psroentage of oxygen consumed b; / a 
S. pjaxa in thirty minutes could be converted to give a value in terms 
210. 
of ml 02 per hour. 
At the end of an experiment, animals were removed from the assembly 
and their eise and wet weight noted. Dry weight estimations were 
performed by placing the flesh of the animal in an oven, at 100°C, 
until oonetant sight. 
Results 
Sy this method, the. roepiration rate, in term of Pt 02/grm dry wt. /hour, 
of thirteen?. plena was ascertained (table 18 and fig. 34)" Because 
there was a tendeaoy for the Be plane to extend its foot and to attempt 
to burrow for part of the period whilat in the respiration chambers these 
rates must be considered to be somewhat in exoeaa of those that would 
be obtained had the animal not ongagsd in this activity. 
k 
Discussion 
For all subsequent dieouaeiona, calculations are based upon the 
data for a 300 mg= (dry weight excluding shell) as lang. This is an 
animal with a shell width of approximately 2.5 cros. and is approximately 
five years old. 
AA 5, glens of this size would consume 213 »tl 02 in one hour and 
its mantle oavit7 volume would be approximately 1.4 mis. Assuming that 
C 
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TABLE 18 
A SPIBATION RATE OP SCROBICUL: RIA PLAZA AT 15°C 
Dry weight oxygen used Respiration 
in rate 
(Mgrm) 30 minutes 
47 40.6 1,728 
102 56.5 1,108 
108 59.4 1,102 
110 59.4 1,082 
157 95.7 1,216 
220 81.2 736 
243 105.8 872 
254 101.5 799 
269 116.0 862 
352 107.3 608 
370 130.5 705 
461 156.6 679 
587 120.0 409 
Fk 
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Fig. 34. Respiration rate of Scrobicularia Plana at 15°C. 
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i 
the water in the mantle cavity, that was trapped when the animal 
closed, had s salinity of 34.33. and was saturated with 02 at 150C, 
than it would contain 
5.8e = 
1000 
8.2 Fl 02 -lA 
* Amount of oxygen dissolved in sea water of salinity 34-3V a at 15WC 
from Nicol (1967), 'quoted from Fox (1907) 
At the respiration rate quoted at 15 00 this amount of oxygen 
would last the animal for 
60 = 6'2 
. 2.3 minutes 213 
From this calculation it can be coon that tho amount of oxygen 
in the water trapped in the mantle cavity of 3, plane when the animal 
is closed would not be sufficient to maintain aerobic respiration of the 
animal at the same rate as when immersed for any aignitioant period. 
Another point of discussion in whether, under natural oondition®, 
the S. plan& Le able to make use of the oxygen in the water that remains 
when the tide uncovers the mud in which it in burrowed. There would not 
be much oxygen available to the animal from the interstitial water in 
the black, aulphido mud in which it burrows. Jones (1955 and 
Brutield (1964) have shown that the interstitial water in this blank 
layer never contains more than 0.68 ml. 02 AL. and usually only oontains 
approximately 0.11 - 0.35 ml. °2/L, A8sumin an average oxygen content 
ýý 
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of 0.35 ml. 02/L., a 300 mn= 1.21ana would have to pumpt and utilise 
all the oxygen froa, approximately 610 mis of this water per hour in 
order to maintain its normal respiratory rate. It is extremely doubtful 
that it would be able to obtain this amount of interstitial water. 
The eurtaof water that remains when the tide recedes may be rich 
in oxygen. As has been shown by Brasfield (1964), the oxygen content 
may exossd normal saturation levels due to the action of naviouloid 
diatoms. Thue, according to israefio1d (1964)ß surface water may 
contain up to 10.9 ail. 02/L. 
Similarly to Macoma bal t hioa (Braetield# 1964) s. I, lana is round 
to retain oontaot with the surtaoo layers of the substrate at low tide. 
This notion, as obsorwd by IIuhes (1969)ß is primarily concerned with 
Seeding but it was considered possible by the present author that 
S. plane oould obtain some benefit by pumping the surfacs water. 
Assuaing an average value of oxygen in surface water (from those 
demonstrated by braatiold, 1964) of 8.13 m102/L then it would require 
s 300 mgrm A. plans to pump, and completely utilise the oxygen Zromi 
26 mis of suoh surfaoe water per hour in order to obtain 213 )AI 02 needed 
to maintain its respiratory rate. Untortunats]. y, it is very unlikely 
that it would be able to completely utilise all the dieeolved oxygen. 
ý_ 
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Assuming utilisation of oxygen by g. plans, to be similar to that of 
Kya area (Van Uaw, 1935) then it would only remove 5- 1O of the 
oxygen-from the water. Therefore it would need to pump between 260 
and 520 ©ls of surface water per hour to obtain sufficient oxygen to 
maintain a normal respiratoi7 rate. 
This maº be possible in certain areas for short periods immediately 
after the tide hen receded, but it is certain that this figure would 
represent an impossible a=unt for the 5. Lana at those sites 
invastigatsd by-the author in the Thamoa Eatuary. 
It thus seems verq probable that 3. Plana living in a burrow in 
the sulphide layer of the mud in subjected to p©riods of lack of oxygen 
when the area is unoovered by the tide. It is possible that during 
this period the metabolic rate of the S. plans is reduced and that there 
is a progressive involvement of anaorobio motabolism. Further svidsnoe 
of this may be the dieoover7 by Thorpe (1970) that the pi of the mantle 
cavity fluid becomes more acid with increased exposure. This could be 
due to a build up of laotic acid. 
Swwaar3r 
From the results discussed is this chapter it appears that the 
oxygen tension within the kidney of s. plans ma drop from the immersed 
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level of approxiaately 70 wm Hgo to less than 0.97 mm Ego during a 
period of exposure, is excess of three hours. It eppsars from a 
consideration of the data of the respiration rates mantle cavity 
volume and oxygen content of surface and interstitial waters that this 
could not be prevented (apart from in exceptional aroae where large 
amounts of onrtaae water may regain at low tide) by bohavioural 
reaotiona of the 2, plans. It seem likely that a progressive involvement 
of anaerobic metabolism may take place. 
It tbue appears that Prootoeoes, as a parasite o! S. plena, would 
be subjected to periods when the oxygen tension of its environment 
drops to sero. 
217. 
CHAPTrM IX 
HAMiOQLOBIN IN PROCTO CES BU13M UIS 
Introduction 
Many reviews on the subject of haemoglobin and other blood 
pigments exist in the literature. Of particular use to the present 
work wore the reviews of Prosser and brown (1962), Jones (1963), Riggs 
(1965) and the extensive survey of the literature on the ocourronos 
and. properties of the haemoglobin of parasitic animals that was carried 
out by Lee and Smith (1965). 
Haemoglobin has boon deteoted in several groups of paz asitio 
animal, but it is not neoeeearily present in all members of a group. 
As Led and Smith (1965) pointed out, there in a surprising laolc of data 
on the baemoglobins of trematodee. This cruet be due in part to the 
difficulty in obtaining pure samples of a pigment that is often in a 
low concentration, from an animal that in many oases is small and lacks 
any boo fluid. 
Zon (1941) examined, speotrosoopically, the oxyhaamoglobin 
from two intaetinal treaatodos of turtles from Amuricae Telo rohi_ 
row tu_ aua Allseeoetoma m um. The h"moglobin from Gastrot leas 
orwasnifor, Cotylophoron indioum and Fasoiola dip aantica was examined 
, 218. 
by Goil (1959,1961). He determined the absorption maxima of the 
ox y- and deoxyhaemoglobins of these parasites but his values for the 
haamoglobin of "e antioa are different to those obtained for the 
pigment extracted from the saw parasite by Lutz and Siddigi (1967). 
These latter auttore also demonstrated that the spectral properties 
of the parasite's haemoglobin wore differout from those of the host. 
Van Orembergon (1949) extracted the bascsoglobin from Fnao iol+ 
hepatica and examined it opeotrosoopioally. Re similarly examined the 
whole Dioroooelium lanooolatum for haemoglobin as did Stephenson (1947b) 
for F. hepatica. 
Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) first mentioned the tact that 
Prootoeoes subtenuis recovered from S. plena gras red or pink in oolourg 
and that the colour was generally distributed throughout the tissues of 
the norm. These authors demonstrated that upon addition of Takayama's 
fluid to the Proctogoesp the oharaoteristio absorption bands of pyriden. 
hasmoobromogen were readily observed by tho use of a miorospeotromoops. 
The«band occurred at 558 - 560 nm and the? at 525 nm. This 
formation of a pyridene haemoohromogen demonstrated that the coloration 
of the Prootoeoes was due to n native halm pigmont. No similar reaotion 
could be deteotod by theee uutborß for boat tissue. 
Q 
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lrroomon (1962b) interred that the pigment was hasnoglobin because 
the pink or red Prootoeoes turned bright cherry red when exposed to 
coal gas. Freeman (1963) presented firm evidence that the pigment was 
haemoglobin. He examined epeotroeoopioally the pigment extracted 
from ground up Prootoeoee and showed that the absorbanoe maxima oocurred 
at 418 nmv 579 nm and 543 um. These corresponded to the positions of 
the floret (ö )pX and p baud of oz -haemoglobin. lie further showed that 
the pigment could be deoxygenated by the use of a reducing agent; 
sodium dithionite. The a and t bands disappeared leaving a broad 
region centred on 558 n. 
Thus Fre. man (1963) demonstrated that the colouration of the 
adult Prootoooes was due to a pigment which showed the characteristic 
spectral absorption maxima of oxybaomoglobin; could be deozygenated 
b the addition of eaiium dithionitef formed a pyridene haemoohromogen 
and turned cherry red in the presence of coal gase These findings 
firmly identified the pigment as haemoglobin. 
Free, and Llewellyn (1958) when originally noting the presence 
of " ha sm pigiant in Prootosoee, could not suggest, . on the 
basis of 
their information at that time, whether the pigment va. involved in the 
respiratory prooeeeeo of the parasite. They did montion the interesting 
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observation of Freeman (1957) that another platyhelminth parasite 
of 9.1anag the turbellariau., Para vortax sorobioularia. (Graff) 
was also re in colour whereas the closely related species P. o_ rdii 
that occurs within cockle was not. 
Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) furthar noted that no record of the 
ooourrano. of a pigment had boon describod by workers who had 
recovered Prooto®ces from the hind gut of a fish; an environment 
that Freeman (1962) considered might more warrant the possession of 
s respiratory pint. 
It is further interesting that no mention of colouration of the 
parasite--occurs in the descriptions of Prootoecee recovered from 
various invertebrates* This applies to the description of Prootoeoee 
from 2. Plana in Germany by Loon-Frank (1969). Thie is nurprieing in 
view Of the fact that it in the most imadiately noticeable feature 
of Prootoeces recovered from Be lane in tho Thames Estuary. 
Booauee the presenoe of haemoglobin in Proatosaee reooveroa from 
g. plans in the Thames Estuary appeared to be an unusual olourrenoe 
aczd that it might also apply to another parasite is the ear enimalq 
it was considered by Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) that the lnveetigation 
of haemoglobin in Prootoeoee might also demonstrate something of the 
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metabolic processes of the host. It was for this reason that the 
present author, as well as investigating the haemoglobin of 
Prootosaee determined the oxygen tension occurring within the kidney 
of S. plaza. 
Materials and method 
a. Extraction of the haemoglobin 
8eaauee of the s©all size of the adult Prootoeoes and the small 
amount of heemoglobin in each woran it was necessary to secure in 
the region of 300 to 400 large Prootoeoea for each haomoglobin 
experiment. This involved the collection and examination of between 
150 and 200 a. Plana. Qoe extracted the trematodes were placed in 
stook sea water and kept overnight at approximately 5°C. 
At the oomOnoement of the experiment the norme were removed from P.., 
the sea water and placed in a glass tissue grinder. They were 
rapidly washed with distilled water to remove sea water that could 
possibly cause precipitations with the buffer. The distilled water 
was than pipetted away and the worms were ground up in a email 
quantity (approximately I ml. ) of selected buffer, the tissue grinder 
being kept in ice to prevent any denaturation of the haemoglobin. 
S/renaea, 9a2HPO4 x XH2 204 buffer (Hale 1965) aas found to be the 
most szitable buffer and war ooneequently used for the majority of 
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the ifwstigationsi wDthe pH wAs. vAweo in different experiments. 
Onoe the worms were suffioiantly ground up the homogenate was 
transterrod to a centrifuge tube. The homogenate was then centrifuged 
in a 11.3. g. 249 High Speed refrigerated centrifuge for 30 minutes 
at 24,000 r. p. n. (70,000 r. o. f. ) at 3°a 1 1°C. 
At the end of this period the tube was removed from the 
oontrifuge head and placed in ice. Great difficulty aao ezpcrienoed 
at this point because the pale pink supernatant fluid was always found 
to be capped by a very fine, light, white precipitate. The initial 
teohniqus was to use a fine Pasteur pipette to draw off the clear pink 
fluid from beneath the precipitate but the slighteet vibration of the 
centrifuge tube would cause the prooipitate to becomo dispersed 
throughout the otherwise clear, pink, haemoglobin solution. 
This precipitate always caused much difficulty and made the early 
preparations of Prootoeces haemoglobin useless. The uae of Borate or 
Trio buffers instead of the usual phosphate did nothing to alter its 
ooourrenoe or volume. The laut that the total volume of the pale pink 
supernatant was generally legs than 2 cite. meant that many methods of 
purification were not available for uco in trying to rid the supernatant 
of this precipitate, Most methods of purification would have led to a 
lose in the haemoglobin content of the solution or to a further dilution 
nr.. ] Th. 
q 
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of the sample, either of which would have proved disastrous. 
Initially,, one of the most suooesotul methods was found to be 
to employ a vory small sintered glass funnel of about 2 mis oapaoity. 
On top of tha uinterod glase was placed a portion of a 0.22 )a pore 
diameter, millipore filter. On top of this was placed approximately 
1 om of Colite 545v a diatomac©ous filter. This was dampened by the 
addition of a small amount of the same buffer as was used for the 
extraction, in order to ensure that little or no huomog1öbio solution 
would be absorbed by the filter. 
The supernatant fluid was then slowly ultratiltrated through 
this filter and re-oolleoted. Care had to be taken not to reduce the 
pressure too greatly on the collecting side in order to prevont the 
haemoglobin solution boiling under reduced preasure and thus becoming 
denatured. 
In certain instances thin technique proved to be tucoeeeful 
(Sig. 35) but the ßinenees of the precipitate meant thgt, thia was in the 
minority of oases, even eben two or three suooeeoive attempts of 
filtration were employed on a single samples This technique was 
found to be extremely successful in clearing the solutions of haemoglobin 
obtained from the blood of many other animals. 
k, 
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The disoovery that this fine white precipitate was mainly fatty 
in nature led the way for the most successful method of purifioation. 
After high speed centrifugation the pale pink supernatant fluid was 
collected with as little contamination an possible. To thin solution 
I 
was added an approximately equal volume of a311 mixture of Malar Ether 
and Chloroform. This mixture was then shaken before being centrifuged 
at about 5,000 r. p. m. in a 1i. E. bench centrifuge for five minutes. 
At the end of this period the precipitato was generally aeon to have 
disappeared and the result was a cloudy layer of ether%hloroform 
overlying a clear pale pink fluid. It was not usually necessary to 
repeat this procedure. 
The clear pale pink solution could be easily pipetted from 
beneath the overlying ether%ohloroform mixture. Upon sp. otrosoopio 
f" 
examinations tLe absorption speotrum of a solution of P1ooto. ooe 
haemoglobin (fig. 36) and of Pubifex haemoglobin (see page 255), 
treated in this manner appeared charaateristio of a normal oxyhaemoglobin 
and there was no evidence of denaturation or the formation of ferric 
haemojlobiu derivatives (see fig. 36). 
By the use of this method of purification I-2 mla of a clear 
pink solution was obtained. It gras not found to bo possible to 
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concentrate this solution. Attempts were made using $ephadez G-259 
as suggested by Flodin st al (1960) and Deutsch et al (1963) but the loos 
of haemoglobin was found to be prohibitive. 
The fact that such a small volume of haemoglobin solution was 
obtained in the initial experiments made it impossible to use standard 
1 o® glase epeotrophotometer ouvettee. Cuvettee had to be oonstructed 
that would still have as equally long light path length but that would 
permit the use of smaller total volumes of solution, 
a 
b. $yeotal ouvettse to permit the use of small volumes of solution 
These are illustrated in fig. 37. The main body of the ouvette 
was mad out of aluminium. The 0.8 mm diameter hole aas carefully 
positioned to ensure that the light beam of the Beokaºan D$ recording ' 
spectrophotometer (that was used in all early experiments) would pass 
through without hindrance when the machine was used on medium alit width. 
On the back and on the front of the aluminium blook was glued a 
1.2X 5 oar strip of ooverelip. The glue used was Lostik clear adhesivep 
diluted with acetone. This was applied in an even smear with a paint 
brush. Care was taken to allow the adhesive to dry well and for any 
excess acetone to evaporate before the ouvettea were used. This is 
particularly necessary as acetone can cause the separation of the haem 
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from the globin (Patel and 5penoerp 1963). 
Once the strips of ooverslip were firmly glued in position the matt 
black front plate, with a 0.6 mm diametor hole bored in the correct 
position, was inserted between the front grooves. The front plate was 
made of brass and was blaokened ohomioally by immersing it in 50 mis of 
a hot solution oontaining 2.2 grme. of lead acetate and 2.2 grma. of 
sodium thiosulphate. 
Two ouvettes were prepared in this manners one to oontain the 
experimental solution and one, exaotly similar$ to act as the reference 
ouwtte. The solutions were introduced into the chamber of these 
ouvottes by a fine Pasteur pipette that was inserted down the central 
groove* 
It was found to be oonvenient for purposes of oleaning to remove 
the strips of ooverelip after each period of use and to replace theca with 
now stripe when next needed. To further ensure that the two ouvettes 
were very similar in optioal properties, two strips of coverelip were cut 
out of each coverslip and one of these strips aas used for the apeoimen 
ouvette and one for the reference ouvette. 
Perforinanoe of the speoial ouvettes 
These euvettee were found to give very good reaulte. Care was 
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taken before every experiment to ensure that the two ouvettoo were 
matched. Me was accomplished after comparing cuvettes against each 
other in a Beo'icman DB recording speotrophotomoter, when both contained 
only phosphate buffer. The results always showed that there was only a 
maximum of a 2% ditforenoe in the percentage transmission of each cuvott. 
with change in wavelength from 700 to 350 n;. 
The exact light path length of these speotrophotoaºeter cuvottoo 
was ascertained by comparing the absorbance of a solution of aoridine 
orange at 492 nm with the absorbance of the same solution in standard 
I cm2 glass cuvettes (see fig. 38). The ouvettoa gare found to have a 
light path length of 6.0 mae. 
These cuvottos wore usod in conjunction with a Beckman DB recording 
epeotrophotomoter in all early experiments. In the subsequent 
experiments the more suooeostul extraction technique and the use of a 
Uniorte S. P. 600 ultraviolet speotrophotoooter allowed for the use of 
standard 1 am silica glass speotrophotom©ter ouvettes. 
VIav 1engah_check 
Wore a series of experiments were begun the aocuraop of the 
wavelength dials of either epeotrophotometer was chocked using a didymium 
filter, The position, of the peaks of absorbance as recorded were then 
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chocked against the positions an quoted in the service manuals. The 
machine in question was adjusted in the event of a difference in the 
observed and otanderd values. 
8ea.... _S 
Absorption epeotra 
The egeotrum of the solution obtained by the extraction technique 
was ascertained. The spectrum (fig. 39 4 40) had all the characteristics 
oxpeoted of a solution of oxyhaomoglobin, with a large peak of absorbanoe 
(the Doret or g peak) in the violet rand two lower, but oharaoteristic 
peaks in the visible region of the spectrum. These latter peaks are 
reforrod to as thee( and ß peaks, The o=aot position of each of thews 
poaka of absorbanoe is shown in the table and in compared with the values 
for the oxyhaeaaglobin of other digenatio tromatodes for which 
information is available. The exact position of the pecks of absorbanoe 
are based upon the results of tan experiments. The position of the 
peaks represents the mean position calculated from the results of five 
manual estimations during each experiment using the Beckman DB recording 
spootrophotometer and from fifty drain, normal and soale oxpanded, epeotrq 
obtained using both the beokman DB and the Unioam S. Y. 800 
opeotrophoto2oters. Many of these drawn flpaotra were obtained by the 
G1 
It 
,, 
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TABLC 19 
AB80RPTI(ii MAXIMA IN nm aN DIGFWAN H JOGLOBINS. 
Speoies p1! alpha beta Borst Authority 
Prootoeoes 7.2 
sub_,,, t_ enu_ 6.04 579 541 41? Present work 
Proctoeo. e 
subtenuis 8.4.579 543 418 Fre®man, 1963 
Tolorohi® 
robustus 575 540 Wharton, 1941 
A1lasoo5toma 
magmum 
F*soiola 580 540 13tepheneon, 1947 
hem 7.17 580 "1 543 Van Drei bergen, 
1949 
Caetrothylax 573.5 539.5 Goil, 1959 
oruminifer 
Fa oiola 586 540 ßoil, 1961 
igaontica 580 543 Latz and Siddigi, 
_ 1967 
Coty1ophoro, 
_rý 
585.2 555.8 Goil, 1961 
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ouperimposir of ton oonseoutivoly run speotra. The maximum variation 
in the Position of any peak recorded in any of the experiments was of 
the order of two nanomotore. 
Die cuss ion 
All the results of the investigations of haemoglobin from 
trematodes show, not surprisingly, a general similarity in the position 
of their abeorbanoe peaks. 
From the illustration of a opsotrophotometer trace of the 
ozyhaemoglobin of Proctoenes figured in the paper of Freeman (1963) it 
in suggested that he was unable to purity his sample of haemoglobin to 
the extent found possible during the present work. This is evident 
from the flat nature of the alpha and beta peaks and the general 
inoreaas in optioal density towards the shorter wavolenßtha. Even 
without taking this into account it In clear that there in good agree- 
went between the two sets of data& There wAs only 2 nm dittersnoe 
in the position of the beta peaks and aI nm difference in the position 
of the Soret peaks. 
One feature of the absorption spectrum of the oxyhaemoglobin of 
Proctoeces that was evident even in the most pure solutions# was the 
creator wboorbance of the beta peak than the alpha , peak. 
This feature 
237. 
is unusual but it is in accord with the characteristics of the 
haemoglobin extracted from Astarie a: ui 3tronglue (Davenport 1949 a& b), 
root nodule haemoglobin (Keilirr and tang, 1946) and from the trematodo 
Fasoiol& gigaantiea (Lutz and Siddigi 1967). The eignitioanoe of thie 
property has not been elucidated by research workers, but it is worth 
noting that the heemoglohine of ntron uat Asp saris and root nodules are 
all very resistant to deoxygenation, a characteristic that will also be 
shown to apply to the haemoglobin of Prootoeces. 
The abeorgtion epeotrum of deoxyhaemoglobin 
Deoxygenated b oglobin was obtained chemically by the use of a 
reducing agent. Sodium ditliionite was added in exactly equal amounts 
(10 milligrams) to the equal volumes of Prootoeoee oxyhaomo, lobin and to 
the phosphate buffer in the reference ouvette. This equal addition 
of sodium dithionite to each solution was to onoure that the strong 
abeorbaooe peak of sodium dithionite that oocurs towards the blue and of 
the spectrum, did not interfere with the absorption spectrum being 
1ý1 
investigated* 
Tbo exact position of the peaks of abaorbanco are based on the 
results from tea experiments. This inoludos fivo manual estimations 
during eaoh experiment and a total of twenty normal und soale expanded 
230"' 
drawn opeotra. Scale expanded speotra revealed that the deozygenated 
peak was composed of two smaller peaks. Tteso were not lost with time 
or with further additions of ten vane of eodiuci dithionite and so are 
recorded In the following table. 
TABLE 20 
AICEPTIOU MAXIMA IN nm CO 2719 DF: OXYHAEOQIABIN 
CF DIQENFTIC THFIJATODPZ 
species p! 1 visible Soret Authority 
Prootoeoes 7.2 - 566 550 429 rubt"teenuts 8.04 Present work 
Approxo centre 
of peak 558 
ProotoaceR 
eubtený ui e 8.4 558 431 Freamsua 11963 
.r 
obis Telo 
._ xobuvWe 
Allasso®tma 6.8 545 V'hartou, 1941 
MNMUM 
Gastroth3laz 560 Goil, 1959 
orumßnifer 
Discussion 
It is evident from table 20 and fig. 39 that the centre of the peak 
of absorbance of deoxybaemoglobin in the visible region as recorded 
during the present work corresponds well to that reoorded by Freeaan (1963). 
This is despite the fact that it in olear from the speotrophotoWter 
trace figured by this latter Hutbor, that he wao dealing with a rather c 
. , i... aýýr.: sc-.... irr ý-' r.. ýi. a:. 
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dilute and impure solution of deoxyhaemoglobin. This is evident from 
the flat nature of the peak of absorbance in the visible region of the 
spootrum that is hardly discorniblo from the gononl elope of the 
opeotrophotoneter trace. The ovorall increase in the optical density 
of tlae solution that ocourrmd after the addition of the Sodium dithlonite 
ou u is some contamination, possibly due to precipitation. 
thew, during the present invostigation, tbo oxyhaea: oglobin of 
Prootoocea was deoxygenated with nodiam dithionite there was no overall 
increase in absorbance and the peak in the visible region was more 
discernible. This irae eL pooially so with eamplus obtained later on in 
the research prom=o. 
This is important booauso Bottesoh at al (1964) atate that the prepar- 
otion of deoxyha moglobin by the use of sodium dithionite can produce 
chemioal changes in the haettoglobiu molecule. They state that 
contamination of a sample of deoxyhaemoglobin by mothsemoglobin is 
ovident if there is a shoulder to the spectrum between 410 and 415 nm and 
if there is a deoreaso in'', atagorption at 430 na. Neither of these two 
characteristics were evident in the spectra of Prootoooee 
deoxyhaemoSlobin 1ioduoed by the addition of sodium dithionito and so 
be 
the epeotra can be assumed tolthosE. of deoxyhaomoglobin free from 
240. 
contamination by methaomo6lobin. 
Soa1e expansion of the opeotropbotometar trace of the epeotrum of 
the later samples revealed that the dingle peak in the visible region 
was composed of two smaller peaks (fig. 40). Experiments were carried out 
in an attempt to obtain a spectrum lacking these two components. Further 
additions of 10 milligram of sodiwn dithionite to the oolution did 
nothing to alter the spectrum. It ras not altered with time or after 
the addition of a portion of the im; ure cxtraot of Prootoeces haemo, lobin. 
This double peaked speotrum of deoxygenated haemoglobin is not 
unique to Prootoeoes. It has been noted in several other animals. 
1ittenberg, Briehl and Ylittonborg (1965) confirmed its existence in the 
following snnelidai- 
Lumbricu® 549 563 
Arenicola 552 563 ) 
Herein 550 565 Iiittonborg, 
briohl and 
T. ibifex 548 563 ) Wittenborgq 1965 
Aphrodite nerve 549 566 ) 
Z. eubtteenuuin 550 566 Proaont vorlc 
Wittenberg, briehl and Wittenberg (1965) obtained this two banded 
epotrum when the haemoglobin solution from APhrodito norve was 
. quilibratod with nitrogen and it was not changed b7 tho addition of 
sodium dithioaits. They showed that the nitrogen equilibrated solution 
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gras fully doozygenated and free from ferric haemoglobin. They also found 
the spectrum wan üachanged from pH 5-9.3. These authors then 
proceded to confir® reports of similar occurrenoes in annelids, as 
discussed above. 
Wittenberg, Wittenberg, Stolsberg and Valenstein (1965) showed that 
this unusual spectrum gras obtained in muscle slices of Fags con and 
Ap1y is (from oz1T one natural population) that were placed in anaerobic 
conditions. The peaks of absorbannoo were at 570,548 and 422 nm and 
the reaction was reversed Upon admission of air. They referred to this 
haemoglobin we the 422 derivative booru e of the position of the Borst 
band. They also showed that this spectrum could be induced from the 
oxyhaemoglobin of the muaolo slides of Al $ia (from another population), 
that would have under anaerobio conditions given a normal deoxygenated epeotrura, 
by the use of 0.1 U sodium azido or 0.01 U sodium cyanide. : his was also 
reversible. 
Although these observations have been made, the reason for this 
double peaked absorption speotrum of deox haemoglobin is unknown. Wittenberg, 
nriehl and Wittenberg (1965) did not agree with the claim of Scholar (1960) 
that it could be related to the presence of non-h"z iron in the molecule 
beoauao of the disoovory that the iron-haem ratio is eleotrophoretically 
purified Tubtfez and I brioua haemoglobin aas 
f' 
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unity. Wittenborg, Tittenbergj Ltolzberg and Valenetein (1965) also 
ruled out an earlier suggestion (Wittenberg, Brown and Wittenberg 1965) 
that the 422 dorivätive of haacioglobiu could be a uristur® of ferrio 
haemoglobin with other forms. 
Again it appears that this unusual spootrai characteristic of 
the doozygenated haemoglobin of Prootoeoeo is found in other animals 
whose hasmoglobin Is resistant to deoxygenstion. Aphrodite nerve 
haemoglobin in half saturated with oxygen at a partial pressure of 1.1 
a Hi. (Wittenborg, 3riehl and Wittenberg, 1965). The values for the 
half maturations of tho annelid hasmoglobins are similarly below 
4 cmn Ug. (Prosser and Browns 1962). 
Disoooiation curve 
For styl oonsidoration as to the function of s particular 
haemoglobin, the partial pressures at which it loads and unloads its 
Wgen must be known. The affinity for oxygen is expressed as the 
partial pressure at which half the molecules are oxygenateds this in 
abbreviated to the I°50 and can be more accurately determined thrA the 
pressure of loading or saturation. 
Some of the spectral characteristics of the extraoted haemoglobin 
from Prootoeces have been shown to bo oonnistent with the proportion of 
.. ue. ýaarýMý4. i%s'cýlii. 
ýxý-e e.. 
ßä--ý": 
tý. ý+""r, "ý". -«. ýy,..... ýý. ®: 
ý", 
'ý{GSý"'ýs. ür 
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haomoglobins known to have a high oxygen affinity. Freeman (1963) also 
commented that the tim© taken for the deox nation of a sample of 
Prootoeoes ozyhaoioglobin by sodum dithionits wan much longer than that 
necessary to deoxygenate a comparable sample of human haemoglobin. He 
stated that the genoral impreaaion given wan that the oxyhaemoglobin 
of Prootoeces was vary resistant to dooxygcnation. 
The present author eat out to determine under what conditions, if 
any, the extracted axyhaomo&lobin from Prootooaen would unload its 
oxygen. 
AApparatu: 
Beo e of the scull quantity and dilute nature of the solutions 
of Prootoeoea oxyhaomojlobin that were. obtained in the initial experiments, 
attempts ware made to device a micromethod for the determination of the 
discooiation curve. The ability with the later Toro successful 
®xtraotion prooedurss to obtain about 2 wie of dilute ozybasmoglobin 
solution allowed for the use of a tonom©ter rothod similar to that qt 
described by Allan, Guthe and Wyman (195o). 
Dosoription of the tonometer (see fig- 41) 
The tono®eter va made of silica glass and consisted of a large 
chamber (A) to which was fused a throe way tap for the entry of gases. 
244. ýý... _ .. ýý . Tý... 
Fig_ 41. Diagram of Tonorneter. ( Not to scale. ) 
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One arm of the throe war tap was fitted with a Bunsen valve, which 
made an excellent one way valve system that could be used to allow 
excess gas in the bnometer to escape. 
'used to the large chamber A was another chamber B. This chazber 
was where the equilibration of the gases and the haemoglobin solution 
was carried out. Ch=bor B was furnished with a aide era. 
To chamber B was fused a silica glace t amt epeotrophotometer 
cuvette (C) which could be inserted into the light path of either the 
I3eokman DB recording spectrophotometer or the Unicam S. P. 800 
e otrophotomoter. The total volume of the tonometere to ooostruoted 
was in the region of 450 - 500 mis. Special lids were constructed by 
the author out of thin gauge aluminium sheeting for each of the 
spectrophotometers. : 'hose allowed for the inßertion of the tonometer 
into the sample compartment of either machine. The close fit of the 
matt blaok lids and the covoring of the tonometer, when inserted, with 
a black oloth prevented any stray light from entering the sample 
compartment or the speotrophot=eters. 
ftyerimental teohfiQue 
The principle of the technique and the procedure are described 
by Allem outbe and Wyman (1950) mnd are well illustrated by ai&p (1951). 
24 So 
The basio assumption in the speotrophotometrio determination of 
the degree of oxygenation is that the change in absorbance at any wave- 
length is linearly related to the fraction of the total number of 
forrohaea groups oxygenated. 
The experimental procedure waeg in the light of experienoe, somewhat 
modified from that desoribed by Alleng Quthe and WYmw (1950), although 
the basic procedure was very similar. 
The ozyhaewoglobin was introduced through the side arm of chamber B 
using a Pasteur pipette whilet the tonometer was kept in a horizontal 
position. The hawrnoglobin was allowed to run into chambers 0 and b 
but was never allowed to enter chamber A. The next step in the 
prooedure was to remove all the air from inside the tonometer and to 
replace it with oxygen free nitrogen. This was aooomplished in one'of 
two wayst- 
In many experiments the system suggested by Allen, Guths and 
wpm (1950) of partially reducing the pressure inside the sealed 
tono. ter followed by the addition of oxygen free nitrogen (i300 white 
spot containing 1073 ml 02 per 100 ml of gas) was used. A manometer 
attached to the water vacuum puinp ensured that tLe pressure reduction 
was insufficient to cause the haemoglobin to boil under reduced pressure 
E 
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and thus possibly donaturs. Pressure reduotior&s of approxirataly 
100 eo* figo were used in the . cperizente. 
In some ezperimeats an alternative tscbniqus was smglQysd. ^&bis 
entailed leaving the solid glass stopper out of tLe side arm of 
chamber S. The oxygen free nitrogen supply was connected up to one arm 
of the three way tap and the air, in the horizontal tonori terp 
'flushed out' by blowing the ozy$an free nitrogen etrsight through. 
The tonometer vim gently rotated whilst in the horizontal position end the 
slow gas flow aontinue*d until Domplote daaxygenation of the aampls" 
"bin was teated, in 41 experiments, by platting the ouvatte of the 
torso t*r in a spaotrophotoaoter and by detormining the absorption 
speatrum" It the spectrum so obtained was not identical with the spectrum 
of a similar sample of have lobirr deoxygenated by the addition of sodium 
dithiaaite than further equilibration with oxygen free nitrogen gras 
carried out. 
ßibsns in the experiments uoiag the eooond teahnique, complete 
deozygeantion was achieved the gas flow was suspended and the side arm 
of chamber B sealed off. 
This latt. r technique vim found to be muooassrul and did not expose 
the haemoglobiu to malt' pryeg ohg. Any evaporation of Us 
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haemoglobin that occurred during We period of equilibration (or 
during the period of equilibration in the method of Alleng Guthe and 
Wei 1950) aid not matter from the point of view of the subsequent 
calculations because the first reading of absorbance was only taken when 
deozygenation was complete and after that time the apparatus was sealed. 
When the haemoglobin solution had been completely deaxygenated, 
by either method, the pressure inside the tonoueter was reduced by an 
acnountp sufficient to allow the subsequent additions of air. The extent 
of the pressure reduction was governed by the proyertioe of the 
haemoglobin being investigated* A. haemoglobin with a low P, would 
only need thS addition of a small volume of oxygen to oompletely saturate 
it and therefore only a small reduction in internal pressure would be 
necessary to accommodate the introduced gas. Conversely a basaioglobin 
with a high P50 would need a larger volume of oxygen to bring aboyt 
complete reraraal to ozybasmoglobin and therefore a greater reduotion 
in pressure would be neoessary. By ensuring that the air was 
introduced into a partial vacuums no gas mixture had to be expelled 
via the Bunsen valve after each addition in order to keep the atmosphere 
in the tonometer at atmoepherio preeeure or to make room for further 
additions. 
249. 
Once the pressure had been reduced in the tonoaeter (o--ntaining 
only oxygen free nitrogen and deozyhsemoglobin) it was inserted into 
the sample compartment of a spectrophotometer. A spectrum of the 
deoxyhaea globin was drawn or the absorbanoe noted at various wavelengths. 
In paatioa, for the purposes of calculations# the absorbance was noted 
at three wavelengths in the visible region of the spectrum, where the 
greatest difference in the epeotrum of oxyhaetoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin 
occur. Theme were at the positions of the alpha and beta peaks of 
oxyhaemoglobin and at the peck of deoxyhaomoglobin. Thus the 
absorbanoo of the deoxygenated haemoglobin at one of those positions Uraa, 
for the purposes of the subsequent calculations, that of O saturated 
haomoglobin. 
Then the absorbance had been noted the tonometer was removed from 
the speotrophotometer and, using a hypodermio syringe, a volume of air 
was injected via the rubber tubing on the aide arm of chamber Be The 
tonometer was then left, gently rotating in a horizontal position for 
fifteen minutes to allow equilibration to ooour. At the end of this 
period a further reading of abeorbanoe was noted. Leaving the 
has®oglobin to equilibrate for a further period of fifteen minutes did 
not alter, the reading of the absorbance. 
t 
1- 
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This proosdu e of introduoing known amounts of air and subsequently 
determining the change in absorbanoe was continued until no change in 
absorbance gras achieved with two suooessive introduotions of air. The 
taps of the tonomster were then opened to admit air and to ensure that 
complete oxygenation had occurred. 
Thus at the completion of an experiment a set of absorbance 
readings or a 'family of curves' were obtained, each one having been 
reoorded after an admission of a known volume of air. Knowledge of the 
temperature, barometric pressure, the volume of the tonometer and the 
proportion of oxygen in air allowed for the calculation of the partial 
pressures at which the various stages of oxygenation had occurred. 
Calculation 
The psrosnt saturation (Y) of the haemoglobin for each absorbanos 
was oaloulated using the following formula (from Riggs 1951)s- 
K ? 
Wr q r~ 
whores Kr - Absorbanoe of deozyhaemoglobin at the 
selected wavelength 
Kq - Abeorbanoo of ozyhaemoglobin at the 
selected wavelength 
K- Abeorbano" of unknown at selected 
wavelength 
The partial pressure of oxygen (P 02) in the tonometer after each 
injeotion of air was oaloulated by the formula (from Riggs, 1951)s- 
P 02 T PO 0 n8 
VT 
0 
whereI 
T- temperature in tonometor 
To room temperature 
V volume of tonoareter 
V0 volume of air injected 
n- number of molecules oxygen combine 
with haemoglobin 
R- gas constant 
Pa - 0.2093 
(P 
- lip) 
fi 
where P- Barometric pressure 
ii - Relative Humidity 
p- water vapour pressure 
Performanos of the apparatus 
Because of the great difficulty experienced in deoxygenating 
Prootoeoee haemoglobin much time was given to testing the apparatus. 
The apparatus was used to determine the dieeooiation ourves of ninny 
vertebrate and invertebrate baemoglobine. Of particular interest to 
the present work on Prootoeoea haemoglobin are the results of the series 
of ozpsrimentn that wore conducted on the haemoglobin of Thbifex op. 
The haemoglobin from this oligoohaeto annelid provided the most eatis- 
factory haemoglobin to test the working of the apparatus and the method. 
This was bsoauaa Tub ifsz was known to have a low P50 $ variously given 
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as 0.6 qcm U. (Fox, 1945) and 2.2 mm Hg. (Schaler, 1960). It was 
readily available in large numbDra and the haemoglobin extract could 
be prepared in a vary similar manner to that of Prootoeoee. 
Method 
The haemoglobin was extracted from T bifoxx by the method 
previously described for Prootoeoes (page 221). Of particular interest 
was the fact that after centrifuging the ground up homogenate at 
24,000 r. p. m. (70,000 r. o. f. ) for thirty tinutee at 3°G 11 
°0 it was 
found that, an for Prootoeoos the ozyhasawßlobin solution was napped by 
a light, white prooipitate. Excessive contamination by this precipitate 
aas avoided by careful pipetting of the oxcyhaemoglobiu solution from 
beneath the surface layer. Any contamination was removed by the same 
method as was used for Prootoeoeas the oxyhasmoglobin was shaken with 
a321 mixture of Analar Ether and chloroform followed by centrifuging 
at approximately 5,000 r. p. m. for five minutes in a bench centrifuge. 
The fact that this in no way altered the epeotral characteristic. of 
the oxyhaenoglobin solution or its ability to combine reversibly with 
ox gen (see page 255) was taken as further proof that this trwataent 
in no way adversely affected the hasmoglobin. 
Bsoause of evidence of the activity of miororganisms affecting 
E 
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the bbiifex haemoglobin during an experiment, the extracted solution 
aas dialysed against a 10 iL solution of sodium fluoride for two days, 
at 5°C. In later experiments the addition of 10 milligrams of sodium 
fluoride dirsotly to the haemoglobin was found to prevent any effects 
of miororganisms. 
The purified haemoglobin was than further diluted with phosphate 
buffer to a convenient concentration. Sufficient of this solution to 
fill the epeotrophotoreeter ouvette (chamber C) of the tonometer was 
then pipettod into the apparatus via the side arm of chamber b. 
The procedure for determining the dissociation curve of this 
solution was then carried outs in the manner described previously. 
The results of a single experiment are shown in detail to 
demonstrate the technique (table 21g figs. 42 & 43)" 
Discussion 
The method was found to be very satisfactory for determining 
the dissociation curve of the high oxygen affinity haemoglobin of 
" The P50 was determined in three experiments carried out at 
pH 7.2 and 20 - 22 °0. The values reoorded were 0.90,1.15 and 1.50 
mm Ego All three lie within the Value of 0.6 um doterminad by Four (1945) 
at 17°C and 0 nit CA2 and the value of 2.2 mm determined by Sohelor (1960) 
e 
1 
ýý 
11 
1 
at 19 - 21.5 00 and P117-1. 
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Results $ 
The reeulte of one exi2riment on the haemoglobin of ýýý r. r+ý. irrý r  r. ýrrý. r. r. rýr ýr __ 
i'ný___bifex ep. are illustrated in Table 21, and figs. 42 dc 43" 
TABIZ 21 
DISSOCIATICV CURV1 OF THE HA LOBIU Or IUBIFFrX $P. 
Volume of 
air 
injeoted 
(ale) 
Temperature 22°0 
Daromstrio pressure 767.2 m: r Ug. 
pH 7.2 
Volume of tonometer 580 ma. 
Equivalent Abaorbanoe percent 
partial at saturation 
pressure 546 nm of 
of oxygen haemoglobin 
(am Hg) 
0 0 1.37 0 
2 0.53 1.46 19.56 
4 1.06 1.535 35.87 
6 1.59 1.61 52.17 
8 2.12 1.68 64.40 
10 2.65 1.77 86.95 
12 3.18 t. 80 93.50 
14 3.71 1.83 100 
16' 4.24 1.83 100 
Zaps 
open 157.14 1.83 100 
-----ý, 
, 
`ýý 
ý: 
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Fig. 43. Dissociation curve of Tubifex haemoglobin. 
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The exact overlap of the spectra in the 'family of spectra' 
z e. -, -. - n 
i 
dieplayod in fig. 42t is a point of importanoa. As Okazaki and Wittenberg 
1965 pointed outs the Constancy of the isobeatio pointe throughout the 
family of spectra, in this case at 505 na, 530 na, 555 n+, 574 um and 
at 590 nmj demonstrates that there has been no formation of 
methaemoglobin or other ferric haemoglobin derivatives during the course 
of the experiment. 
It is also interesting to note from fig. 42 that the deoxygenated 
epeotru , whether obtained by equilibration with oxygen free nitrogen 
or with sodium dithionite has a aujgeetion of a 'shoulder' to the peak 
(see pegs 240). 
Thus the evidence is that the method can be extremely successful 
when used for high oxygen affinity haemoglobins suoh as obtained from 
Tu bifuc. Being able to completely deoxygenate a solution of haemoglobin 
which is known to have aP On the region of I= Hg. strongly iuggeste 
that the method of removing the oxygen, Srom the tonometer and the 
haesoglobin is euooecnful. 
Dissociation curve of haemoglobin extracted from Prootoeoes 
Method 
A dilute solution of beeaooglobin was prepared in the manner 
i 
i 
e 
ýý 
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previously deeoribed. This was pipetted into chamber B of a tonometer 
wbioh was then evaouatec of oxygen in the mannor desoribed (page 246). 
In en attsmpI to vocure complete deoxygonation of the ozyhasmoglobin 
of Prootososa e+ an variaticne of the basio method were employed* Both 
methods (see page 21i6) of the evacuation of the oxygen from the tonometer 
and its replacement by oxygen free nitro, were tried. Large ®oale 
pressure reductions (of approximately 500 r Hß. ) and eubsequant re-ontry 
of oxygen free nitrogen were oven carried out in an attompt to 
deoxygenate the sample. Iamplea were also left in an atmosphere of 
oxygen free nitrogen for 24 hours. 
Variations in buffere, temperaturo and the addition of various 
oompouade were tried in the series of experiments. For example, eodium 
fluoride was added in vase nioroorgaxIiame were affeotinß the 
deoxygenation and Bovine serum albumen (B. S. A. ) aas added to eon 
ozyhaeaoglobin solutions to aot as a protein buffer. The variations 
in technique and the results are mummarimod below for a aories of tan 
experiments that more carried out upon extracted o=ybao oa1obiu. 
Even if no visible deozygenation had occurred or if the final 
epeotrum was not charactoriotio of dooxyhaeaoglobin, oxygen was re-admitted 
and its effoot noted. 
2g9. 
Results 
TABLE 22 
Ezpt. 
number Butter pH 
° 
Temperature Addition Comment 
I Trio 7.0 22 lac' small reversible 
change (fig. 44) 
2 35 mw small reversible 
phosphate 609 20 change 
3 Trio 7.0 20 B. s. a0 small reversible 
(10 mgrw) ohne. No 
further deoxygen- 
ation after 24 
hours in 02 free N2 
4 35 
phosphate 7.0 20 B; s. a. small reversible (10 mgria. ) change 
5 66 mil No reversible 
phosphate 8.04 20 - change 
6 50 mbd No reversible 
Borate 7.2 15 - change 
7 66 sit no reversible 
phosphate 7.2 5 change (see fig 4513); 
8 66 mü No reversible 
phosphate 7.2 20 - change 
9 66 MU No reversible 
phosphate 7.2 5 - change 
10 66 mu 
} 
Small reversible 
phosphate 7.2 20 ang 45A) ri j5 g. ee 
ý'. 
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Fig. 44. Spectra (X5 scale expanded ) obtained 
during attempted dissociation curve of 
). Proctoeces haemoglobin ( experiment 1 
- -- Spectrum of oxyhaemoglobin at start. 
Spectrum after 4 hours in 02 free N2 
Spectrum after re-admission of air. 
Spectrum of deoxyhaemoglobin produced 
by addition of sodium dithionite. 
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Results 
At no time was complete deozygenation followed by reoxygonation 
accomplished. In many of the early experiments, (which are not included 
in the table) when the samples of oxyhwmoglobin were eonewhat impure 
and often contaminated with part of the fine, white, fat precipitate# the 
spectrum was altered after the ozyhae Tobin had been left in an 
atmosphere of oxygen free nitrogen for periods up to six hours (see fig. 46). 
These changes i4, tho "peotrua were not reversible and so it is concluded 
that the opeotrum obtained was that of methaemoßlobin, or some other 
ferric derivative, that does not combine reversibly with oxygen. 
Davenport (1949a), when attempting to determine the P50 of Aeoaris 
perienterio fluid haemoglobin experimentally, noted a similar hastening 
of the formation of methaemoglobin by exposure to low oxygen tensions 
and to gentle shaking. As 8enesoh et el (1964) pointed outs the long 
exposure of haemoglobin to low oxygen tensions can be undesirable 
because the rate of oxidation of haemoglobin to methaeraoglobin in at a 
maximum at low oxygen pressure. This lo because deoxyhaetuoglobin is 
oxidised very riuoh more rapidly than oxyhaa moglobin. 
No denaturation of the oxyhaemoglobin was obsorv®d to odour in later 
experiments when purör solutions of oxyhaomoglobin were used and it is 
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f 
the results of these experiments that are expressed in table 22. 
No completely reversible deozygonation was observed to have occurred 
in any experiment. In some, for example experiment 19 (see fig. 44), 
the ozyhaomoglobin apeotrum was altered after four hours in oxygen free 
nitrogen. Upon re-admission of air a small ohange back towards the 
double peaked spectrum was observed, but this could not be increased. 
Tho spectrum so obtained was not the normal one of oxyha. emoglobin beoauea 
the position of the peaks was altered from 541 and 579 nm to approximately 
538 and 574 nm* There was also the existence of a third peak at 
approximately 610 nra. Thus it had features in accord with the spectra 
obtained in some of the early experiments (fig. 46). The addition of 
sodium dithionite to the solution produoed a oFaotrum of deozybaemoglobin 
for comparison. Thus it can be seen that complete d®oxygenation was not 
achieved and re-admission of air did not cause a reversal baotc to 
oxyhaomoglobin. 
In other experiments, after long periods in oxygen free nitrogen# 
_. .. ý 
i 
the alpha and beta peaks appeared somewhat flattened. Thie was reversed 
upon readaieeion of air (eeo Pig. 45A). During no experiment, although 
many variations wore attempted, could this tlatteninj of the alpha and 
beta peaks be increased. Purtler change was not faoilitated by further 
< 
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additiono of oxygen tree nitrogen, the addition of some impure extract 
or even after larde scale pressure reduction. 
D®ozyg®nation of the sample of oxybaemoglobin in the tonometert 
if not denatured, gras always brought about at the end of an experiment 
by the addition of sodium dithionite. 
Dismssiou 
It appears from the complete inability of the author to deoxygenate 
the eatraoted ozyhaemoglobin of Prootoeoee by the use of a technique 
that was suocosefully applied to the high affinity pigment of Tubifex 
that the oxybaemoglobin of Prootoeoes is indeed very resistant to 
doozggenation. 
No comparable work has, to the author's knowledge, been carried out 
upon the haemoglobin extracted from another trematode, A number of 
determinations of oxygen dissooiation have been oarried out upon 
haemoglobin of parasitic nematodes end so any comparison must be made 
with the proportion of the haemoglobine of the members of this group. 
Smith and Gibson (1964) reported that kinetic studied (aeauming the 
extent of haeia - haom reactions was one), indicated that the P50 of the 
body wall haemoglobin of Aso aris was 0.0108 ma Hgo at 2000 and 0.491 = Age 
at 37°C, Whereas the P50 of the perienterio haemoglobin was 0.00146 m U8" 
and 0.0112 mm U. at 20°C and 37 °a rsapeotively. ,, 
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Okazaki uwd Wittenberg (1965) determined experimentally that 
the P50 of Ass _i_ perienterio haemoglobin was 0.001 - 0.0035 mm Be- at 
H 7.0 and 20°a. They determined the P 50 of this haemoglobin using 
a tonometer and a method differing somewhat from that used during the 
present investigation. The region that they were able to determine the 
P 50 of u haemoglobin with euch a high affinity for oxygen w basically 
two folds Aso arts rio is a large nematode and it is easier to obtain pure 
solutions of haemoglobin from the perienterio fluid than it in to obtain 
haemoglobin from a small trematode lacking a body fluid. Secondly, 
because of the fact that carbon monoxide dissociates from the haemoglobin 
of Asoarie more rapidly than does oxygen, the deoxygenation of the 
haemoglobin was accomplished, by Okazaki and Wittenberg (1965)ß by 
initially converting the oxybaercog{lobin in the tonocneter to carbon monoxide 
baomoglobin. Chao this had been achieved the gas phase in the tonometer 
was replaced with nitrogen and the solution gras illuminated by a carbon 
arc lamp to accelerate the dissociation of the carbon monoxide. 
Okazaki and Wittenberg (1965) state that by this method, mainly 
d®oxyhasmoglobin remained after an hour although it was still 
oontaminatad with some oozy- and ferrio haemoglobin. Injections of small 
volumes of an oz7gen/nitrogen mixture allowed for the determination of the 
267. 
dieeooiation curve of this high affinity pigment by a method similar 
to that ds®cribed previously. 
Rogers (1949a) found that the haewglobina of Nomatodirus, Haemonohus 
and Nippostrongºluz also had a high affinity for oiyrgea. For Nematodirus 
and iiaemonohus the P 50 Uraa about 0.05 mm Hg. and for Nippostrong, 91u® 
was about 3 to 4 times higher. 
The suggestion that the extraoted oxyhaemoglobin of Prootoeoes is 
extremely resistant to deazygenation has thus been demonstrated an also 
applying to the extracted ozyhaemoglobine of some nematode parasites. 
The value of suoh studies on the dilute oxyhaemoglobin of 
invertebrates and vertebrates and the accuracy of the values of P 50 
obtained has been questioned. Riggs (1965) reviews the evidenoe, and 
suggests that interpretation of some of the measurements made in the past 
may be necessary in the light of the observations that dilution of certain 
haemoglobin, such an those of the lamprey (Briehl 1963) and Rana 
I 
catesbeiana (Biggs 1965)" greatly inoreaaes their oxygen affinity. Many 
invertebrate haeaaoglobine have been studied in extremely diluloeolutione. 
Thin ie true of the studies on ts Dane perientoria haemoglobin by Smith 
and La. (1963) and of the ear., e haemoglobin by Davenport (1949)" It RUSt 
be true for any haemoglobin that occurs in a small animal at a relatively 
low oonOOZfl motion. 
---- -_ "_ 
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This in certainly true for the present study on the hasmo3lobin of 
Prootoeaea. The study on the diseooiation ourve of the oxyhaemoglobin 
was conducted on extremely dilute solutions and so the extreme resistance 
to deoxygenation that was noted may be due, at least in part, to this 
suggestion. 
In vivo observations of the oxyhaem obin 
If the results obtained from experiments on eztraoted pigment are open 
to a certain amount of doubt an regards their Signitioanoe in vivo then 
perhaps some information may be gained from observing the reaotion of 
the pigment in the living animal. 
Davenport (1949m) tad that when Asoarie was deprived of all oxygen 
the perienterio fluid haemoglobin was extremely resistant to deoz genation, 
but the body well haomoglobin could be deoaygonated vary slowly by the 
nematodes the activity of the nematode ceased when this haemoglobin was 
deoxygenated. Davenport (1949 a& b) found that the inability of 
Ash to deoxygenate the perienterio fluid haemoglobin was similarly 
Sound in L3tronlue.. After throe hours in vacuo at 200Cl there was little 
or no visible deoxygenation of these ümemoglobins. 
A deozyganation of the oxybaemoglobin of Callarn ie in vivo, was 
observed by Wharton (1941) when the nematode was placed under anaerobic 
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oöhditions and it became reozygenated upon re-Radmission of air. Von brand 
(1937) obeorvod that the haemoglobin of EustronMloidee larvae beowno 
deoxygenated under anaorobio oonditione and Van Grombergen (1954) 
oboerved a similar effect with Hetterakkia. 
itogere (1949 a& b), who demonstrated that the extracted 
ox7baemoglobins of Nematodiruo, Haemonobus toad Hippostro ngylua were vary 
resistant to deozyg®nation (see P267) found that when the oxygen tension 
in the medium surrounding the parasitse at 37 0C fell below 13 mm (for 
I igpoetrontalue) or 9 mm (for Ilaemonohua and Heaatodirus) the ozybaemoglobin 
became deoxygenated. 
Similarly, it is interesting to note that Palmer and Chapman (1970) 
demonstr4ted that the haemoglobin of Tubifex, in vivo, beoaae 
deoxygenated below 11.4 ous Ila partial pressure of 02,. This is to be 
compared to the P 50 for the extracted pigment which is below 2 mm Hg. 
(see page 253)o 
Thus the deoxygonatton of the pigment, in vivo, appears in some 
oases, to odour at a higher partial pressure of oxygon than for the 
extracted gment. However, there is no evidence that the partial pressure 
of oxygen inside the animal is the sae an that in tho external medium. 
ßeoauso of the neoessity of diffusion across the body wall and through the, 
v 
ýC 
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poeeibly# relatively impermeable cuticle, and even if accelerated by 
the haemoglobin, the oxygen tension within these nematodes and Tub,, _, 
ilex 
any be much lower than that of the external medium. In this waq theme 
animals would be similar to the Crayfish, *here the P 02 in the 
hsemolytaph is only 2-4 un Hg- even when the animal is exposed to an 
external oxygen tension of approximately 150 mm H9. (Larimer 1964)" 
Thus knowledge of the external partial pressure of oxygen does not 
help to show at what partial pressure the pigment is aotually half 
saturated (P 50) in the living animal and so no comparison can be made 
with the values of P 50 obtained from experiments On the extracted pigment. 
These experiments are of value in demonstrating under what, if any, 
conditions of oxygen tension the pigment within the animal could be 
funotionrl as an oxygen carrier or store. 
Reactions of the haemoglobin of Prooto®oos in vivo 
Method d 
An airtight chamber was constructed on a microscope slide by sealing 
a braes washer, with a6 mm diameter hole, onto the elide with silicone 
grease. Into the well were placed between ten and twenty Frootoeoee and 
the rest of the well was filled with paetourisod sea water. The top of 
the washer was well greased with siliaono grease and a ooverslip was applied 
q 
z7t. 
to it. Care aas taken to eueuro that the seal was complete. The slide 
was placed on the stago of a aticirosoope, the eye-, piece of which had been 
replaced by a mioroepeotroncope. : Ie alpha and tote absorption bands of 
the haemoglobin were clearly visible as dark bands on the spectrum viewed 
through the miorosi. otroaaope. In between the examinations for any change 
in epeotrum the slide wee kept at a constant to: peraturo. 
Five such experiments were carried out. 
Results 
At no tics during eny of the five experiments did the alpha and beta 
bando alter in position or disappear. In one experiment carried out at 
20°0 1 t°a, eight out or tan Prootoeoee were still alive after 38 hours 
sealed on the slide. No change in the bands of absorbance were detectable 
after this poriod, although at a respiration rate of 0.168 µl/i. ; 'rash 
wt. /hour (Freeman 1962b) the t. n lioto. o®e would have consumed all the 
wgea from the nos. water within the first hour. 
The ability of Prootoeoes to survive under anaerobic conditions is 
illustrated by the results of another experiment. Tea Prooto. o. e were 
placed in pasteurised sea water in a ema11 vessel. Oxygen free nitrogen 
was bubbled through the sea water for four hours before the vessel was 
sealed; care being taken that the atmosphere aboyc the sea water was oxygen 
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free nitrogen. After nineteen days at 15°C 9 50% of the ten Proctoeoee 
were still alive. 
Discussion 
It appears that not only is it impossible to-deoxybonate dilute 
solutions of the extraoted pigment but also that the trematode in unable 
to deoxygenate the pigment when kept under anaerobic conditions, In 
this reepeot it appeera to be similar to the perienterio fluid of Aecaria 
and Strongylus (Davenport 1949 a& b). 
Possible functions of the haemoglobin of Prootoecen 
Where haemoglobin occurs in a circulatory system its function is 
usually supposed to be basically one, of transporting oxygen from an area 
of high oxygen tension (e. g. the gills) to areas of lower oxygen tensions 
(the tissue). For the haemoglobin to function in this manner the oxygen 
tensions at which the pint loads and unloads its oxygen must be related 
, to the tensions occurring at the two sites. Among the loaner vertebrates 
and invertebrates the function and the importance of huszsoglobin varies 
enoimously. The fact that in Prootooces tbo haemoglobin is contained 
within tissue and appears refractory to deozyienation precludes this basic 
function. Related oxygen carrying functions have been euggeeted in the 
literature for other haeawglobinn an& these can be considered under the 
headings of oxygen storage end facilitated diffusion, 
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It has been demonstrated that the oxygen tension within the kidney 
of S. Plana can tall to below I mm HZ* during a period of tidal exposure 
(see pa9e196) but the experimental evidence is that the haemoglobin of 
Prootoeces would not yield its oxygen even under such conditions. This 
latter point would suggest that the pigment does not act as an oxygen store 
for Prootoeoao for periods of low oxygen tension. 
This point was discussed by Freeman (1963) who concluded that on the 
beeis of the knora respiratory rate of Prootoeoee (Freeman 1962 b) and upon 
the assumption that the haemoglobin oontent of Prootooces was of the same 
order as that determined by Boil (1959) for Ga8trothylax crum©nifer, the 
haemoglobin would store enough oxygen to maintain a normal aerobic 
metabolism at 5°0 for about 25 minutes. Coil has sinoo stated that his 
fiVre for tho ha®moßlobin o'snten$ of Oastr laxe orumeni. fer wait tan times 
too high (see Lee and acith 1965) and so the time should be 2.5 minutes. 
The possibility that the haemoglobin of Prootoeces funotione as an oxygen 
store appears unlikely. 
Freeman (1963) suggested that if it wan at all possible that the 
haemoglobin of Prootoeoea could give up its oxygen to cellular matabolio 
prooeeeeo its funotion may perhaps be to faoilitate oxygen diffusion. 
The phenomenon of haemoglobin - facilitated diffusion of oXygen 
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was discovered indepeudOntly by Wittenberg (1959) and soholander (1960) 
and hue sinoe boon investigated by many workers inoluding Ilemmingeen (1963). 
This latter author (1962) also demonstrated that facilitated oxygen 
dif ueion could occur across membranes even at partial pressures high 
enough to fully saturate the haemoglobin. 
Wittenberg (1965) Suggested that the haomoglobin of some nematode 
Parasites that live embedded in the walla of the intestine may tioilitate 
oxygen diffusion. This was partly based upon the calculations of Rogers 
(s949b) who demonstrated that the measured rate of oxygen uptake was . 
several times greater than the rate calculated for free diffusion of ozygen. 
Wittenberg (1965) interred that the nematode haemoglobin must in some 
way facilitate the entry of oxygen into the animal. 
'Wittenberg (1966) eluoideted the moleoular meohanism of haemoglobin 
taoilitated diffusion and oonoluded that it required no special property 
of haemoglobin other than reversible oxygen binding. The fact that this 
condition does not appear to be fulfilled by the haemoglobin of Proctoeceo 
surZoate that facilitated diffusion is a function that cannot be assigned 
to this pigment. 
The more usual ox ou-carrying role of haemoglobin, variations'of which 
7 
have been discussed@ does not appear to apply to the hao oglobin of 
77 
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Prootoeoes. This is further suggested by the observations of Freeman 
(1963) and of the present author upon the eurvival of Prootoeaes under 
anaerobic conditions. Freeman (1963) demonstrated that 50A of a sample 
of 100 Prootoeoes were able to survive at 5°C for 21 days under an 
atmosphere of nitrogen. Similarly, as described previously (page 271), 
the present author notod that 5O of a sample of ten Prootoeoes kept under 
an atmosphere of oxygen free nitrogen were still alive after nineteen days. 
This prolonged survival under anaerobic conditions further suggests 
that the hasmoglobin of Prootoeoos cannot function significantly as an 
oxygen store or be necessary as an oxygen transport system. In either case 
it cannot be a limiting factor for the observed period of this anaerobic 
survival. 
If the more usual oxygen parrying tunotlon of haemoglobin 1e to be 
discounted then other possible reasons for its occurrence in Prootoooee 
must be sought. 
Jones (1963) discusses the auggeetion of Uunwoll (1959) that 
haemoglobin, empecially in invertebrate enimala, may act as an wcygen 
butter. It is known that many metabolic processes are sensitive to oxygen 
tension and thus it has Won sug; eated that the funotion of sane 'IQ 
haeaoglobina many be to regulate the oxygen tensions in the cello within 
tolerable limits. This ®ut; Zestion of Manwell (1959) Would to difficult 
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to prove and would seem to bo irrelevant for Prootoecea but it does 
present a novel sug stion for the funotion of some haeraoglobins. 
Smith and Lee (1963) have cuggssted that the function of the 
perienterio haemoglobin of Asoaris may be as a source of haematin for the 
e&- ,e and a source from which other haamoproteine are made. 
It has been suggested that haomoglobin spay have an enzymatic tuaotion 
where it occurs in such organisms as root nodules, Protozoa and yeasts. 
The evidence for the suggestion that baeiaoglobin in root nodules may be 
involved in nitrogen fixation has been extensively reviewed by Riggs (1965) 
who concludes that its exact function remains unclear. 
Ibis latter statemont also applies to the haoaog1obins of nematode 
and trematode parasites. More work is needed on the haemoglobins of both 
of these groups of parasites to provide experimental evidence as to the 
Lunation of the haemo, 31obin. Many of these high affinity haemoglobins 
may facilitate the diffusion of oxygen from the environment to the tissues 
as suggested by Wittenberg (1965). A comparison of the oxygen tensions at 
which the extracted haemoglobin is half saturated with the environmental 
oxygen tensions may be misleading as the extent of the diffusion barrier 
presented by the body wall and cuticle in unknown. It may be that the 
function of the haemoglobin, especially when it odours in the body wall # 
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is to help to overoome this barrier. 
Unfortunately, because of the fact that the baeioglobin of Prootoeoos, 
Which is distributed throughout the tissues, is resistant to deozygenation 
it is unlikely that it oan tunotion as an oxygen storage or an oxygen 
transport system. Othor funotions that have been suggested for 
haemoglobins also appear unlikely although equally unacceptable would be 
the sug estica that it represents a funotionleos by-product of the worms 
metabolism. 
Much has still to be learnt of the function of the high affinity 
haeaoglobine of many invertebrates. Its occurrence in a parasite of an 
invertebrate lacking the pigmont presents problems of synthesis and 
runotion. Nothing is known of the former problem and at the presents even 
after this inventig: tiont the function of the haemoglobin of Proatoeoe® 
must remain a Wretery. 
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CHAPTEII X 
THE FSVIR3IMT OF PiOCTOLCES 
It Is intorosting, in the light of the rosults, to consider the 
posaible conditions in the kidney of S. plans. 
It has been shown that the tubular fluid in which the parasite 
lives is isosmotio with the external medium and with the blood over a 
wide range (sac page 145). Although this is true, the small extent of 
the salinity variations in the vicinity of Southend, on the north coast 
of the Thcaes Estuary, would most probably mean that Prootosaes is never 
exposed to a sea water dilution of bolow 75A (cee page 157). iven if it 
was exposed to extensive variations it would be able to survive for long 
periods without being able to regulate (sce pages 153-156 ). 
Although no complete analyses have, to the author's knowledge, 
been carried out upon the constituents of the kidney fluid of marine 
lsmallibranoha, it is conatructivo to consider its po©sible composition 
in relation to the blood, with whioh it is i®osinotio. 
Analyses of the blood of the lraellibrancho a are_ nsria, Pe o ten 
maximus and Ensie end (Robortson, 1949) and M ttilun adults (Potts 1954) 
have demonstrated that the haomolyaph of these cnimals resembles sea water 
in total concentration and composition with the exception that it contains 
_",. a , t"_ ,_-. 
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higher concentrations of Caft and K+ 
In molluaoe filtration of th© haemolymph Booms to take place through 
the wall of the heart into the surrounding pericardium (Potts and Parry 
1964) but little information is available as to what happens to the ions 
in this fluid once it is in the pericardium. Robertson (1949) did analyse 
the pericardial fluid of Pe oten and found that the chloride and sulphate 
concentrations were identical with those of the blood. Langre (1963) 
showed that the chloride in the pericardial fluid of Uytilus ed ulis was the 
sama as that in sea water. 
The fluid, together with the e©ordtion of the pericardial glands, then 
passes from the pericardium and into the excretory tubules. 
Ltodifioation of the filtrate occurs in the tubule, mainly by the addition 
of nitrogenous excretory compounds, of which urea and the amino acids 
taurine and creatine have been identified in twenty two lamellibranchn 
(Dolaunayr 1931). The final ionic composition of this fluid in the 
kidney tubules will depend on how far such proceseos as secretion and 
resorption of ions take place in the epithelium of the tubule. To the 
author's knowledge, no investigations have been ourried out to demonstrate 
the extent of euch procescos in estuarine lazollibranche. 
Beoauee of the similarity of the blood of laaollibronohs with eea 
2e0. 
water and beoause of the faot that little moditioation of ions appears 
to occur once this has been =filtered through the heart wall, it seem 
probable that the electrolytes present in the kidney fluid will be 
extremely similar to those in the blood and thus to those in the bathing 
sea water. Certain ions may differ in concentration and organic 
compounds such as amino voids and possibly carbohydrates may be present. 
TLua it appears that Proctoec©s is essentially living in a fluid that 
is extremely eimilar to the bathing sea water, both in total 
concentration and in composition. If thin ie no then the prolonged 
survival of adult Prootoeces in sea water is roadily understandable (see 
page 156). Thue, although the moot prolonged Burvival. waa found to ooour 
at 30 and 5O; ö sea water, 50, E of the Prootoeces in 100 6 cea water at 
6°C 1 1°C were still alive, utter 180 hours (7k. days) and the last died 
only after 300 hours (12fr days). It is possible that tho absenoe of 
organic food substances in the various dilutions of punteuriaed sea water 
was a factor contributing to the parasites $ ultimate death. 
The slightly higher ooncentr4tion of Caf+ that is likely to be 
present in the kidney fluid may be in part, the reason for the 
occurrence of "foeailimed" Prootoeces. The oocurronoo of these dead, but 
preserved, parasites within the kidney of S. plans was first noted by 
281" 
Freeman und Llewellyn (1958). They observed that they varied in colour 
from light to dark brown and that the darker ones were very hard. 23ýeeo 
authors found that approximately 1O of the Corobicularia at Chalkwell 
were infected with these dead Prootoece® with as many as six in a single 
host. 
These dead Prootoeoee were evident. in S. Plana examined during 
the present investigation. The peroenta&e of s. ýýL na from Clifftoun, 
that were so infected, varied (see fig. 47) and tho maximum number 
recorded from a single host was four. From the graph (fig. 47) it is 
evident that the incidence of dead parasites Increased over the period of 
study pari peu with the overall inorease tu the infeation level of the 
Sorobieularie (gee page 60 )" 
Dead Prootoecers were alwayo found toga{ er with living trematodea 
in the same host but 'their significance in obscure. Von Brand (1952) 
states that some nematode parasites become calcified after death and a 
similar phenomenon has boon described for a trernatodo by Macfarlane (1939)" 
Laciellibrencho will caloiZy any intruder botwoen the mantle and tbo 
shell and so form pearls. The metaoercarial ata, es of Cym_nophaalllus 
margaritarum often beaomo calcified in lamollibranchs and henoo are often 
termed the "pearl tremstodes"'(Uameson 1902). Pearls are often evident in 
2Q?. 
Fig. 47. The percentage of S. planar from Clifftovm 
( Site 7) containing dead P. subtenuis. 
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S. plena but it is not known whether they are caiu3e& by trematode larvae 
or other irritant matter. 
Because the body fluids of 1wiellibranohe are saturated with the 
aragonite form of calcium carbonate (Potts and Parry, 1964) it is perhaps 
not so surprising that dead Prootoeoee in the kidney do become calcified. 
Perhaps what is moro surprising is that once dead a trematodo is not 
iaznadiately broken down by bacteria. This suggests the kidney is sterile. 
Although the kidney fluid may be similar to that of the external 
sea water in total concentration and oompooition, the oxygen content of 
the fluid has been ahoan to be always less than that of the bathing mediums 
IA the pumpinj animal the oxygen tension, in the kidney was approximately 
50% saturated with respect to the oxygen tension in the bathing son waters 
and during an emersion in excess of three hours tLe oxygen tension has 
been shown to fall to levels approaohing zero. 
The proeonoe of haemoglobin does not appear to weist Prootoeoes 
during its euctained survival under anaerobio conditions. The fact that 
the haemoglobin of Prootoecen does not appear to liberate ita oxygen, 
either in vivo or in extracted solution, cuggesto that oxygen transport, 
oxygen storage or facilitated diffusion functions cannot be suggested for 
this pigment. 
284o 
Some aspects of the environment of Prooteoea, and its reactions 
to the conditions, have been elucidated by this research work 
although many problems still exist. The nature of the food of the 
parasite and its ability to synthesise haemoglobin whilst in a host 
lacking the pipenti are two physiological problems that would warrant 
investigation* 
2sß. 
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SUMUAAY 
SECTION I 
I" Prootoeoee nubt^___ enuis was only found within the kidney of 
Sorobioularia Plana collected from locations on the north coact 
of the Thames Estuary. 
2. The pattern of abundance of Proctoeoee was distinct and was 
repeated in each of the three years of study. 
3. At Clifftown the parasite was very suooeestuls Over 95% of all 
IL* pl` collected were infected. An increase in the level of 
infection occurred over the period of study to a level at which 
there was an averagd,. of 4-5 Prootoecea per host in 1969/0. 
4" A maximum of fourteen Prootoeoee were found in a single hoot. 
The larger/older the Be Plana the greater was the number of 
Prootoeoes that they contained. 
5. The pattern of distribution of u. eduiis was very similar to that 
of Prootoeoee. 
6. Sporoo7ste resembling those desoribed for members of the genus 
Proatoeoee by Amerioan workers were found from Lt. ed ulis on two 
ocoasions. 
7. A life oyole has been suggested and some general points considered. 
286" 
SECTION II 
8. Ilia kidney fluid of S. Plana was found to be isoemotio with 
a 
respect to the medium from a depression of freezing-point of 
0.478°C to 1.695°C. 
g. Prootoeoee was able to survive for nignifioant periods in sea water 
dilutions of 20A to 100, x. The greatest duration of survival being 
in 30; and 50% sea water. 
10. Prootoeoes was found to be iaosmotio with roapeot to the bathing 
medium lrom a depression of froe$ins-point of 0.585°C to 2.020C. 
11. The polarograph electrode used in the investigation of oxygen 
tensions within the kidney of S. plane was found to have a linear 
calibration with respect to oxygen tension in sea water, and to 
temperature. 
12. When '= read the oxygen tension within the kidney of S. plana was 
approximately 70 ®m 11g.. and fell to a level approaching zero upon 
emersion of the animal. 
13. The determination of the respiration rate and the mantle cavity 
volume of S. Diana demonstrated that it would be unable to obtain 
sufficient oxygen to maintain its aerobic respiration rate during 
periods of emersion. 
2S7* 
14. The peaks of abeorbanoe of the oxyh"no Tobin of Prootoeoee were 
found-to be at 579,541 and 417 nm. The aboorbanoe of the beta 
peak was greater than that of the alpha peak. 
15. The peaks of. abo orbanos of the deoxyhaemoglobin were at 566 # 550 
and 429 nest, there being a double peak in the visible region. 
16. It was not possible to deoxygenate the haemoglobin of Proatoeoes 
using a method similar to that found to be suooessful for 
determining the dissociation curve or the high affinity pigment 
of Tubifex ei). 
17" In vivo observations of the haemoglobin of Proctoeces demonstrated 
that no ohmage in the apeotrum ooourred when the animal was kept 
under anaerobic conditions, 
18. Prootoecoi was found to survive under anaerobic conditions for 
. substantial periods. 
19. The presence of des, but preserved, proetosoee in the kidney of 
S. plans, could possibly be related to the fact that the blood of 
" lamellibranohe is saturated with the aragonite form of oaloium 
carbonate. 
28C. 
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14. The peaks of absorbance of the oryhaemoalobin of Prootoeooe were 
found'to be at 579,541 and 417 wu. The absorbanoa of the beta 
Peak was greater than that of the alpha peak. 
15. The peaks of aboorbanoe of the deoxhaemoglobin were at 566,550 
and 429 na4 there being a double peak in the visible region. 
16. It was not possible to deoxygenate the haemoglobin of Prootoeoee 
using a method similar to that found to be suocessful for 
determining the dissociation curve of the iah affinity pigment 
or Tubirox mg. 
17. In vivo observations of the haemoglobin of Prootoeoss demonstrated 
that no ohange in the epeotrum ooourred when the animal was kept 
under anaerobic conditions, 
18, Proctoeces was found to survive under anaerobic conditions for 
substantial periods. 
19. The presence of d4a4, but preserved, Prootosoe" in the lridney of 
S. glans, oould possibly be related to the fact that the blood of 
lamellibranohe is saturated with the aragonite form of oaloium 
carbonate. 
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